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Abstract

Automated Black Box Generation of Structured Inputs for Use in Software Testing

by

Kyle Thomas Dewey

A common problem in automated software testing is the need to generate many inputs

with complex structure in a black-box fashion. For example, a library for manipulating

red-black trees may require that inputs are themselves valid red-black trees, meaning

anything invalid is not suitable for testing. As another example, in order to test code

generation in a compiler, it is necessary to use input programs which are both syntac-

tically valid and well-typed. Despite the importance of this problem, we observe that

existing solutions are few in number and have severe drawbacks, including unreasonably

slow performance and a lack of generality to testing different systems.

This thesis presents a solution to this problem of black-box structured input gen-

eration. I observe that test inputs can be described as solutions to systems of logical

constraints, and that more expressive constraints can lead to more complex tests. In

order to test effectively and generate many tests, we need high-performance constraint

solvers capable of finding many solutions to these constraints. I observe that constraint

logic programming (CLP) offers an expressive constraint language paired with a high-

performance constraint solver, and thus serves as a potential solution to this problem.

Via a series of case studies, I have found that CLP (1) is applicable to testing a wide vari-

ety of systems; (2) can scale to more complex constraints than ever previously described;

and (3) is often orders of magnitude faster than competing solutions. These case studies

have also exposed dozens of bugs in high-profile software, including the Rust compiler

and the Z3 SMT solver.

ix
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Chapter 1

Introduction and Motivation

Software bugs are a costly plague. These have led to losses of millions of dollars [1], and

even lives [2]. In order to prevent such catastrophic losses, we want to find these bugs

as soon as possible, ideally before the damage has been done. Additionally, we want

to find such bugs automatically, supplementing the sort of testing programmers already

(should) perform. Such defines the area of automated testing, or fuzzing.1

Painting broad strokes, automated testing techniques can be divided into two cat-

egories: white-box and black-box. White-box techniques (e.g., [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11])

require the source code of the system under test (SUT), whereas black-box techniques

(e.g., [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]) do not require such source code. As one might expect,

there are a number of research challenges in both categories, though the focus of this

work is specifically on black-box fuzzing.
1The term “fuzzing” originally referred specifically to generating completely random inputs [3], as it

was intended to be reminiscent of the word “noise” [4]. Over time, this word has been applied in a much
wider context, making it largely synonymous with automated testing as a whole.

1



Introduction and Motivation Chapter 1

1.1 What is Black-Box Fuzzing?

The basic idea behind black-box fuzzing is to generate program inputs through some

arbitrary process. As a simple example, one such process is to produce streams of random

characters, as was done in Miller et al. [3]. Such inputs are then run on a SUT, and the

SUT’s response is used to determine whether or not the input triggered a bug. For

example, if the SUT crashes, this likely indicates a bug. Similarly, if the SUT produces

incorrect output (as determined by some sort of oracle), this likely indicates a bug.

While the approach of randomly generating streams of characters is technically suf-

ficient for any problem, this approach is of little practical use in most domains. To

understand why, consider the problem of testing a language implementation (e.g., a com-

piler or interpreter). Using random character streams as the generation model, it is

expected that very few inputs are even syntactically valid. For example, consider the

relatively tiny C snippet below:

1 int main ( int argc , char∗∗ argv ) {
2 return 0 ;
3 }

The above program, while syntactically valid and well-typed, hardly does anything in-

teresting. Intuitively, only the buggiest of compilers is expected to have a problem with

the above program, making it relatively useless as a test input. Nonetheless, the odds

of producing the above program are astronomically low if the generator is based solely

on random character generation. The vast majority of programs will fail to ever get

beyond the parser, or perhaps even the tokenizer, making random character generation

an unsuitable generation strategy for language implementations. For testing these sort of

SUTs with structured inputs, it is necessary to use more sophisticated approaches. Such

approaches are the topic of this thesis.
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1.2 Why (Not) Black-Box Fuzzing?

Before diving into the details surrounding different black-box input generation ap-

proaches, we first look at why someone would want to use black-box fuzzing as opposed

to white-box fuzzing.

Black-box fuzzing holds a number of advantages over white-box fuzzing. First and

foremost, because black-box techniques do not need SUT source code, they can be readily

applied to systems where the source code is unavailable or otherwise difficult to observe.

This is generally true for proprietary systems without publicly-accessible source code.

This is also true of SUTs which are written in multiple languages, as is common for Web

applications. Overall, black-box techniques need only some mechanism to pass an input

to a SUT, whereas white-box techniques need the capability to explore the SUT itself.

Beyond source code, black-box techniques generally scale better than white-box tech-

niques [19], precisely because there is no coupling between the test case generator and

the SUT. That is, because the test case generator is completely independent of the SUT,

the size and complexity of the SUT is irrelevant to how difficult it is to generate SUT

inputs. While SUT input generation may be a difficult task for black-box techniques, this

task’s difficulty is unrelated to the complexity of the SUT itself. In contrast, white-box

techniques often struggle with complex SUTs, as white-box techniques closely depend

on the SUT’s structure. White-box techniques may require modification to work with

complex SUTs (e.g., [11]), and even then certain SUT features are practically impossible

to handle (e.g., hash functions [19, 11]).

To be fair to white-box techniques, black-box techniques suffer from their own prob-

lems. Arguably the largest problem is rooted in the decoupling of the testing technique

from the SUT: black-box techniques rely on the law of large numbers (of inputs) to ex-

plore program behaviors, whereas white-box techniques methodically explore a SUT’s
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state space. This theoretically makes white-box techniques better-suited to finding edge

cases which appear only under very specific inputs. While there is some work on aug-

menting black-box techniques with a more systematic search [20], such work is relatively

still in its infancy.

1.3 Related Work

There is quite a bit of related work on generating inputs with some structure in a

black-box fashion. We start this discussion with stochastic grammars [21], which serve

as a more principled way of testing language implementations than the random character

generation approach of Section 1.1.

1.3.1 Stochastic Grammars

The basic idea with a stochastic grammar is to perform a random walk over the SUT’s

input language grammar, producing AST nodes in the process. This grammar is assumed

to be context-free. Such a process guarantees that output programs will be syntactically

valid.

This stochastic grammar approach has been put to great use in testing dynamically-

typed languages, particularly JavaScript. In particular, jsfunfuzz [14] uses this ap-

proach, and jsfunfuzz has found thousands of bugs in SpiderMonkey (Firefox’s JavaScript

engine) [22]. LangFuzz [13] is also based on this approach, and it similarly has found

hundreds of bugs in SpiderMonkey [23]. LangFuzz also introduces additional capabilities

to build new tests by mutating existing tests in random ways, which was intended to find

bugs related to incomplete patches.

While stochastic grammars have been effective for testing dynamically-typed lan-

guages, they cannot be readily applied to statically-typed languages. Fundamentally,
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stochastic grammars require the user to rephrase the language’s type system as a gram-

mar; that is, the user must define a grammar that emits not only syntactically valid terms,

but also well-typed terms. While such definitions are feasible for simple type systems like

that of C [21, 12], this quickly becomes impossible for more complex type systems. This

is ultimately because typing rules generally require constraints which are more complex

than what is strictly possible to express with grammars. In such cases, the user must

either restrict themselves to a tiny subset of the language (as in St-Amour et al. [24]),

or optimistically hope that most programs generated will happen to be well-typed (as in

Daniel et al. [25]).

Stochastic grammars are similarly unequipped to reason about program behavior. For

testing languages with undefined behavior (e.g., C and C++), this is a must, as programs

which exploit undefined behavior are allowed to behave in any way possible. This makes

such programs relatively useless for testing, as compilers may emit any possible output

code (or not). As such, stochastic grammars alone are ill-suited to test languages with

undefined behavior.

1.3.2 Typical Testing of Language Implementations Beyond

Stochastic Grammars

The typical fuzzing approach here for adding additional structure is based on writing

test case generators which are highly specific to the problem at hand. For example,

Eclat [26] and JCrasher [27] are both able to generate well-typed Java programs by

construction. This is significant, as the typing rules of Java are much more complex than

those of C. However, careful inspection of the generation algorithms used reveals that

this approach is applicable only to Java, and even then only to a relatively simplistic

subset of Java. Brummayer et al. [17] similarly discusses a specialized algorithm for
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generating well-typed formulas in the statically-typed SMT-LIB [28] language, though

this algorithm cannot easily be extended to other languages. CSmith [12] is able to

generate C programs which are guaranteed to be devoid of undefined behavior, but the

approach used is highly complex and specific to C. Overall, while these approaches work

for testing their respective intended SUTs, they are not intended to be general solutions.

1.3.3 Program Synthesis

Synthesis techniques (e.g., [29, 30, 31]) can produce well-typed programs with highly

specific behaviors. However, to the best of my knowledge, synthesis techniques have never

been applied to testing language implementations. This is because synthesis techniques

are impractically slow for effective testing, as even relatively high-performance synthesis

techniques only generate tens of programs per second. Additionally, synthesis techniques

tend to operate over highly restricted languages, so they would hardly qualify as a general

solution for the structured black-box test case generation problem.

1.3.4 Bounded-Exhaustive Test Case Generation

A more general solution is offered by work on bounded-exhaustive test case generation,

wherein all the tests meeting user-defined constraints and fitting within provided bounds

are generated. Depending on the particular system employed, these constraints can

encode everything from basic syntactic validity to well-typed programs in non-trivial

statically-typed languages.

A brief tour of work on bounded-exhaustive test case generation follows. TestEra [32]

allows for test input constraints tobe specified in Alloy [33], which ultimately uses a

SAT solver to find satisfying solutions for the provided constraints. These solutions can

immediately be used as test inputs. While this approach is quite general, it is relatively
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slow, as this entails many calls to a SAT solver.

In an attempt to improve the performance of such general test case generation, one of

the TestEra authors later co-developed ASTGen [25]. In contrast to TestEra, ASTGen

does not use a SAT solver, and constraints are instead encoded entirely in Java. This

encoding is performed by painstakingly implementing iterator-like classes, which are used

to build up valid test inputs by construction. The word “encoding” is used rather gen-

erously in this context; based on firsthand experience, it is difficult to encode anything

more complex than a grammar using this approach. More complex encodings usually

require a “generate-and-filter” approach, which entails generating arbitrary inputs and

then filtering out invalid inputs post-hoc. As constraints become more complex, nearly

everything generated is invalid, quickly cancelling out any performance gains as inputs

are discarded.

A definite improvement over ASTGen is that of Korat [34], which again allows for

constraints to be written in Java. However, unlike ASTGen, this encoding is performed

through a predicate written in pure Java (i.e., a referentially-transparent method that

returns boolean). This predicate takes a data structure as an input, and returns true

if the data structure is valid, and false if it is invalid. With this predicate, Korat is

able to effectively execute the Java code “backwards”, that is, producing data structures

for which the predicate returns true. Thanks to a clever generation algorithm, this is

surprisingly fast. Overall, Korat is much faster than TestEra, and it is more expressive

than ASTGen.

There were later attempts to improve the expessibility of ASTGen via UDITA [35],

which composes ASTGen-style iterator-like classes with Korat-style predicates. While

this work was sold somewhat as a way of offering the performance of ASTGen with

the expressibility of Korat, experimentation in Dewey et al. [36] revealed that UDITA

was uniformly slower than Korat, often by orders of magnitude. Later follow-up work
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combining the advantages of TestEra and Korat exists [37], and this work has been shown

to outperform both TestEra and Korat by even orders of magnitude. However, in order

to see these performance advantages, it is necessary to implement the same constraints

in both TestEra-style and Korat-style, increasing the difficulty of usage.

While the aforementioned work on bounded-exhaustive test generation seems appli-

cable to relatively complex generation tasks like generating well-typed programs, we ob-

serve that this sort of task has not been well-explored. While both ASTGen [32, 25] and

UDITA [35] have been applied to testing statically-typed languages (specifically Java),

these applications have required post-hoc filtering out of ill-typed programs. As such, it

is questionable as to whether or not these works are directly applicable to very complex

generation tasks.

A radically different approach to bounded-exhaustive test generation is taken by Senni

et al. [38, 39], which proposes the use of CLP [40, 41] for this purpose. This alone makes

Senni et al. the most relevant work to that of my own. Senni et al. shows that CLP

can be used to generate a variety of data structures, including red-black trees and heaps

implemented with arrays. Moreover, Senni et al. shows that this generation is quite fast,

often outperforming Korat [34] by orders of magnitude. However, Senni et al. fails to

make any of the sort of key insights we make regarding the widespread applicability of

CLP to the structured test case generation problem. Additionally, Senni et al. failed

to push the expressibility bounds of CLP very far, whereas this thesis repeatedly and

deliberately tries to push these bounds to the limit.

1.3.5 Fetscher et al.

The work of Fetscher et al. [42] is separated into its own category, given the unique

nature of the work. This work builds a randomized test case generator on top of PLT-
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Redex [43], which is used to effectively encode test input constraints in a Racket-based [44]

domain-specific language. To date, this work has tackled the most complex generation

task known outside of my own work. Specifically, Fetscher et al. was able to generate

well-typed programs for a non-trivial, generic language (i.e., it had type variables) with

higher-order functions. However, the rate of generation was impractically slow for efficient

testing, with fewer than ten tests generated per minute.

1.4 Problem with Black-Box Fuzzing:

Highly Structured Input Generation

While Section 1.3 shows that there is a great deal of related work in the area of

black-box structured input generation, this is still not a solved problem. In particular, I

observe the following issues with related work:

1. There is no single overarching theme. For example, other than the fact that both

CSmith [12] and Fetscher et al. [42] can be used for randomized black-box testing of

different SUTs, there appears to be no connection between the works. In particular,

the various works which push the limits of stochastic grammars in Section 1.3.2

appear to all be unique in terms of approach.

2. When it comes to performance, there is little general understanding behind what

makes things fast and what makes things slow. For example, while the work of

ASTGen [25] and UDITA [35] argued that an iterator-based test generation style

translated to high performance, this was thoroughly debunked in Dewey et al. [36]

(see Chapter 3). Similarly, the results from Rosner et al. [37] show that even

with the sort of repeated SAT solver calls needed in TestEra [32], TestEra can

still nonetheless be faster than Korat [34], which is a more performance-minded
9
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successor.

3. Most importantly, the bulk of the works cannot generate valid inputs with lots of

structure, such as well-typed programs for a non-trivial type system. The few works

that can perform such complex generation tasks are either entirely specialized for

their SUT (e.g., CSmith [12]), or impractically slow (e.g., Fetscher et al. [42]).

The above observations collectively lead to my formal problem statement:

Problem Statement: In a generalized, black-box manner, how can we generate

many instances of complex, structured test inputs for usage in software testing?

1.5 Key Insights

With respect to the observations made in Section 1.4, there are several key insights

which I have made. These insights serve as the foundation upon which I build my

thesis. This section discusses these insights, along with their repercussions on any possible

solution to the structured test input generation problem.

1.5.1 Insight #1: Logical Constraints can Describe Tests

The first insight is relatively minor: logical constraints can be used to represent test

inputs. From this standpoint, different test inputs are different solutions to the same set

of logical constraints. This is considered a minor insight because some tools already are

based on using logical constraints to represent test inputs, such as TestEra [32].

As a thought experiment, we will extend this use of logical constraints to all test

generation techniques, even those which do not use explicit constraints. While this is
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admittedly a jump, constraints are present in other tools, even if they are not explicit.

For example, we can view context-free grammars as a sort of restricted logic, where

sentences in the language the grammar encodes correspond to true logical formulas. To

see the rationality behind this observation, consider the example grammar in Figure 1.1.

This grammar can be encoded in a straightforward manner using logical inference rules,

as shown in Figure 1.2. While the logic in Figure 1.2 is relatively inexpressive, it is still

nonetheless a logic. (As an aside, the inverse statement that logics define languages has

been previously discussed in the literature, as in Kroening et al. [45], page 18.)

n ∈ N b ∈ Boolean

me ∈ NatExp ::= n | me1 + me2

be ∈ BoolExp ::= b | be1 ∧ be2 | me1 ≤ me2

Figure 1.1: Simplistic grammar handling expressions with natural numbers and booleans.

n : NatExp (Nat)
me1 : NatExp me2 : NatExp

me1 + me2 : NatExp (Plus)

b : BoolExp
(Bool)

be1 : BoolExp be2 : BoolExp
be1 ∧ be2 : BoolExp

(And)

me1 : NatExp me2 : NatExp
me1 ≤ me2 : BoolExp

(Lte)

Figure 1.2: Encoding of the grammar in Figure 1.1 into equivalent logical inference rules.

The fundamentally logical nature of grammars is significant to the insight that logical

constraints describe tests, considering that grammars serve as a common basis for testing

tools which do not outwardly appear logical (see Section 1.3.1). With these tools, the

general idea is to encode the language of the SUT as a grammar, and then the tool

generates valid sentences of that grammar. From the logical perspective, this is equivalent
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to encoding input constraints using a limited logic, and then using a constraint solver

to generate solutions to the constraints. These solutions happen to encode sentences in

the grammar at hand. While most of these tools also offer additional capabilities which

cannot be formulated with context-free grammars alone, we can view such capabilities

as additional kinds of encodable constraints in the tool’s underlying logic. For example,

CSmith [12] effectively adds in constraints describing the behavior of C programs.

1.5.2 Insight #2: Highly Specific Test Input Generation

Demands Highly Expressive Logics

While grammars form a logic, this logic is quite inexpressive. For example, while

grammars can accurrately encode the basic structure of a binary search tree (i.e., binary

search trees contain integers, internal nodes, and leaves), they cannot accurrately encode

the contents of a binary search tree (i.e., nodes appear in a specific order based on their

values). As another example, grammars alone cannot accurrately encode the sort of

constraints necessary to express well-typed inputs for most practical type systems, even

relatively inexpressive type systems like that of Java. Without additional constraints,

one must either conservatively give up on generating all possible well-typed programs

(as is done in Eclat [26] and JCrasher [27]) , or alternatively resign oneself to generating

some ill-typed programs (as was done with ASTGen [25] and UDITA [35]).

The subproblem of generating well-typed programs is of particular interest to this

discussion. From a pragmatic level, this subproblem is well-motivated, as evidenced by

the significant amount of related work in this area (e.g., [25, 35, 26, 27, 12]). From a

theoretical level, this subproblem is particularly challenging. From the Curry-Howard

correspondance [46], we know that type systems and logics are one in the same, where

each type system is backed by its own logic. With this in mind, in order to generate
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well-typed programs for an arbitrary language, theoretically we need an expressive logic

with which to encode test inputs. Otherwise, the type system we want to encode may,

in fact, be more expressive than the logic we try to encode it with, forcing us again to

be imprecise with the encoding. With this in mind, in order to ensure our solution to

this problem is general enough to handle well-typed program generation, we need a logic

which is as expressive as possible.

1.5.3 Insight #3: Any Constraint Solver Employed Must

Practically Generate Many Solutions

Beyond simply encoding logical constraints, some tool (hereafter referred to as a

“solver”) must exist to derive solutions to these constraints, as each solution ultimately

forms a test input. In order to be practical, the solver must be capable of generating

many solutions, as each solution forms only one test as part of a larger test suite. While

the exact definition of “many” depends on both the sort of constraints in play and the

SUT, in practice this tends to be on the order of tens of thousands to millions of tests.

Considering that black-box test case generators are often run continuously (as is done

with Z3 [47, 48] and Firefox [14, 22]), ideally there should be no upper limit on the

number of tests a solver can produce. At the very least, if such an upper limit exists, it

must be large enough that a sufficiently complex test suite can still be produced.

1.5.4 Insight #4: Any Constraint Solver Employed Must be

Reasonably Fast

A solver must be able to generate these inputs reasonably fast. While this is somewhat

related to the problem of generating many solutions, it is not quite the same problem.

For example, while there may be no upper limit on the amount of solutions a solver
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can produce, a solver which produces only one input per day is likely not very useful

for generating test cases. Exactly what “reasonably fast” means depends again on the

particular constraints and SUT; this usually means either that the solver finds lots of

bugs in the SUT, or that the solver can generate tests at least as fast as they can be

executed on the SUT. Based on my personal experiences, this usually means the solver

must be capable of producing hundreds to thousands of tests per minute.

Acheiving sufficient performance is particularly difficult considering the need for max-

imum expressibility. Useful constraint satisfaction problems are often NP-Complete at

best, and combining seemingly innocuous constraints together into a unified logic can

quickly lead to undecidability. [45]

1.6 Potential Solutions

With the insights from Section 1.5 in hand, I argue that a solution to the structured

black-box input generation problem must satisfy the following criteria:

• The solution must be based on encoding test inputs using logical constraints

• The logical constraint language must be expressive

• The solver for these constraints must be capable of generating many (100K+) inputs

• The solver for these constraints must be reasonably fast (100+ solutions per minute)

Ideally, I also want to reuse existing logics and constraint solvers as much as possible;

the topic of this dissertation is black-box testing, not logic and constraint solver design.

Fortunately, there are many existing logics and constraint solvers discussed in the liter-

ature. An assortment of these are discussed henceforth, along with their relative merits

and problems.
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1.6.1 SMT Solvers

SMT solvers [45] are incredibly popular for a wide variety of constraint satisfaction

problems. For example, the paper for the Z3 SMT solver [47] has been cited over 1,000

times [49], and Z3 is but one of many SMT solvers. Over time, the state of the art in SMT

solvers has improved dramatically, thanks in part to regular competitions [50, 51]. This

improvement has led to dramatic increases in both performance and scalability, allowing

modern SMT solvers to handle problems with thousands of variables and perhaps millions

of constraints [45]. Additionally, solvers like Z3 [47] can regularly handle constraints over

undecidable logics, making SMT solvers incredibly expressive.

For these reasons, SMT solvers may seem like viable solutions to the generalized

structured black-box test generation problem. After all, their underlying logic for test

inputs is remarkably expressive, and the solvers are quite fast. However, there is a

major downside to SMT solvers for our purposes: they tend to be designed with the

assumption that only one solution is needed, whereas we need hundreds of thousands for

test generation. One can naively generate multiple solutions by adding blocking clauses

to the original query [45], which effectively constrain the problem to generate a solution

which differs from previously-generated solutions. One then queries the solver again with

these blocking clauses, and iteratively continues this process of adding blocking clauses

and solving until some set point. However, blocking clauses are problematic for two

reasons:

1. As described, we must completely restart solving for each new set of blocking

clauses. Considering that most solver work is expected to be in the initial query,

in contrast to the blocking clauses, this is wasteful.

2. This approach fundamentally does not scale to many solutions. If we want k solu-

tions, we will need to add in k sets of blocking clauses, where the size of each set
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is bounded by the number of variables in the original problem [52]. With this in

mind, the size of the blocking clauses will eventually exceed the size of the problem

as k increases, and this may occur relatively early for variable-rich problems.

While the above problems can be at least somewhat overcome by modifying the

solver itself (e.g., [53, 54]), such changes begin to blur the meaning of “SMT solver”.

Additionally, these changes cause their own problems. For example, while Z3 [47] has

limited support for generating multiple solutions, using these capabilities can severely

limit what the solver can practically reason about [48]. From personal experience, Z3

often becomes orders of magnitude slower if even two solutions are requested. As such,

SMT solvers are overall inappropriate for solving the generalized structured black-box

test generation problem.

1.6.2 ALLSAT Solvers

Unlike SMT solvers, ALLSAT solvers are designed from the ground-up to produce

multiple solutions for a given query [52]. In this way, ALLSAT solvers are far superior

to SMT solvers for solving the structured black-box test generation problem. However,

ALLSAT solvers are nonetheless inappropriate for this problem.

The fundamental problem with ALLSAT solvers is that they are technologically prim-

itive relative to SMT solvers. For one, the underlying logic of ALLSAT solvers is far

more restrictive than that of SMT solvers. ALLSAT solvers are based on basic boolean

satisfiability, whereas SMT solvers can handle more complex datatypes like mathemat-

ical integers and bitvectors [28]. This is likely not a fundamental limitation, as SMT

solvers tend to be based around augmenting DPLL-based SAT solvers [45, 55, 56] with

additional algorithms to handle more complex constraints [57]. However, either such

algorithms have not been developed for the ALLSAT context, or they have yet to be
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practically implemented.

A second problem related to the relatively primitive nature of ALLSAT solvers is

that they are limited to too few solutions for our purposes. There is no competition

for improving the state of the art in ALLSAT solvers (like that for SMT solvers [50]),

though prerequisite steps have been performed recently [52]. Looking at the results in

Toda et al. [52], modern ALLSAT solvers currently seem restricted to producing only

a few thousand solutions total, with a generation rate of less than 200 solutions per

minute. While the generation rate is fast enough for our purposes, the limitation to

a few thousand solutions makes modern ALLSAT solvers impractical for testing large

industrial applications, where we are expected to need hundreds of thousands to millions

of inputs to sufficiently explore the code.

For these reasons, while ALLSAT solvers seem applicable to this problem in theory,

they are still too primitive for my purposes. Until the state of the art in ALLSAT

solvers improves, ALLSAT solvers are not a viable solution to the generalized structured

black-box test case generation problem.

1.6.3 Answer Set Programming

As the name implies, answer set programming [58, 59] is geared towards generating

multiple solutions for the same constraints. In this way, answer set programming is

similar to ALLSAT solvers. However, the constraint language for answer set programming

is far more expressive than that of ALLSAT solvers, and appears Prolog-like [60, 61]

in construction. This makes answer set programming intuitively more attractive than

ALLSAT solvers for the generalized black-box structured test input generation problem.

Unfortunately, much like with ALLSAT solvers, the state of the art in answer set

programming is still primitive relative to SMT solvers. While there is an established
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competition for improving answer set programming [62], it is younger than the equiva-

lent competition for SMT solvers [50]. Looking closer at the answer set programming

competition, it is currently biased towards incredibly difficult problems with fewer than

30 solutions. [62] Considering that test generation problems are usually simpler but with

hundreds of thousands of inputs, we can extrapolate that this indicates that the current

state of the art in answer set programming may not be appropriate.

We do not need to extrapolate far, however. Clasp [63, 64], a popular answer set pro-

gramming implementation, also happens to have ALLSAT solver capabilities. Moreover,

Clasp was evaluated in Toda et al. [52] alongside other ALLSAT solver implementations.

All these implementations were deemed inappropriate for structured test case generation

in Section 1.6.2. As such, assuming the answer set programming capabilities of Clasp

behave similarly to its ALLSAT solver capabilities, then we can conclude that Clasp is

overall inappropriate for this problem. Given that Clasp is a popular answer set pro-

gramming language, it seems safe to assume that Clasp is indicative of the whole for

answer set programming, so we can overall conclude that the state of the art in answer

set programming is still too primitive for structured black-box test input generation.

1.6.4 Constraint Logic Programming

Much like SMT solvers, constraint logic programming (CLP) [40, 41] offers the user a

highly expressive constraint language. However, unlike SMT solvers, CLP is well-suited

to generating many solutions. Additionally, there is no fundamental limit to the number

of solutions which can be generated, in stark contrast to the apparent limits seen with

ALLSAT solvers (Section 1.6.2) and answer set programming (Section 1.6.3). CLP has

been around longer than some of its competitors, and multiple high-performance imple-

mentations already exist (e.g., SICStus Prolog [65], GNU Prolog [66], SWI-Prolog [67],
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and ECLiPSe [68]). For these reasons, CLP is the only solution discussed which satisfies

all of the constraints of a necessary solution.

The one caveat of CLP is that the constraint language is so rich that it is Turing-

complete. Because this can easily lead to situations where constraint satisfaction cannot

proceed, CLP gives the programmer fine-grained control over how constraint search is

performed. Specifically, CLP features a straightforward operational semantics which is

simple enough to be described with a single inference rule (namely SLD-resolution [69]).

This operational semantics makes the search behavior of CLP constraints not only pre-

dictable, but exploitable. CLP users can effectively “inject” domain knowledge into the

code through optimizations. Such optimizations bear a striking resemblance to the ap-

proach of defining domain-specific constraint satisfaction algorithms (seen in Toda et

al. [52]). However, these CLP optimizations show one major difference: these optimiza-

tions are in CLP code itself, as opposed to escaping CLP entirely and defining novel

search strategies. This speaks to the applicability of CLP to a large variety of domains,

as we do not need to define whole new search algorithms for each new domain.

This fine-grained control over search in CLP is both a blessing and a curse. This

control allows CLP to be extended to wildly disparate testing domains and to problems

which range the entire gamut in complexity. This generality comes at the cost of occa-

sionally being difficult to use; the user may need to inject domain knowledge if things

start getting slow, as opposed to simply picking a smarter implementation with a better

search strategy as one might do with an SMT solver. That said, a smart enough engine

might not exist (e.g., one may already be using the best SMT solver available), in which

case one would almost assuredly be completely stuck without CLP.
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1.7 Overarching Thesis

The insights in Section 1.5, along with the discussion of potential solutions in Sec-

tion 1.6, lead me to my formal thesis statement:

Thesis Statement: We can represent structured test inputs as solutions to systems

of logical constraints. In order to encode many kinds of test inputs and test a wide

variety of systems, we need an expressive logic combined with a high-performance

constraint solver capable of finding many solutions. I observe that CLP meets these

criteria, and so CLP can ultimately solve the generalized structured black-box input

generation problem.

To be clear, solutions other than CLP are possible, though CLP is the only solution I

am aware of which meets all the solution criteria defined in Section 1.6.

In order to demonstrate that CLP is a valid solution to the generalized structured

black-box input generation problem, I must demonstrate that:

• The logic of CLP is expressive enough to encode a wide variety of test generation

problems, including highly complex ones

• Some arbitrary CLP engine is fast enough to produce a sufficient amount of tests

within a reasonable timeframe

To this end, I present a series of case studies wherein CLP was applied to test case

generation in some particular domain. I have intentionally chosen a wide variety of

domains, including those where test inputs have significantly complex structure. I submit

this as evidence of the generality and expressibility of CLP for test case generation.

Moreover, where applicable, CLP was able to find real bugs in popular, industry-grade

software. Additionally, at multiple points CLP was compared to direct competitors in
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specific domains. Such comparison revealed that CLP is consistently able to generate

test inputs orders of magnitude more quickly than that of the competition. I submit this

as evidence that modern CLP engines are fast enough to solve the generalized structured

black-box input generation problem, and overall have little difficulty producing the large

numbers of inputs required for effective testing.

1.7.1 Organization of This Document

The rest of this document goes through each of the aforementioned case studies in

detail. A brief description of each one of these case studies follows:

1. Chapter 2 shows how CLP can be applied to fuzzing dynamic languages, in particu-

lar JavaScript. This chapter also demonstrates that CLP is a strict generalization of

the stochastic grammar approach described in Section 1.3.1. This chapter is based

on work published in ASE’14 (Citation: [70]; DOI: 10.1145/2642937.2642963;

© 2014 ACM).

2. Chapter 3 shows how CLP can be applied to generating highly constrained data

structures, well beyond anything ever previously attempted. Not only can CLP

be applied to this problem, it was orders of magnitude faster than its competitors,

namely Korat [34] and UDITA [35]. This chapter is based on work published in

ICSE’15 (Citation: [36]; DOI: 10.1109/ICSE.2015.26; © 2015 IEEE).

3. Chapter 4 shows how CLP can be applied to fuzzing the typechecker of the Rust

programming language [71], which features a complex type system. This was

the first work which ever attempted to efficiently generate tests for a type sys-

tem of this level of complexity. During this process, 14 developer-confirmed bugs

were found. This chapter is based on work published in ASE’15 (Citation: [72];

DOI: 10.1109/ASE.2015.65; © 2015 IEEE).
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4. Chapter 5 shows how CLP can be applied to fuzzing SMT solvers, via the generation

of guaranteed satisfiable and unsatisfiable formulas. This process found 23 bugs, of

which 22 have been fixed at this point. This chapter is based on work submitted

(though not accepted) to ICSE’17.

5. Chapter 6 shows how CLP can be applied to fuzzing tokenizers and parsers, specif-

ically in the context of finding bugs in student solutions to an educational problem.

This process revealed CLP to be strictly better at finding bugs than a traditional

manually-generated test suite, and exposed deficiencies in the student-provided

assignment specification. This chapter is based on work published in ITiCSE’17

(Citation: [73]; DOI: 10.1145/3059009.3059051; © 2017 ACM).

6. Chapter 7 shows how to apply CLP to generating well-typed programs in a non-

trivial language, specifically in an educational context. This chapter is written

somewhat in a tutorial style, and offers lots of code samples for a complex generation

problem. This chapter is unpublished.

The last two chapters (specifically Chapters 8 and 9) discuss certain limitations of

CLP-based test generation, along with how these limitations are overcome. While this

work has not been published, it has assisted me during multiple testing projects over the

years. Although these latter chapters do not directly contribute to my thesis statement,

they are so closely connected to the case studies described that I felt it necessary to

include them. Additionally, these chapters highlight certain technical and engineering

details which are relevant to using CLP for test case generation. As such, these chapters

are absolutely relevant to using CLP for testing, even if they do not directly defend the

thesis statement.

The rest of this thesis assumes the reader has at least a passing familiarity with

CLP; readers who are not familiar with CLP should consult Appendix A. Mathematical
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formalisms are presented in multiple areas of this thesis; details behind the notation used

are available in Appendix B.

Pronouns Used in This Document

Both “I” and “we” are used in this document. Uses of “I” refer to thoughts and work

which I consider entirely my own. However, much of this work was produced through

collaboration and discussion with others, particularly with the people mentioned in the

acknowledgements section. While I am the main author of all the work in this document,

I do not claim total overship over such collaborative portions, and so I use “we” for such

cases. Occasionally I use a royal “we” as well, referring to things in a more general sense.
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Chapter 2

Case Study: Generating Interesting

JavaScript Programs

2.1 Introduction

This chapter features a case study wherein CLP is applied to the generation of

JavaScript programs with predictable runtime behaviors. The purpose of this case study

is to demonstrate that CLP can be used to not only implement stochastic grammars (dis-

cussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1), but to implement program generators strictly more

expressive than that possible with stochastic grammars alone. The sort of CLP-based

generators defined in this chapter can perform simple but effective semantic reason-

ing about JavaScript programs, which is well-beyond anything possible with a syntax-

oriented approach like that of stochastic grammars.

In regards to the thesis, this chapter demonstrates that CLP is expressive, fast, and

capable of generating many programs. Specifically, CLP is significantly more expressive

than the otherwise popular stochastic grammars, to the point where CLP can accurrately

reason about the semantic properties of generated programs. Despite the added express-
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ibility, CLP is still nonetheless able to generate thousands to hundreds of thousands of

programs per second.

As an aside, this chapter is based on work which we published in ASE’14 (Cita-

tion: [70]; DOI: 10.1145/2642937.2642963; © 2014 ACM).

2.2 CLP for Program Generation

This section discusses how to use CLP for program generation. We will begin with

a syntactic description of a simple arithmetic expression language and express progres-

sively more interesting properties for expression generation. Section 2.3 will then discuss

applying these ideas to program generation specifically for JavaScript.

2.2.1 Syntactic Expressions

We use the arithmetic expression language shown in Figure 2.1 for the examples

throughout this section. We can describe this grammar in CLP, as shown in Figure 2.2.

i ∈ Z
e ∈ ArithExp ::= i | e1 + e2

Figure 2.1: Basic arithmetic expression language, consisting of integers and addition over
expressions.

As shown in Figure 2.2, two clauses are used in the exp procedure, one for each of

the alternative productions of ArithExp in Figure 2.1. The first clause (on lines 1-3)

checks that the input (I) is an integer between INT_MIN and INT_MAX, where INT_MIN

and INT_MAX are assumed to be defined elsewhere with the obvious meanings. The second

clause (on lines 4-6) checks for the case of e1 + e2, which is assumed to be represented as

a structure named add with two parameters representing e1 and e2, respectively. Because
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1 exp ( I ) :−
2 INT_MIN #=< I ,
3 I #=< INT_MAX.
4 exp ( add (E1 , E2 ) ) :−
5 exp (E1 ) ,
6 exp (E2 ) .

Figure 2.2: CLP implementation of the grammar shown in Figure 2.1

e1 (E1) and e2 (E2) should themselves be expressions, exp is recursively used on these

parameters to ensure that they are, in fact, expressions (on lines 5-6).

We can use the CLP definition in Figure 2.2 in two distinct ways: to recognize valid

expressions and to generate valid expressions. In the recognition case, we pass a potential

expression as an argument to the exp procedure and it will return either true if it is a

valid expression or false otherwise. The more interesting case for fuzzing is generation:

if we want to generate valid expressions instead, we can use a query like the following:

1 ?− exp (E) ,
2 write (E) ,
3 f a i l .

With the above query, the CLP engine will first attempt to find a value for the logical

variable E that will make the exp procedure true on line 1. Once such a value is found,

the engine will write that value to output on line 2, then fail on line 3. Failure will

cause the engine to backtrack and attempt to find a different value for E; this process

will continue indefinitely and generate an infinite stream of valid expressions.

One caveat is that the resulting expressions will not be concrete; instead, they will

contain symbolic variables (standing for unknown integers) that are subject to a set of

constraints derived from the clauses. For example, one of the generated expressions would

be add(X, add(Y, Z)) where X, Y, and Z are symbolic variables standing for unknown

integers. The CLP engine remembers the bounding constraints on each one of these
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variables (i.e., ∀a∈{X,Y,Z} INT_MIN ≤ a ∧ a ≤ INT_MAX). To get a concrete expression, we

need to then ask the CLP engine to label the symbolic variables, that is, find concrete

values that satisfy the constraints. The engine guarantees that satisfying values must

exist.

2.2.2 Bounding Size

CLP engines use unbounded depth-first search by default. This strategy ultimately

controls the order in which expressions are generated. For an infinite stream of expressions

(as would be produced by the generator in Figure 2.2), the search strategy controls

exactly which expressions are generated within a finite amount of time. While the search

strategy is effectively “baked-in” the engine, we can still exercise simple control over it.

For example, consider the following query:

1 ?− cal l_with_depth_limit ( exp (E) , 5 , CurrDepth ) ,
2 CurrDepth \== depth_limit_exceeded ,
3 write (E) ,
4 f a i l .

The above query uses call_with_depth_limit on line 1, which is a built-in procedure

in the SWI-PL [67] CLP engine. This procedure runs a given query (exp(E) above) with

a bound on the recursion depth (5 above). If the query ever exceeds this bound, it will

unify a given variable (CurrDepth) with the atom depth_limit_exceeded. This can then

be used as a flag to check whether or not the query exceeded the bound, as is checked

in line 2 above. The code on line 2 will cause failure to occur if the bound was exceeded

(i.e., this checks to see that CurrDepth does not hold the atom depth_limit_exceeded).

If the depth is not exceeded, CurrDepth will instead hold an integer indicating how deep

the recursion went. With all this in mind, the above query effectively bounds the depth

of the expressions generated.

This can further be used to implement an iterative deepening search strategy, if so
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desired. Using iterative deepening, we can generate minimal test cases which find bugs.

This is in stark contrast to the bulk of related work, which relies on random generation of

large programs (e.g., [14, 13, 12, 21, 74]). While such large programs find bugs, they tend

to contain lots of unrelated code, necessitating downstream test case reduction techniques

(e.g., [75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82]).

While the bounding approach described here based on call_with_depth_limit works

for stochastic grammars, it is tied to SWI-PL [67]. Additionally, it does not scale well

to larger problems, and it is difficult to bound based on elements other than recursion

depth without significant code changes. Chapter 9, Section 9.2.2 describes this problem

in detail. Chapter 9 also offers a general solution in Section 9.4.1.

2.2.3 Stochastic Grammars

CLP subsumes the stochastic grammar technique for program generation. This means

that we can specify stochastic grammars using CLP, and do so quite easily. An example

showing such stochastic behavior is shown in Figure 2.3, which was derived from the

CLP code in Figure 2.2. The key to the stochastic behavior in Figure 2.3 is the use of

the maybe procedure, which triggers random failure with a given probability. This leads

to a somewhat random distribution of programs being produced, as is expected from

stochastic grammars.

It should be noted that while the maybe-based technique described is generally suffi-

cient for stochastic grammars, this tends not to scale well with more complex generators.

The reasons why, along with solutions to this problem, are discussed in Chapter 9, specif-

ically Sections 9.2.1 and 9.4.3.
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1 exp ( I ) :−
2 maybe ( 0 . 4 ) ,
3 INT_MIN #=< I ,
4 I #=< INT_MAX.
5 exp ( add (E1 , E2 ) ) :−
6 exp (E1 ) ,
7 exp (E2 ) .

Figure 2.3: CLP code from Figure 2.2 augmented with stochastic capabilities, thanks to
the built-in maybe procedure in the SWI-PL [67] CLP engine. The use of maybe above
triggers random failure with 40% probability, allowing for random exploration similar to
that of a stochastic grammar.

2.2.4 Arithmetic Overflow

One of the most powerful abilities of CLP is symbolic arithmetic reasoning, which

enables the user to specify numeric constraints as part of a predicate. These constraints

are handled by an integrated constraint solver as part of the CLP engine. For example, we

can specify that we only want to generate expressions that contain at least one arithmetic

overflow, shown in Figure 2.4. Stepping through this code, the exp procedure (derived

from Figure 2.2) has been instrumented with a second integer parameter holding the

result of the given expression, along with a third boolean parameter indicating whether

or not overflow has occurred. Lines 5-7 are almost identical to lines 1-3 in Figure 2.2,

except that now exp indicates that overflow did not occur in line 5. Lines 8-16 are more

interesting, because these dicate how arithmetic addition is performed. Line 11 performs

the addition, though in a symbolic way with #=. If the result of this operation is greater

than INT_MAX, then overflow (Over) is set to true in line 12. Similarly, if the result of

this operation is less than INT_MIN, then overflow is set in line 13. If, however, the result

is between INT_MIN (line 14) and INT_MAX (line 15), we do not immediately set that

overflow occurred. Instead, this will return true (indicating overflow occurred) if either

of the subexpressions overflowed, using the boolOr helper prodedure. Only if the result
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was between INT_MIN and INT_MAX, and if none of the subexpressions cause overflow to

occur, will the result of the addition indicate overflow.

1 boolOr ( true , _, true ) .
2 boolOr (_, true , true ) .
3 boolOr ( false , false , fa l se ) .
4
5 exp ( I , I , fa l se ) :−
6 INT_MIN #=< I ,
7 I #=< INT_MAX.
8 exp ( add (E1 , E2 ) , N, Over ) :−
9 exp (E1 , N1 , Over1 ) ,
10 exp (E2 , N2 , Over2 ) ,
11 N #= N1 + N2 ,
12 ( (N #> INT_MAX, Over = true ) ;
13 (N #< INT_MIN, Over = true ) ;
14 (N #>= INT_MIN,
15 N #=< INT_MAX,
16 boolOr (Over1 , Over2 , Over ) ) ) .

Figure 2.4: CLP code snippet which can generate programs exhibiting arithmetic over-
flow. The second parameter of the exp procedure indicates the integer result of evaluating
the arithmetic expression. The third parameter of the exp procedure dictates if overflow
occurs in the expression generated (the first parameter to exp), with true indicating
overflow occurred and false indicating otherwise. This is based on the CLP code in
Figure 2.2.

An example query using the code in Figure 2.4 to generate expressions that contain

at least one overflow is shown below:

1 ?− exp (E, _, true ) ,
2 write (E) ,
3 f a i l .

The above query will generate some expression E which is required to overflow somewhere,

as indicated by the third parameter to exp being true in line 1. In this case, we do not

care about the actual result of the expression, indicated by the use of underscore (_) for

the second parameter to exp in line 1. It will then write out the expression on line 2 and
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trigger backtracking for another expression on line 3, much like the query shown for the

original CLP code in Figure 2.2.

2.3 Generating JavaScript

This section discusses how to fuzz dynamic languages with CLP, using JavaScript as

a representative example. JavaScript is an imperative, dynamically-typed language with

objects, prototype-based inheritance, higher-order functions, and exceptions. JavaScript

is designed to be as resilient as possible and makes liberal use of implicit conversions

and other idiosyncratic behaviors. Object properties can be dynamically inserted and

deleted, and when performing a property access the specific property being accessed can

be computed at runtime. There are several mechanisms available for runtime reflection.

Object inheritance is handled via delegation: when accessing a property that is not

present in a given object obj, the property lookup algorithm determines whether obj has

some other object proto as its prototype; if so then the lookup is recursively propagated

to proto. We omit exact details of the CLP predicates that we use for JavaScript, but

they are available in this chapter’s supplementary materials.1

2.3.1 Stochastic Grammar

It is fairly simple to construct a CLP predicate describing syntactically valid JavaScript

programs; it is a straightforward extension of the method we used for the example arith-

metic expression language in Section 2.2. Just as we did there, we can add probabilities

to the clauses of that predicate in order to convert it to a stochastic grammar. This

yields a program generator much in the spirit of jsfunfuzz [14].
1https://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~benh/research/downloads/ase14_supplementary.zip
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However, while a purely stochastic grammar works for finding bugs in dynamic lan-

guages, we observe that most of the programs it generates are not particularly useful for

testing. The problem is that no matter what language features are present in a gener-

ated program, it is likely that there will be a runtime type error during execution before

most of those features are ever reached. For example, any attempt to access a property

of the null or undefined JavaScript values will raise an exception and terminate the

program’s execution (unless the exception is caught and handled, which again is unlikely

in a randomly generated program).

2.3.2 Absence of Runtime Errors

We can use CLP to specify JavaScript programs that avoid runtime errors. The idea

is to use CLP to encode a type system and compose the syntactic JavaScript predicate

with a predicate that only matches on well-typed programs. One nice property of this

technique is that we can incrementally make the type system more powerful, starting

with a simple system and adding precision as needed. We can also choose to make the

type system either sound (restricting the programs that can be generated, but ensuring

that all such programs will avoid runtime errors) or unsound (allowing more programs to

be generated, but potentially allowing some kinds of runtime errors). Thus we have two

axes of freedom to work with, allowing us a great deal of flexibility to trade off between

the effort required to write program generators and the kinds of programs that will be

generated.

For example, we could employ a simple, unsound type system as a first effort to help

avoid some runtime errors. Figure 2.5 shows a fragment of a simple type system that

prevents programs from directly dereferencing the null JavaScript value; however, it still

allows dereferencing a variable which itself may have the value null. We can encode this
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type system in CLP, as shown in Figure 2.6.

` null : nil ` x : unk
` e1 : unk
` e1.e2 : unk

Figure 2.5: A fragment of an unsound type system for JavaScript to filter out programs
that attempt to directly access a property of the null value.

1 typeo f ( nu l l , n i l ) .
2 typeo f (var (_) , unk ) .
3 typeo f ( a c c e s s (E1 , _) , unk ) :−
4 type (E1 , unk ) .

Figure 2.6: CLP code implementing the type system fragment shown in Figure 2.5.

To step through the code in Figure 2.6, the predicate typeof takes two parameters:

a JavaScript expression and the type of that expression, respectively. Line 1 states that

the expression null has type nil, representing an expression which evaluates to null.

Line 2 states that any variable (where the underscore is a placeholder for the variable

name) has type unk, where unk represents some unknown, possibly null value. Line 3

states that if we attempt to access an object held in expression E1, and the type of E1

is unknown (unk) on line 4, then the type of the access overall is unk. This procedure

would disallow programs such as “null.foo” (which we want to eliminate, as this just

triggers an error), but still allow programs such as “var x = null; x.foo” (which is

still undesirable, though less likely of a program given its added complexity). If there

are too many runtime errors in the resulting programs we can extend this type system

to track the types of variables more closely, either soundly or unsoundly depending on

how precise we want to be and how much effort we want to put into it.
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2.3.3 Arithmetic Overflow

Arithmetic overflow is an interesting property for testing JavaScript implementations.

JavaScript numeric values are technically floating point, though for performance reasons

most JavaScript engines try to represent numeric values as integers wherever possible.

Therefore, at runtime the engine must detect all overflows and automatically change the

numeric representation from integers to floating point values. We can extend the arith-

metic overflow predicate described in Section 2.2 to generate valid JavaScript numeric

expressions that are guaranteed to contain at least one overflow, in order to test whether

the engine performs this optimization correctly.

2.3.4 Prototype-based Inheritance

Object are the fundamental data structure in JavaScript (even functions and arrays

are special kinds of objects), and so testing object inheritance is key. To do so, we must

generate programs that both construct and use non-trivial prototype chains. Stochastic

grammars are unlikely to generate such programs by themselves. Using CLP, we can

enforce that generated programs contain the following items in sequence, in the proper

scope, potentially with unrelated code in-between:

• A declaration for some function foo.

• A statement foo.prototype.fld = exp, where fld is some string and exp is a valid

JavaScript expression, seeding foo’s prototype with the property fld .

• A statement var x = new foo(), constructing a new object whose prototype is the

same as foo’s.

• A statement x.fld , triggering prototype lookup.
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A high-level view of the CLP code implementing this behavior is shown in Figure 2.7. In

Figure 2.7, the inSequence procedure ensures that its arguments happen in sequence,

however they are not necessarily consecutive, i.e., an arbitrary number of other expres-

sions may occur in-between them. This sequence specifies a function declaration with

a given name Name, followed by an optional setting of that function’s prototype field,

followed by an optional setting of a field of that function’s prototype, followed by the

rest of the AST.

1 usesPrototypeBasedInher i tance (S) :−
2 inSequence ( [ declareFunctionWithName (Name) ,
3 g iveFunct ionPrototype (Name) ,
4 addToFunctionPrototype (Name) ,
5 =(Rest ) ] , S ) ,
6 astConta ins ( Rest , useNewWithFunctionWithPrototype (Name ) ) .

Figure 2.7: CLP code implementing a generator of JavaScript expressions
which use prototype-based inheritance. While the definitions of inSequence,
declareFunctionWithName, giveFunctionPrototype, addToFunctionPrototype,
astContains, and useNewWithFunctionWithPrototype have not been provided, these
can be implemented to do what their names suggest. This code was pulled directly
from the implementation, with slight modifications related to naming and the removal
of extraneous capabilities which distract from the main discussion.

We can extend this specification in various ways to make for even more interesting

tests. For example, we could (among many other possible options):

• Require a minimum depth for the prototype chain

• Require the use of implicit conversion to convert non-objects to objects and then

perform prototype lookup on the resulting objects

• Construct multiple interleaved prototype chains

• Implement some or all of the above in conjunction with each other
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2.3.5 With + Closures

JavaScript has some very obscure and idiosyncratic behaviors that implementations

must get correct. One example is the combination of the with expression with closures.

The with expression changes the current scope, affecting variable lookup. Closures should

preserve the current scope, but closures and with have complex interactions that make

the proper behavior unclear and difficult to get correct. A particularly tricky case is when

a closure is created inside of a with expression, and then subsequently called outside of

that with expression.

With this in mind, we can specify a CLP predicate that generates JavaScript programs

with the following requirements:

• The program contains a with expression that itself contains a closure definition.

• The function definition contains multiple free variables that are defined in various

scopes with respect to the with scope and the scope outside of the with.

• The closure value formed from that function is passed outside of the with and

subsequently called.

A high-level view of this predicate is shown in Figure 2.8.

1 withAndClosureEdgeCase (S) :−
2 inSequence ( [ defineClosureWithNameInWith (Name) ,
3 callClosureWithName (Name ) ] , S ) .

Figure 2.8: CLP code implementing a generator of JavaScript expressions which
use with combined with closure creation. While the definitions of inSequence,
defineClosureWithNameInWith, and callClosureWithName have not been provided,
these can be implemented to do what their names suggest. This code was pulled directly
from the implementation, with slight changes to procedure names to improve clarity.

In Figure 2.8, defineClosureWithNameInWith ensures that the generated program

contains a with expression containing a closure and callClosureWithName ensures that
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the closure is called outside of the with. The variable Name is used to track the name of

the variable that holds the closure, ultimately allowing callClosureWithName to call the

proper closure created by defineClosureWithNameInWith. This is an example of how

CLP allows the tester to concentrate on a specific set of language features and a specific

interaction between those language features.

2.4 Evaluation

This section evaluates the effectiveness of CLP-based program generation versus a

stochastic grammar approach. We first explain our experimental methodology, then we

present and discuss our results for JavaScript.

2.4.1 Methodology

We compare two different approaches to program generation for language fuzzing:

1. sto: The stochastic grammar approach

2. clp: The CLP-based approach

The comparison is a bit misleading because CLP can implement stochastic grammars; in

fact, all of the approaches are implemented in SWI-Prolog [67], a publically-available CLP

implementation. The comparison showcases the additional expressiveness and efficiency

of CLP over purely stochastic grammars.

At the time this case study was performed, publically-available implementations of

the existing JavaScript fuzzers jsfunfuzz [14] and LangFuzz [13] did not exist. While

we requested such implementations from Mozilla for comparison to our technique, our

requests were ignored. As such, we did not compare against these tools.
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The entire fuzzing infrastructure, including the code implementing the sto and clp

approaches described above, is available in the supplementary materials for this chapter.2

These experiments were run on a system with 12 Intel Xeon@1.9 Ghz cores and 32 GB

memory. All experiments are single-threaded.

The metric that we use to measure program generation effectiveness is generation

rate, in terms of programs per second. We measure three distinct kinds of generation

rate: total, unique, and interesting, with the following meanings:

• total rate: how quickly each approach can generate programs, without regard to

what kinds of programs are being generated.

• unique rate: how quickly each approach can generate unique programs, ignoring

duplicate ASTs. For this metric, unless otherwise stated, variable names and the

values of number, string, and boolean literals are irrelevant. For example, the

programs x + 6 and y + 7 would be considered identical.

• interesting rate: how quickly each approach can generate programs that match

some tester-given criteria for being interesting. In our case, interesting means that

the program is accepted by one of our predicates discussed in Section 2.3.

To compute the generation rate for each approach, we use the given approach to generate

programs for five minutes and then divide the resulting number of programs by 300

seconds to get units of programs per second. We do this separately for each kind of

generation rate (total, unique, and interesting). We report separate total, unique,

and interesting numbers for the sto approach; the clp approach only generates unique,

interesting programs and so we only report the interesting number for that approach.

To be clear, our generation metric is not intended to focus on how fast programs can

be generated by the various techniques, but rather to reveal how well the techniques can
2https://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~benh/research/downloads/ase14_supplementary.zip
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be tuned to generate interesting programs for various definitions of “interesting”, and how

easily they can be targeted for different interesting properties.

Details of the sto Approach

For JavaScript, we create a predicate exp that describes syntactically valid programs.

We then add probabilities as discussed in Section 2.2 to create a stochastic grammar,

carefully tuned to favor the generation of unique programs. Querying this predicate

using:

1 ?− exp (E) ,
2 write (E) ,
3 f a i l .

. . . will yield a stream of randomly generated, syntactically valid programs. This method

is equivalent to the current state of the art for stochastic grammar-based approaches (see

Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1).

Details of the clp Approach

The CLP approach uses the predicates specifying interesting programs directly in

order to generate satisfying programs; thus the generated programs are guaranteed to be

both unique and interesting. We set the search strategy used by the CLP approach for

all predicates to bounded depth-first search. Again, while our experiments treat sto and

clp as distinct approaches, we should be clear that in reality clp subsumes sto and that

these approaches can all be easily combined together in various ways.

2.4.2 JavaScript Program Generation

We evaluate four predicates for generating JavaScript programs:
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1. js-err: generates programs with few runtime errors, relative to a traditional syn-

tactic fuzzer. This uses the general technique described in Section 2.3.2, though

with a more extensive type system. Specifically, the type system attempts to ensure

that (1) expressions that are used for property access or as the subject of a delete

are neither null nor undefined; and (2) expressions that are called as functions,

either directly or via new, are actually function values.

2. js-overflow: generates programs that contain at least one arithmetic overflow,

utilizing the technique described in Section 2.3.3. We consider two ASTs which

contain an overflow at the exact same position to be the same.

3. js-inher: generates programs that construct and use prototype-based inheritance

chains, utilizing the technique described in Section 2.3.4.

4. js-withclo: generates programs that construct closures inside of with expressions

and then call them outside of those with expressions. This utilizes the technique

described in Section 2.3.5.

Table 2.1 gives the generation rates for sto compared to clp.

Predicate total unique interesting clp clp
interesting

js-err 53,335 28,614 24,210 56,658 2.3
js-overflow 49,635 22,631 0.303 1,229 4,056

js-inher 20,677 11,195 0 304,890 ∞
js-withclo 31,458 17,132 0.057 302,472 5,306,526

Table 2.1: Generation rate of sto versus clp, in units of programs per second. We report
total, unique, and interesting separately for sto; they are all the same number for clp.
The last column is the ratio between the clp and sto interesting program generation
rates (higher is better for clp).

We can group the predicates based on their behaviors, with js-err in one class and

js-overflow, js-inher, and js-withclo in the other class. For js-err, fully 85% of
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the unique programs are interesting. While clp generates slightly fewer total programs

than sto, it generates 2.3× as many interesting programs during the same period of

time. This is the best that sto does in comparison to clp, and the two major reasons

are that (1) for this predicate we are using an unsound type system, thus it is easier for

the stochastic grammar to generate programs matching the predicate; and (2) for this

predicate we bound the search space for both sto and clp to programs whose abstract

syntax trees are at most height seven. Both of these facts favor sto in our experiments;

by making the type system more sound or by increasing the bound on program size, clp

would do progressively better than sto.

The remaining three predicates have a very different story. The interesting genera-

tion rate for sto is 0 or very close to 0, while the generation rate for clp for two of the

predicates is 10–15× higher than sto’s total generation rate. The reason that clp is so

much faster than sto in this case is because sto is randomly searching the space, i.e.,

each time it finds a program it restarts the search from scratch. In contrast, clp is using

bounded depth-first search, i.e., when it finds a program it searches the nearby space to

find other programs as well. This behavior of sto is characteristic of stochastic grammars,

not specific to our implementation. The clp generation rate for js-overflow is much

lower than the clp generation rate for the other predicates because js-overflow heavily

exercises SWI-PL’s [67] arithmetic constraint solver, which tends to be expensive.

2.5 Conclusions

This chapter has demonstrated that CLP is strictly more expressive than stochastic

grammars, and can even reason about the expected runtime behaviors of generated in-

puts. However, this generation is nonetheless fast and capable of generating thousands

of programs per second. Moreover, this was done for a realistic kind of SUT, namely
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JavaScript engines. With this in mind, the benefits of CLP are quite practical in na-

ture. All these points help to defend my thesis that CLP is an effective solution to the

structured black-box input generation problem.

Of potential interest to the reader is that the paper this chapter is based on (Dewey

et al. 2014 [70]) mentioned two future directions:

1. The application of CLP to fuzzing statically-typed languages

2. The integration of SMT solvers [45] into CLP

Both these directions were explored in later case studies; Chapters 4 and 7 both discuss

the fuzzing of statically-typed languages bearing complex type systems, and Chapter 5

integrated SMT solver support into CLP for the purposes of better fuzzing SMT solvers.
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Chapter 3

Case Study: Generating Complex Data

Structures

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, a case study is provided wherein CLP is applied to the generation

of complex data structures. While there is a significant amount of prior work on gen-

erating data structures using test case generation tools (namely everything described in

Chapter 1, Section 1.3.4), this chapter observes that all of the data structures previously

generated have been relatively simple. In order to push the state of the art forward and

ultimately test the expressiveness of CLP, this chapter looks at data structures never

before generated, with a focus on those which are particularly challenging to generate.

To push the complexity level even further, for each data structure considered, we

also look at a particular subset of the data structures which are of interest to testing.

These subsets are defined by particular properties the data structures have, and they

tend to involve the actual operations on the data structures themselves. For example,

instead of merely generating red-black trees, we also generate red-black trees which will
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internally rebalance upon the insertion of a particular value. This requires us to reason

not only about valid red-black trees, but also the operations on valid red-black trees,

namely insertion and rebalancing. Merely encoding this can be a challenge, let alone

generating data structures that satisfy this encoding. As such, this serves as an excellent

case study to test the expressibility limits of CLP.

In addition to pushing the expressibility limits of CLP, this chapter seeks to determine

exactly how fast CLP is, relative to the competitors of Korat [34] and UDITA [35]. Since

both Korat and UDITA are already designed to generate data structures, we can compare

CLP to them directly, as long as we write equivalent generation code in Korat and

UDITA. Because we could unintentionally write a poor Korat or UDITA-based generator,

we intentionally used as many existing generators as possible for these tools, where the

existing generators were written directly by Korat and UDITA authors. This allows for a

comparison between generators optimized for Korat/UDITA against generators optimized

for CLP.

This case study has overall revealed that CLP is capable of generating such complex

data structures, which is encouraging considering that we chose data structures which

are more complex than ever before generated. Additionally, the generation rate of CLP

has shown itself to often be several orders of magnitude greater than that of Korat

or UDITA, and CLP was uniformly at least several times faster than the competition.

As an aside, this chapter is based on work we published in ICSE’15 (Citation: [36];

DOI: 10.1109/ICSE.2015.26; © 2015 IEEE). While that work discussed the relative

usability of the different test case genertaion tools employed, along with significant dis-

cussion around the terms “imperative” and “declarative”, this chapter intentionally avoids

such discussion. Such discussion distracts from the main purpose of this thesis, namely

to demonstrate that CLP is an effective solution to the structured black-box test case

generation problem. In particular, that work focused on exactly how one can encode
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data structures, as opposed to what is merely possible to encode. While these two ideas

are related (i.e., something may be possible to encode but so unrealistically difficult that

it may as well be impossible), none of these data structures showed any extremes this

severe.

This chapter begins with a discussion of exactly how CLP relates to the sort of existing

work on data structure generation, first introduced in Chapter 1, Section 1.3.4.

3.2 Example

This section shows an example where CLP is used to generate sorted linked lists,

shown in Figure 3.1. While sorted linked lists are not a particularly complex data struc-

ture, this still illustrates the basic concepts.

1 so r t ed ( [ ] ) .
2 so r t ed ( [_] ) .
3 so r t ed ( [A,B| Rest ] ) :−
4 A #=< B,
5 so r t ed ( [B| Rest ] ) .
6
7 ?− so r t ed (L) ,
8 write (L) ,
9 f a i l .

Figure 3.1: CLP-based generator of sorted linked lists.

In Figure 3.1, there are three clauses followed by a query. The first clause (on line

1) states that an empty list is a sorted list. The second clause (on line 2) states that a

single-element list is a sorted list. The third clause (on line 3) states that a multi-element

list is sorted if the first two elements in are ascending order and the rest of the list is

sorted. The query (starting on line 7) will indefinitely write out sorted lists according to

the sorted procedure.
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3.3 CLP Compared to Other Data Structure

Generators

In this section, a number of features which are useful for data structure generation are

discussed, along with how these features work in CLP and other data structure generation

tools. I argue that CLP is constructed from the ground-up with these features in mind,

whereas these features tend to have ad-hoc implementations in other tools, if they are

present at all.

3.3.1 Feature: Nondeterministic Search

From a high level, all prior work can be seen as techniques to nondeterministically

generate data structures of interest in a given space. In practice, they all employ various

forms of backtracking algorithms. In TestEra [32], ultimately the nondeterministic gener-

ation is done by SAT solvers, which use backtracking algorithms for search [45]. However,

given that traditional SAT/SMT solvers are not well-suited to generating many solutions

(as described in Chapter 1, Section 1.6.1), this can be slow. In Korat [34] a backtracking

algorithm is added on top of the JVM and used to search the space of all structures

to find ones that match a predicate defined by the user. UDITA [35] actually modifies

the semantics of Java using Java PathFinder [83], which uses backtracking to make Java

execution nondeterministic. These techniques all build nondeterministic search into the

infrastructure, hiding it from the user. ASTGen [25], in contrast, forces the user to ex-

plicitly encode the nondeterministic search into the specification of the data structure

being generated, via careful composition of imperative iterator-like [84] objects.

Nondeterministic execution is a core feature of CLP semantics, and has been discussed

in the literature since very early on [60]. As such, there have been literally decades of
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work on making this feature efficient in CLP engines.

3.3.2 Feature: Search Strategy Control

All prior work has employed bounded-exhaustive generation, i.e., defining a finite

space and generating all structures within that space. While bounded-exhaustive search

has merit [85, 86], there are other search strategies that can be useful. Random search,

iterative deepening, and various hybrid approaches have been used in the past to good

effect for other types of automated generation (e.g., [12, 13, 14, 87]). As such, restricting

search to a single strategy is overly limiting.

ASTGen and UDITA allow for some coarse-grained control over the order of data

structure generation, but CLP can easily exceed this low bar. This capability of CLP

was previously discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2; it is further discussed in Chapter 9.

3.3.3 Feature: Equality Constraint Propagation

Senni et al. [38] observe that UDITA’s [35] lazy data structure instantiation opti-

mization “can be seen as a particular CP (constraint propagation) solution strategy”.

We observe that this UDITA optimization in fact behaves just like the logical variables

available in typical CLP engines, which allow for the propagation of equality constraints.

Semantically, logical variables start in a special uninstantiated state, wherein the variable

has no specific value. Uninstantiated variables can be aliased with each other, essentially

putting variables into the same equivalence class. Logical variables can later become

instantiated with particular values, and all aliased variables will automatically have that

same value. To better illustrate this phenomenon, consider the following code: X = Y,

Y = 1. This code aliases the logical variables X and Y with the expression X = Y, then

sets both of them to the value 1 with the expression Y = 1. This behavior bears striking
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similarity to the lazy instantiation optimization in UDITA, which: (1) only instantiates

variables when operations specific to a given data structure are performed on them, and

(2) allows for uninstantiated variables to be aliased. In this way, UDITA is attempting

to emulate the logical variables already available in CLP engines, though in an ad-hoc

manner.

3.3.4 Feature: Disequality Constraint Propagation

In Korat [34], blind search is avoided by observing what sort of sub-structure caused a

data structure to be rejected by the user-defined predicate. This information is retained

in a way that prevents further data structures with identical sub-structure from being

generated. We observe that, in effect, this strategy allows Korat to propagate disequality

constraints, which prevent the generation of invalid sub-structures. In UDITA [35], cer-

tain optimizations related to isomorphism-breaking are implemented in a manner which

is similar to disequality constraint propagation. This observation is made directly by

the authors in demonstrating the correctness of the details of their generation algorithm.

While disequality constraints are somewhat non-standard in CLP languages, they are

still compatible with CLP [88].

3.3.5 Arithmetic Constraint Propagation

The hallmark of CLP engines is the ability to reason about symbolic arithmetic via

high-performance arithmetic constraint solvers. While all of the prior work allows for

generation of data structures with arithmetic invariants, with the exception of Senni et

al. [38] this capability is handled via a generate-and-filter approach. That is, instead

of asking a constraint solver to deliver numbers which satisfy some given arithmetic

constaints, one must instead try all numbers in a range and filter out those which did
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not satisfy applicable arithmetic invariants. Not only is this inefficient, it forces the data

structure generator to reason about data structure shape and contents simultaneously,

which can be problematic. For example, consider the problem of generating sorted lists

of length 0 to n. In general, there are only n+ 1 unique list shapes in this space, though

a potentially infinite number of list structures when content is taken into account. If the

tester desires to test only structures with particular shapes, without regard to contents,

the space is quite small. However, the need for contents can blow up the search space in

a completely uninteresting direction. With CLP, it is possible to reason about shape and

contents independently and to request only a single satisfying solution for a list of any

given length. With the prior techniques, it would be necessary to tweak various bounds

in an ad-hoc manner just to get a single solution, and this sort of tweaking does not scale

to arbitrary data structures.

3.4 Data Structures and Properties

This section describes the seven data structures on which we evaluate the competing

data structure generation techniques. In addition to the baseline data structure defini-

tions, we also describe for each data structure an additional property that targets an

interesting part of the space of such structures; these additional properties are intended

to further stress the test case generation tools being evaluated. Three of the structures

have been evaluated in prior work, and are included here for comparison: sorted linked

lists, red-black trees, and heaps. Four of the structures have never been evaluated for

generation before this work: image grammars, skip lists, splay trees, and B-trees. The

additional properties for all of the structures, including the three structures seen in prior

work, are novel to this work.

Here we informally describe the structures and properties. The code used to gen-
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erate these data structures for CLP, Korat, and UDITA is available in this chapter’s

supplementary materials.1

3.4.1 Data Structure: Sorted Linked Lists

A sorted linked list is a linked list whose nodes are ordered according to their con-

tents, in this case integers. Both UDITA [35] and Senni et al. [38] generated these data

structures.

Additional Property: We target lists where each integer element is separated by at

most a value of k. For example, a valid list for k = 3 would be [0, 2, 5, 5].

3.4.2 Data Structure: Red-Black Trees

A red-black tree is a type of balanced binary search tree that is commonly used as an

efficient representation for sets and maps. Korat [34], UDITA [35], and Senni et al. [38]

all showed that they could generate red-black trees with varying degrees of success.

Additional Property: We target red-black trees such that inserting a given element

is guaranteed to cause rebalancing. Intuitively, this means that given an element value,

we generate red-black trees such that if the given element is inserted into the tree it

will cause a rebalance to occur. This property requires us to encode the insertion and

rebalancing operations in our code that describes acceptable red-black trees.

3.4.3 Data Structure: Heaps

A heap is a type of balanced binary tree that is commonly used to represent priority

queues efficiently. While heaps are usually described as trees, they are often backed
1https://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~benh/research/downloads/icse15.zip
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by arrays, and so we choose an array-based representation. As with red-black trees,

Korat [34], UDITA [35], and Senni et al. [38] all generated these structures.

Additional Property: We target heaps which require exactly log2 n operations on

dequeue, where n is the number of nodes in the heap. Such data structures show worst-

case behavior, and are interesting not only for testing but for benchmarking. This prop-

erty requires encoding the dequeue operation in the code describing acceptable heaps.

3.4.4 Data Structure: ANI Images

Chapter 2 showed that CLP is well-suited to generating data structures describable

by context-free grammars, namely programs. In order to increase the complexity, here we

choose a data structure that obeys a context-sensitive grammar, namely ANI images [89].

Bugs in parsers for this grammar have been historically costly [90]. We observe that the

ANI grammar is not well-documented, and that there are several edge cases where it is

unclear if a parser should accept or reject a given image. For our standard definition of

ANI images we avoid these edge cases.

Additional Property: We target specifically those edge cases that we avoid in the

standard definition. In other words, we target ANI images that are guaranteed to contain

at least one edge case. Specifically, these edge cases are:

• A Rate subsection named “LIST”, which introduces a parsing ambiguity with an-

other image component with the same name.

• An InfoList subsection of size 2, which should not be possible with valid data.

• A title or author field holding a non-printable character.

• An image containing no icons (indicated with an icon length of 0), which are core

components of an image.
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• A jifRate of 0, which corresponds to an animation that would move infinitely fast.

3.4.5 Data Structure: Skip Lists

A skip list [91] is a special DAG-like representation of a linked list that allows for

multiple elements in a list to be traversed in a single operation. The consequence of this

on peformance is that inserting an element into a sorted linked list can be performed in

O(log n), unlike the typical O(n). Of special interest is that these data structures rely

on probabilistic features and thus do not have deterministic shapes.

Additional Property: We target skip lists where fewer than k% of the elements have

the maximum height. The observation this property is based on is that the smaller

this percentage becomes, the less likely the data structure is in practice (due to the

probabilistic features of the skip list algorithm), and thus we are more likely to generate

what can be considered an edge case. Ideally we would like a very small percentage,

though this percentage also influences the number of elements in the tree. To keep list

sizes manageable, we use k = 25.

3.4.6 Data Structure: Splay Trees

Splay trees [92] are a type of binary search tree whcih automatically reconfigure them-

selves upon access. This reconfiguration intuitively makes elements which are frequently

accessed cheaper to access. Central to this reconfiguration is a splay operation that

moves a given element to the root of the tree via a series of modifications.

Additional Property: Due to the splay operation, the shape of a splay tree can vary

widely between different operations which call splay. For testing, we are interested in

particularly dramatic changes to the tree’s shape. Specifically, we want to generate trees

for which the following two properties hold in conjunction, where n is the total number
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of nodes in the tree:

• The tree contains at least one node at depth greater than d1.5× log2 (n)e.

• If a splay operation is performed on any single node in the tree, all nodes in the

tree would have depth ≤ d1.5× log2 (n)e.

The aforementioned properties define splay trees which can become more balanced

via some particular use of splay. Generating such splay trees would be useful for testing

any optimization scheme based on this observation.

3.4.7 Data Structure: B-Trees

B-trees [93, 94] are a complex tree-based data structure which are used heavily in

databases and filesystems. Given the fact that these are so popular at base system levels,

it is useful to be able to generate these automatically for testing purposes.

Additional Property: We take a similar approach as with red-black trees, generating

trees which would experience node-splitting given some particular value to insert.

3.4.8 Relevant Data Structure Features

From the above data structures and properties, we have derived a set of features that

impact data structure generation and which any automated data structure generation

technique must be able to handle. These properties, along with why they are potentially

concerning, are described below.

Arithmetic

Structures and properties that require reasoning about arithmetic present problems

for techniques that do not employ arithmetic constraint solvers. This includes all tech-
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niques described other than CLP. While these past techniques can generate structures

that require arithmetic reasoning, the lack of a constraint solver means that generation

is extremely inefficient.

Probabilistic

Structures and properties that require probabilistic features may be difficult to rep-

resent. Directly encoding probabilities, e.g., using a random number generator, is not

possible for all techniques. For example, TestEra [32] cannot handle probability at all,

and Korat [34] requires that the predicate describing a data structure must be determinis-

tic. For such frameworks, a tester is forced to either encode directly what low-probability

data structures look like (which may not be obvious), or overapproximate by generating

all possible data structures.

Graph-like

We define graph-like data structures to mean those structures which cannot be rep-

resented directly with trees or lists, which we refer to as being tree-like. Even so-called

“trees” can be graph-like when they include parent and/or sibling pointers. Graph-like

data structures are somewhat challenging to represent in CLP, as these require indirec-

tion to implement. That is, because CLP lacks assignment, we cannot simply update

pointers and make a potentially cyclic data structure.

Loops and Assignment

For the data structures with operational variants, these operations are usually de-

scribed via loops and assignment. However, CLP lacks these features, which requires

the generator writer to rethink exactly what these operations are trying to accomplish.
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Worst-case scenario, the writer might need to emulate these operations, as through a

store-passing transformation (somewhat akin to the State monad in Haskell [95]).

Features in Summary

The information regarding these different features and their importance to data struc-

ture generation techniques is summarized in Table 3.1.

Property / Operation Seen In A? P? G? L?

Numeric Ordering
sorted linked lists, red-black trees,

heaps, skip lists, splay trees,
B-trees

! # # #

Explicit Tree red-black trees, grammars,
splay trees, B-trees # # # #

Rebalancing red-black trees, heaps∗,
splay trees, B-trees ! # !∗ !

Probabilistic Shape skip lists # ! # #

Table 3.1: Features of our data structures and properties and whether they bear at-
tributes relevant to how automated data structure generation is performed.
A = Uses Arithmetic
P = Probabalistic
G = Graph-like
L = Uses Loops and assignment
∗Heaps are not graph-like, though the rest of the listed data structures are.

3.5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate and compare Korat, UDITA, and CLP for performance

and scalability. With respect to the overarching thesis, the goal of this evaluation is to

determine if CLP can express all the data structures and variants described in Section 3.4,

and to see how rapidly CLP can generate these structures.
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3.5.1 Experimental Methodology

We have specified basic versions of the seven data structures described in Section 3.4

and also advanced versions containing the additional properties, in each of Korat, UDITA,

and CLP. To be concise, we uniformly refer to these 14 versions as “data structures”. The

basic data structure is referred to as “basic”, and the version of the data structure with

the additional property is referred to as “special”.

To measure performance we record the time each technique takes to generate all

structures within a given set of bounding values. While evaluations in prior work report

bounds as a single uniform value n, we observe that this does not reflect reality for even

the simplest of data structures. That is, for all the data structures involved, there are

multiple distinct bounding values that must be specified. Therefore, we report all of the

bounding values used for each data structure. A description of these bounding values

is provided in Table 3.2. Henceforth we will refer to these bounding values via comma-

separated lists of integers, where the integer’s position reflects which bound is being

referred to in Table 3.2 and the integer value is the actual bound. For example, with

basic sorted lists the bounds “2, 3” would mean a maximum of two nodes, and a maximum

element value of three. Additionally, we set k = 3 for special sorted lists (see Section 3.4)

and we ensure that we insert an element distinct from the tree contents for special red-

black trees and special B-trees. To measure scalability, we break the performance results

into three separate groupings based on small, medium, and large bounding values. For

CLP, we chose GNU Prolog [96, 66] as our engine due to its public availability and high

performance.

Where possible we used publicly available code for our specifications; if Section 3.4

mentions that an implementation of a data structure on Korat or UDITA was available,

then we used that code. Such code reuse helps to lessen the threat that we unintentionally
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wrote a slow Korat or UDITA representation, as this reused code was written by the

authors of Korat and UDITA themselves.

3.5.2 Performance Results and Discussion

Performance data for Korat, UDITA, and CLP generators for small, medium, and

large bounds are shown in Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, respectively. There are several key

points to make with this data, which are brought out in order of increasing bounds.

Poor UDITA Performance

As shown in Table 3.3, even with small bounds UDITA often takes orders of magnitude

more time than Korat. According to the prose found in the literature [25, 35], UDITA is

faster than ASTGen which itself is implied to be much faster than Korat. We initially

thought that our setup must be in some way malformed, but upon further examination

this observation turns out to be consistent with results reported separately for Korat [34]

and UDITA [35]. For example, while Korat and UDITA both evaluate on heap arrays of

length 8 in the two works cited above, UDITA is a full order of magnitude slower than

the same result in Korat, despite the fact that UDITA was introduced nearly 8 years

after Korat. UDITA was never directly evaluated against Korat, though it was evaluated

against its predecessor ASTGen, which is implied to be faster than Korat (though this

is never evaluated empirically). Overall, this leads us to conclude that UDITA performs

poorly in general.

Korat on B-Trees

Given the overall performance results in Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5, an unexpected dat-

apoint in Table 3.3 is that Korat takes orders of magnitude more time than UDITA with
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Data Structure Bounds Korat UDITA CLP
Basic Sorted Lists 6, 6 0.266 898 0.001
Special Sorted Lists 6, 6 0.226 898 0.001
Basic Red-Black Trees 10, 10 45.8 322 0.3
Special Red-Black Trees 10, 10 24.7 327 0.168
Basic Heaps 8, 8 5.6 335 0.96
Special Heaps 8, 8 4.8 347 0.036
Basic Images 2, 1, 1, 1, 2 12.9 1027 2.8
Special Images 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 41 1611 7
Basic Skip Lists 4, 3, 3 67.4 1461 0.001
Special Skip Lists 4, 3, 3 58.4 1467 0.001
Basic Splay Trees 5, 5 1.86 66.8 0.001
Special Splay Trees 4, 4 0.386 81.8 0.001
Basic B-Trees 2, 2 140 1.05 0.001
Special B-Trees 2, 2 3.64 1 0.001

Table 3.3: Performance data for small bounds, in seconds.

Data Structure Bounds Korat UDITA CLP
Basic Sorted Lists 12, 13 62.5 — 1.61
Special Sorted Lists 12, 13 51.5 — 0.38
Basic Red-Black Trees 12, 12 1218 — 1.26
Special Red-Black Trees 12, 12 709 — 0.804
Basic Heaps 9, 9 55.1 — 6.32
Special Heaps 9, 9 45.6 — 1.18
Basic Images 2, 1, 1, 2, 2 908 — 37
Special Images 2, 1, 1, 2, 2 — — 279
Basic Skip Lists 4, 4, 4 — — 0.001
Special Skip Lists 4, 4, 4 — — 0.001
Basic Splay Trees 6, 6 96.7 — 0.016
Special Splay Trees 6, 6 361 — 0.004
Basic B-Trees 4, 4 — — 0.001
Special B-Trees 4, 4 — — 0.001

Table 3.4: Performance data for medium bounds. “—” signifies timeout after 1800 seconds
(30 minutes).
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Data Structure Bounds Korat UDITA CLP
Basic Sorted Lists 17, 17 — — 569
Special Sorted Lists 18, 18 — — 734
Basic Red-Black Trees 18, 18 — — 189
Special Red-Black Trees 20, 20 — — 560
Basic Heaps 11, 11 — — 873
Special Heaps 12, 12 — — 937
Basic Images 20, 1, 1, 2, 2 — — 691
Special Images 10, 1, 1, 2, 2 — — 1792
Basic Skip Lists 9, 9, 9 — — 1136
Special Skip Lists 9, 9, 9 — — 810
Basic Splay Trees 11, 11 — — 487
Special Splay Trees 12, 12 — — 380
Basic B-Trees 10, 20 — — 67.5
Special B-Trees 20, 20 — — 102

Table 3.5: Performance data for large bounds. “—” signifies timeout after 1800 seconds
(30 minutes).

basic B-trees, though its performance improves by orders of magnitude when considering

special B-trees. This performance is due to the fact that Korat must generate arrays

all at once—Korat cannot piece arrays together incrementally, in contrast to UDITA.

Our B-tree specification relies heavily on arrays and constraints on arrays, and so Korat

ends up generating many unsatisfiable arrays in relation to UDITA. Korat on special

B-trees is much faster because there is only one satisfying structure in the space. In

other words, the vast majority of the structures in this space are invalid—since Korat

learns from negative information, it very quickly learns the fact that the space is nearly

entirely unsatisfiable, and is able to skip most of that space without having to explore it.

Excellent CLP Performance

For all data structures and for all bounds, CLP outperforms Korat and UDITA,

usually by orders of magnitude. This is best shown in Table 3.5, which features large

bounds for these data structures. As shown, with large bounds, Korat and UDITA
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timeout on all data structures, whereas CLP does not timeout on anything.

There are several reasons why CLP offers such good performance. With CLP we have

more direct control over the search strategy. For example, consider B-trees, which have

an invariant that all leaves must be on the same level. With Korat, the best we can do is

assert that this is true and hope that the Korat engine learns the pattern. With CLP, we

directly constrain the generation so that all leaves are on the same level by construction,

and so that they are only put at positions where they could legally be with respect to

the number of nodes in the tree. This ends up cutting down dramatically on the amount

of unsatisfiable search space.

A second major reason for CLP’s performance is the presence of an arithmetic con-

straint solver. As an example, consider the performance results for the additional prop-

erty on red-black trees in Table 3.4. While the property intuitively requires a generate-

and-filter approach, we can actually do better with CLP. CLP allows us to impose sym-

bolic arithmetic constraints on the data structure which force rebalancing to occur with

respect to a given key, even without knowing the concrete values in the tree. This means

that once the constraints are imposed, it is a simple matter of enumerating all integers

which satisfy the symbolic constraints, which is a relatively low-cost operation. In con-

trast, with both Korat and UDITA, we are forced to take a generate-and-filter approach.

A third reason for the performance gains is that with CLP, we are implicitly utilizing

decades of research into making nondeterministic search and arithmetic constraint solvers

fast. We get these benefits “for free” just using the existing GNU Prolog engine.

3.5.3 Threats to Validity

In cases where existing data structure generation code was not already available from

the authors of Korat [34] and UDITA [35], we had to write our own generators. The
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performance of these tools can be sensitive to the coding style used, so it is conceivable

that our generators for these data structures could be further optimized.

3.6 Conclusions

This chapter has shown that CLP can be used to express data structures more complex

than ever before generated. Most important to the overall thesis is the fact that CLP

was typically orders of magnitude faster at generating data structures than its direct

competitors, namely Korat and UDITA. As far as performance is concerned, this serves

as strong evidence that CLP is an effective solution to the structured black-box test case

generation problem.
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Chapter 4

Case Study: Type-Based Fuzzing of the

Rust Compiler

4.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses a case study wherein guaranteed well-typed and ill-typed Rust

programs were generated with the help of CLP. Such programs were then used to test

the typechecker in the Rust [71] compiler, revealing 14 developer-confirmed bugs in the

process. While finding these bugs was certainly beneficial, merely generating Rust pro-

grams with known typedness (that is, programs we know to be well-typed or ill-typed

by construction) is a feat in and of itself. Rust’s type system includes features like para-

metric polymorphism and generics; only Fetscher et al. [42] (described in Chapter 1,

Section 1.3.5) can even handle these features properly, and even then the results are

impractically slow for effective testing. Additionally, Rust’s type system features affine

types for proving memory safety at compile time without garbage collection; this is the

first work which has ever even attempted to generate programs containing affine types

with known typedness. Overall, generating Rust programs with known typedness pushes
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the expressibility bounds of CLP, as an inexpressive logic would be unable to accurrately

represent Rust programs with known types.

The results of this case study show that CLP was able to represent well-typed and ill-

typed Rust programs with relative ease. In fact, informally, most of the difficulty in this

case study was merely in determining what Rust considers to be well-typed and ill-typed,

independent of CLP. Not only was CLP able to encode this information, the resulting

test case generator was quite fast, with tens of millions of programs generated per hour.

This was significantly faster than we could run the tests, even in a highly parallel setting

with a heavily-optimized test harness. Additionally, CLP was able to generate hundreds

of millions of tests overall, and no slowdown to the aforementioned generation rate was

ever observed.

For the above reasons, this case study serves as strong evidence for my thesis, namely

that CLP is a proper solution to the structured black-box test case generation problem.

The generation of Rust programs with known typedness is of a complexity level beyond

anything ever attempted before, but CLP was nonetheless able to express this. Moreover,

the resulting generator was so fast that it outstripped the actual testing. The fact that 14

developer-confirmed bugs were found in the process shows that CLP is not only useful, but

that the problem I am trying to solve is firmly rooted in reality: CLP has helped find bugs

in popular, industrial-grade software with hundreds of millions of related downloads [97].

As an aside, this chapter is based on work we published in ASE’15 (Citation: [72];

DOI: 10.1109/ASE.2015.65; © 2015 IEEE).

4.2 Generating Well-Typed Programs

We first discuss exactly how CLP can be used to construct well-typed programs.

We use as an example the problem of generating well-typed programs in System F [98],
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the polymorphically-typed lambda calculus. The relatively simple System F is used for

exposition purposes only; CLP is capable of handling much more complex type systems,

as demonstrated by the application of these ideas to Rust in Section 4.4. No existing

fuzzers can handle something even as simple as System F because of its higher-order

functions and parametric polymorphism.

While CLP is a better solution for generating well-typed programs for language

fuzzing than any current method, it is not a perfect solution. We conclude this section

by describing some of the pitfalls of CLP with respect to well-typed program generation.

4.2.1 CLP Example: System F

The best way to explain how to use CLP for well-typed program generation is by

example. Here we demonstrate how to use CLP to generate well-typed programs in a

variant System F, the polymorphically-typed lambda calculus. We make one change to

System F, namely the addition of built-in support for integers, which occasionally makes

generation more convenient (see Appendix C for details). The key points to observe are

that:

• The CLP specification closely mirrors the formal type system definition.

• We use only the standard features of CLP languages, which means that we can use

off-the-shelf CLP implementations to generate programs.

Figure 4.1 describes the syntax of the variant of System F we will use. The possible

types are integers (integer), type variables (α), function types (τ1 → τ2), or polymor-

phic types (∀α.τ). An expression is either an integer, a variable, a function abstraction, a

function application, a type abstraction, or a type application. Type abstractions param-

eterize an expression by a type in the same way that function abstractions parameterize
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i ∈ Z
τ ∈ Type ::= integer | α | τ1 → τ2 | ∀α.τ
e ∈ Exp ::= i | x | λx :τ . e | e1 e2 | Λα . e | e τ

Figure 4.1: Syntax for System F, where i is an integer, α is a type variable, ∀α.τ is
a polymorphic type, x is a program variable, Λα . e is a type abstraction that creates
an expression of polymorphic type, and e τ instantiates a polymorphic expression to a
specific type τ .

an expression by a value. Type application specializes an expression (the body of a type

abstraction) to a given type in the same way that function application specializes an

expression (the body of a function abstraction) to a given value.

Γ ` i : integer
(int)

x ∈ keys(Γ) τ = Γ(x)

Γ ` x : τ
(var)

Γ[x 7→ τ1] ` e : τ2
Γ ` (λx :τ1 . e) : τ1 → τ2

(abs)

Γ ` e1 : τ1 → τ2 Γ ` e2 : τ1
Γ ` (e1 e2) : τ2

(app)

Γ ` e : τ
Γ ` (Λα . e) : ∀α.τ (tabs)

Γ ` e : ∀α.τ2 τ3 = subst(α, τ1, τ2)

Γ ` (e τ1) : τ3
(tapp)

Figure 4.2: Typing rules for System F, where Γ is a type environment mapping variables
to types and subst(α, τ1, τ2) substitutes the type τ1 for free occcurances of α in type τ2,
yielding a new type.

Figure 4.2 describes the typing rules for System F. The first four rules (int, var,

abs, and app) are exactly the same as in the simply-typed lambda calculus. The last two

rules handle polymorphism: tabs introduces a polymorphic type and tapp eliminates a

polymorphic type.

Figure 4.3 shows a translation of the formal typing rules from Figure 4.2 into CLP.

Figure 4.3 contains five clauses, one for each typing rule in Figure 4.2. The last line

shows a query which will endlessly generate well-typed programs. The typeof pro-

cedure represents a type judgement: typeof(Gamma, E, T) stands for Γ ` e : τ .
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1 typeo f (_, i n t (_) , integer ) .
2 typeo f (Gamma, va r i a b l e (X) , T) :−
3 lookupMap (Gamma, X, T) .
4 typeo f (Gamma, lam(X, T1 , E) , arrow (T1 , T2) ) :−
5 addMap(X, T1 , Gamma, NewGamma) ,
6 typeo f (NewGamma, E, T2 ) .
7 typeo f (Gamma, app (E1 , E2 ) , T2) :−
8 typeo f (Gamma, E1 , arrow (T1 , T2 ) ) ,
9 typeo f (Gamma, E2 , T1 ) .
10 typeo f (Gamma, tlam (A, E) , poly (A, T) ) :−
11 typeo f (Gamma, E, T) .
12 typeo f (Gamma, tapp (E, T1) , T3) :−
13 typeo f (Gamma, E, poly (A, T2 ) ) ,
14 s ub s t i t u t e (A, T1 , T2 , T3 ) .
15
16 ?− typeo f ( [ ] , E, T) , writeln (E) , f a i l .

Figure 4.3: CLP specification of System F, where lookupMap, addMap, and substitute
are helper procedures with the obvious functionality whose definitions are not shown
here. The final query will output an infinite stream of well-typed System F programs.

The type environment Γ is represented using a list associating variables with their

types; we use the helper procedure lookup(Gamma, X, T) to determine what type T

is associated with variable X in type environment Gamma, and the helper procedure

addMap(X, T, Gamma, NewGamma) to compute a new type environment NewGamma copied

from the original type environment Gamma but associating variable X with type T. We also

use the helper predicate substitute(A, T1, T2, T3) to compute a new type T3 derived

from type T2 but with all free instances of type variable A replaced with type T1, i.e.,

T3 = subst(A, T1, T2).

While the lookupMap, addMap, and substitute operations are not particularly lengthy,

their implementation comes with technical challenges. Such challenges are not specific

to generating well-typed Rust programs, and so they are beyond the scope of this chap-

ter. Chapter 7 discusses these sort of challenges along with the implementations of these
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operations, particularly in Section 7.3. A full implementation of the generator in Fig-

ure 4.3, along with the lookupMap, addMap, and substitute procedures, can be seen in

Appendix C.

4.2.2 Pitfalls of CLP

While there are substantial advantages to using CLP for well-typed program genera-

tion, it does have certain problems that make it an imperfect solution. We identify and

describe the two biggest problems we have encountered when using CLP for this purpose.

Fundamental Performance Issues

Typing rules generally assume that they are operating over complete programs and

are attempting to make a judgement whether that program is well-typed, i.e., they are

operating as acceptors rather than generators. Ideally, when implemented in CLP any

acceptor is also a generator by default—given a predicate p that describes terms with

some desired property, p(t) operates as an acceptor for a concrete term t while ∃x.p(x) op-

erates as a generator that will bind x to some satisfying concrete term. However, naively

translating typing rules into CLP can lead to performance issues. For example, while

the ordering of clauses in a conjunction is irrelevant from a strictly logical standpoint,

in practice it is significant. A poor ordering can lead to asymptotically worse perfor-

mance [99], or even nontermination [100]. We have also found that it may be necessary

to place bounds on non-expression components like types in order to ensure termination.

Chapter 7 discusses these sort of problems more, particularly in Sections 7.3 and 7.4.
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Lack of Constructive Negation

CLP lacks the ability to constructively negate a predicate. In other words, it is

not possible to have the CLP engine construct a term that deliberately fails to satisfy

a given predicate. Given a predicate p, we can query ∃x.p(x) but we cannot query

∃x.¬p(x). While CLP provides the related notion of “negation-as-failure”, this operation

is not constructive; negation-as-failure cannot construct terms, only filter out unsatisfying

terms [101, 102]. In order to get the effect of constructively negating a predicate p, we

must create a new predicate p̂ that constructively describes the negation of p. This new

predicate will contain redundant code, and the resulting specifications are longer and

more confusing. Attempts have been made to solve this problem (e.g., [103]), but those

solutions require specialized implementations and still require additional code and effort.

4.3 Finding Typechecker Bugs

A language’s type system provides guarantees about program behavior, i.e., it ex-

cludes behaviors that the language developers have deemed “bad”. [104] The type system

is essentially a logical theory by which the typechecker attempts to prove that a program

does not exhibit these bad behaviors. One can think of the typechecker as a filter which

allows through all programs that it can guarantee are well-behaved, while forbidding all

programs that it cannot guarantee are well-behaved.

Because exactly determining which programs are well-behaved or ill-behaved is prov-

ably undecidable, the typechecker will conservatively reject some potentially well-behaved

programs; the fewer such programs it rejects, the more precise the typechecker is. How-

ever, the typechecker should never accept any program that is potentially ill-behaved;

this requirement is called soundness. In addition, the typechecker should be consistent in

its decisions to avoid programmer confusion: similar programs from a typing perspective
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should all be accepted or rejected similarly.

In this section we describe methods and techniques for detecting bugs in a typechecker

implementation. We focus specifically on precision bugs, soundness bugs, and con-

sistency bugs, though at the end we also discuss a few other kinds of bugs that we

encounter as a side-effect of our main focus. Determining what exactly constitutes a bug

requires a specification to compare against. A formal specification would be best (for

typecheckers, this would be a formal type system) but is not always available, especially

for a language under rapid development. In the absence of a formal specification, we

rely on an informal notion of “developer intent”, gleaned from discussions with the lan-

guage developers themselves. When we say “spec” below, we are referring to either the

formal or informal specification, whichever is available. We do not consider the problem

of determining whether the spec itself is correct (e.g., proving the soundness of the type

system), though that is an interesting problem to tackle in the future.

4.3.1 Finding Precision Bugs

We wish to automatically generate programs that expose precision bugs in the type-

checker. We first need a definition that tells us when a program exposes a precision

bug:

Definition 1 〈Precision Bug〉: A program exposes a typechecker precision bug if the

program is well-typed according to the spec but the typechecker rejects the program.

Because the spec can be informally defined, it may be uncertain whether the program

is well-typed according to the spec. Even if we can guarantee that the program is well-

behaved, the type system implemented by the typechecker may not be able to prove that

fact and in that case the program should be rejected by the typechecker. However, we
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can give a more specific condition under which the program should probably have been

accepted:

Corollary A program exposes a precision bug if the typechecker has computed informa-

tion that implies the program is well-typed, but rejects the program anyway.

For example, suppose that the typechecker can infer the program is well-typed if it

can prove some proposition q. It has already proved proposition p, and it knows that

p =⇒ q. Thus, the typechecker should be able to derive q and declare the program

well-typed. However, if it ignores that information and rejects the program then we say

it has a precision bug.

From these definitions, it suffices to generate well-typed programs using the technique

described in Section 4.2, run them through the typechecker, and see whether the type-

checker accepts them or not. If a program is rejected, then given a formal spec we are

guaranteed that we have exposed a bug. Given an informal spec, we have exposed a case

where either there is a bug in the typechecker or the language developers need to tweak

their notion of well-typedness to refine the informal spec.

4.3.2 Finding Soundness Bugs

We wish to automatically generate programs that expose soundness bugs in the type-

checker. We first need a definition that tells us when a program exposes a soundness

bug:

Definition 2 〈Soundness Bug〉: A program exposes a typechecker soundness bug if the

program is not well-typed according to the spec but the typechecker accepts it as valid.

Thus, in order to expose soundness bugs we must generate ill-typed programs. In

concept, this is trivial: simply generate syntactically valid programs and filter out all
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those that are well-typed (as the generated programs grow larger, the odds of a syntacti-

cally well-formed program also being well-typed tend to shrink exponentially). However,

the resulting ill-typed programs are generally obviously ill-typed, such that even a buggy

typechecker would probably be able to correctly reject them. Intuitively, we want the

ill-typed programs to be non-obvious so that even a mostly-correct typechecker might

still trip up and incorrectly accept them.

For this purpose, we introduce the notion of “almost well-typed” programs. The idea

is simple: given a set of type system rules, we pick a subset of the rules’ premises and

negate them. Any program that is well-typed according to the modified type system

is almost well-typed according to the original type system—that is, the program is ill-

typed, but in a precisely controlled way. This notion is independent of the particular type

system that the typechecker implements, allows us to tune the degree of ill-typedness at

a fine granularity (by choosing how many and which premises to negate), and is intended

to mirror likely mistakes that might be made when implementing the typechecker (for

example, forgetting to check a rule’s premise or checking it incorrectly).

Example: Almost Well-Typed System F

1 typeo f (Gamma, app (E1 , E2 ) , T2) :−
2 typeo f (Gamma, E1 , arrow (T1 , T2 ) ) ,
3 typeo f (Gamma, E2 , T3) ,
4 T1 \== T3 .

Figure 4.4: CLP specification of almost well-typed System F. The only change is to the
clause for the app rule, the rest of the clauses are the same as Figure 4.3 and are omitted
here. The \== operator succeeds if its two operands are non-equal; in the context where
it is used, it stipulates that T1 and T3 must be distinct types, the exact opposite of the
original rule.

We illustrate this idea using the System F example from Section 4.2. Consider Fig-
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ure 4.2, which gives the typing rules for our variant of System F. Suppose that we decide

to negate the second premise of the app rule, which says Γ ` e2 : τ1 (i.e., that the type

of the argument matches the type of the function’s parameter). Negating this premise

means ensuring that the type of the argument e2 is not the type of the function parame-

ter τ1. Figure 4.4 gives a modified implementation of the app rule using CLP, which can

be compared to the CLP implementation given in Figure 4.3. The clause in Figure 4.4

is generating a type T3 for E2 and then ensuring that T3 is not the same as T1. We

would prefer to use constructive negation to create a type T3 that is different from T1

by construction, however as discussed in Section 4.2.2 this is not possible in typical CLP

languages. Thus, the almost well-typed implementation must spell out to the CLP engine

what negation means in the context of each negated premise.

While this example requires that every function application in the generated program

is ill-typed, we can also specify that only a certain number of function applications are

ill-typed, e.g., that there is exactly one ill-typed function application and all the rest are

well-typed. In general, for any almost well-typed program generation we can specify how

many times each negated premise is used versus the original premise. We accomplish this

by adding a counter that counts the number of times a negated premise is applied; if the

counter exceeds some bound then the negated premise cannot be used anymore and the

generator must use the original, non-negated premise.

4.3.3 Finding Consistency Bugs

We wish to automatically generate programs that expose consistency bugs in the type-

checker. We first need a definition that tells us when two programs expose a consistency

bug:
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Definition 3 〈Consistency Bug〉: Two programs together expose a typechecker con-

sistency bug if (1) the well-typedness (ill-typedness) of one implies the well-typedness

(ill-typedness) of the other; and (2) the typechecker accepts one program and rejects the

other.

To find consistency bugs according to this definition, we need a method to generate

“type-equivalent” programs—that is, programs that satisfy point (1) in Definition 3. Gen-

erally, type-equivalence is specific to the language under test. For expository reasons, we

provide a simple example to illustrate the general idea. Consider the following program:

let x:τ = e1 in e2

In the program above, τ is some arbitrary type and e1 and e2 are arbitrary expressions.

The overall meaning of this program is to evaluate e1 down to a value of type τ , assign

the result to the variable x, and then evaluate e2 with x in scope. With this simple setup,

we can automatically transform this program into the equivalent one below:

let t:τ = e1 in (let x:τ = t in e2)

The program above preserves the meaning and typedness (whether well-typed or ill-

typed) of the original program, even without knowing exactly which result it is. If one

of the above programs is accepted by a typechecker and the other is rejected, then the

typechecker has a consistency bug.

While consistency bugs are theoretically redundant with soundness bugs, explicitly

checking for them offers some distinct advantages. For one, this focuses in on a very

specific portion of the typechecker state space, specifically the parts of the state space

where consistency bugs can exist. Historically, such focusing has helped to reveal ad-

ditional bugs not detected by an unfocused technique (e.g., prior work on swarm test-

ing [105, 106, 18]). Additionally, consistency bugs are useful in a context where complete
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knowledge of the underlying type system is unavailable, which is true in practice for in-

formal type systems like that of Rust. Without complete knowledge, we cannot possibly

generate all possible ill-typed programs because we simply do not know if a completely ar-

bitrary program is ill-typed. However, consistency bugs can still allow us to test features

without complete knowlege; consistency bugs require knowing only that two programs

behave similarly, without requiring us to define exactly what that behavior is.

In order to systematically check for consistency bugs, we first generate well-typed

and almost well-typed programs according to the methods described in Sections 4.3.1 and

4.3.2, then apply a series of language-specific transformations on the resulting programs to

create type-equivalent sets of programs, then run each type equivalence class of programs

through the typechecker to see whether they are all accepted or rejected.

4.3.4 Other Kinds of Bugs

While our main focus is on precision, soundness, and consistency bugs, in the process

of finding them we can encounter other kinds of bugs as well. Two common kinds of bugs

that we may encounter are parser bugs and crash bugs, as defined below.

Definition 4 〈Parser Bug〉: A program exposes a parser bug if it is syntactically well-

formed according to the spec but the parser rejects it.

Definition 5 〈Crash Bug〉: A program exposes a crash bug if it causes the typechecker

to crash when typechecking it.

Not all bugs neatly fit into the aforementioned categories. We call these miscella-

neous bugs, as defined below:

Definition 6 〈Miscellaneous Bug〉: A program exposes a bug which is not clearly

identifiable as a precision, soundness, consistency, parser, or crash bug.
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We do not do anything special to find these three additional kinds of bugs, but merely

make a note when our testing encounters them.

4.4 Testing the Rust Typechecker

In this section we describe Mozilla’s Rust language [71], with particular attention

to its type system, as well as a set of program generators that we have implemented

for the Rust typechecker using the techniques described in Section 4.3. Rust serves as

an interesting case study for these techniques because it is under active development

and features a sophisticated but informally-defined type system. The lack of formal

specification means that we cannot establish ground truth regarding typedness, but must

instead establish a dialogue with the Rust developers to evaluate the results of our testing.

This situation is common in large-scale, industrial-strength language development, and

our successful application of these techniques to Rust demonstrates that they can handle

such languages. This work is the first to successfully generate well-typed Rust programs

and to systematically test the Rust typechecker. All of the program generators described

here are available in this chapter’s supplementary materials1.

4.4.1 Rust Background

Rust is intended to be a systems-level programming language along the lines of C

and C++, but with much greater safety guarantees afforded by its type system. Rust

supports tuples, records, generics, parametric polymorphism, type classes, associated

types, affine types, and borrowing. We briefly describe some of the less common typing

features: type classes, associated types, affine types, and borrowing.
1http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~kyledewey/ase15.zip
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Type Classes

First introduced in Haskell, type classes [107] provide a way of allowing for ad-hoc

type polymorphism in a manner which is more principled than that of typical object-

oriented programming. A type class declares a set of polymorphic function signatures

that must be implemented by all members of that class. Polymorphic type variables can

then be constrained to require that they belong to a given type class. Type classes are

interesting from a well-typed program generation standpoint because determining well-

typedness requires reasoning about type constraints arising from an intricate mixture of

syntactic and semantic features.

Associated Types

A useful feature seen in Standard ML, C++, Haskell, and Rust, among others, is that

of associated types [108, 109, 110], which are intended to simplify polymorphic code. This

feature allows auxiliary type variables to be associated with some type τ , such that these

auxiliary variables are implicitly passed whenever τ is explicitly passed. In practice, this

feature can dramatically cut down on the number of type variables which must explicitly

be passed in the code, greatly reducing boilerplate.

Affine Types

One of the most recognized features of Rust is its use of affine types (closely related

to linear types [111, 112]) over memory regions [113]. Rust did not pioneer the use

of affine types for this purpose (see, e.g., [114, 115], among others), but it is the first

language to use them that has substantial industry support. Rust uses affine types for

automated memory management without garbage collection or reference counting. By

default, all variables use affine types (hereafter referred to as “affine variables”). The
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key property that affine types enforce is that any affine variable cannot be used more

than once. Intuitively, this makes the values of affine variables finite resources, and

accessing an affine variable consumes this resource. If an affine variable goes out of scope

without having its value be used, then the underlying memory for that value can be safely

reclaimed. Crucially, the information regarding when this reclamation can safely occur

is known entirely at compile time, so the compiler can automatically inject free-like

operations into the code. In fact, programmers usually cannot call free themselves; this

is considered entirely the job of the compiler.

To better illustrate how affine types work in Rust, consider the following ill-typed

Rust code:

fn dup1<A, B>(a:A, b:B) -> (A, A) { (a, a) }

The above code declares a polymorphic function dup1 with two parameters a and b whose

return type is a tuple with elements the same type as parameter a. This code is ill-typed

because a is used twice in the body of the function to construct the pair being returned.

The following modified version is well-typed:

fn dup2<A, B>(a1:A, a2:A, b:B) -> (A, A) { (a1, a2) }

In the code above, the values of parameters a1 and a2 are consumed to produce the

return value, while parameter b is unused and thus its value is unconsumed. Therefore,

b’s value will be automatically reclaimed when dup2 returns (i.e., the compiler injects a

hidden free(b) call at the end of dup2).

Borrowing

Affine types are severely restrictive in practice, as shown in the previous dup1 example

where it was not possible to duplicate the parameter a. To alleviate this problem, Rust

relaxes the affine restrictions in a sound manner by using references. Intuitively, when
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the programmer creates a reference to a value, that reference borrows the value for a

clearly-defined duration without consuming it. The borrow durations are made explicit

in the type system via lifetime variables, which are associated with every reference and

constrain how long a reference is permitted to borrow a value.

To demonstrate how borrowing works, consider the following well-typed Rust pro-

gram:

fn dupref<’a,A>(r: &’a A) -> (&’a A, &’a A) { (r, r) }

fn calldup<A>(a: A) {
let r = &a;
let (d1, d2) = dupref(r);

}

In the above code, ’a is a lifetime variable. The dupref parameter r is a reference to a

type A with lifetime ’a. Unlike the data referenced, the reference itself can be treated

nonlinearly, as shown by the return value which uses r twice to construct a tuple. Lifetime

variables are created automatically by the compiler, as shown in calldup which creates

the initial reference to a. The typechecker is responsible for verifying that reference

lifetimes are properly observed to avoid memory safety violations.

4.4.2 Rust Program Generators

Rather than create a single program generator that attempts to encompass all of Rust

at once, we create separate generators which focus in on different parts of Rust’s type

system, similar in spirit to swarm testing [105]. These generators are overall much more

complex than the example shown in Section 4.2.1, with each spanning several hundred

lines of code. The following discussion is intended to provide the overall gist of how these

generators work; the complete generators are available in this chapter’s supplementary
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materials2.

Generator G1

This generator creates programs with well-typed first-order functions and function

bodies. This generator handles memory regions, lifetime variables, first-order function

calls, loops, variables, conditionals, and references. Because lifetime variables model the

duration under which a reference is valid, we treat them as symbolic integers. This

representation is amenable to CLP’s built-in arithmetic constraint solvers. Overall, this

feature set represents the very heart of Rust and typical programs would use this portion

most frequently. This generator demonstrates CLP’s capability to handle the core fea-

tures of Rust’s type system. Unfortunately, G1 is occasionally less precise than Rust’s

typechecker in ways which are difficult to address without augmenting G1 with a dataflow

analysis. As such, we did not experiment with generating almost well-typed programs

from G1, as such programs may still be well-typed in Rust thanks to additional informa-

tion G1 does not track.

Generator G2W

This generator creates programs with well-typed records, typeclasses, and typeclass

implementations. This generator internally implements a simple, specialized constraint

solver over type constraints, which mirrors a similar constraint solver in Rust’s type-

checker implementation [116]. A sanitized snippet from our constraint solver imple-

mentation is shown in Figure 4.5, which has been stripped of code related to bounded-

exhaustive search and has undergone some variable and procedure renaming. Overall,

CLP is highly amenable to this approach of implementing custom constraint solvers, a

fact which has been noted elsewhere [117].
2http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~kyledewey/ase15.zip
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1 cons t ra in tHo ld s ( State1 , Lifet imeCons , F ina lS ta t e ) :−
2 Li fet imeCons = l i f e t imeCons ( Li fe t ime1 , L i f e t ime2 ) ,
3 l i f e t ime InScop e ( State1 , L i f e t ime1 ) ,
4 l i f e t ime InScop e ( State1 , L i f e t ime2 ) ,
5 ensureLivesAtLeast ( Li fe t ime1 , L i f e t ime2 ) ,
6 addAssumption ( State1 , Lifet imeCons , F ina lS ta t e ) .
7 cons t ra in tHo ld s ( Stat1 , TypeLifetimeCons , F ina lS ta t e ) :−
8 TypeLifetimeCons = typeLi fet imeCons (Type , L i f e t ime ) ,
9 l i f e t ime InScop e ( State1 , L i f e t ime ) ,
10 inhabitedType ( State1 , Type , State2 ) ,
11 addAssuption ( State2 , TypeLifetimeCons , State3 ) ,
12 hand l e Imp l i edL i f e t imeCons t ra in t s (
13 State3 , Type , L i f e t ime , F ina lS ta t e ) .

Figure 4.5: Snippet of sanitized code handling two of the three possible Rust type
constraints we consider, which is used as a constraint solver. The first case of
constraintHolds (starting on line 1) handles the Rust constraint ’lt1 : ’lt2, mean-
ing the lifetime ’lt1 lives at least as long as the lifetime ’lt2. The second case (starting
on line 7)handles the constraint Type : ’lt, meaning the type Type lives at least as
long as the lifetime ’lt. Descriptions of select data involved and called procedures is
provided inline below.
State Holds everything in scope, including lifetime variables, type variables, typeclasses,
typeclass implementations, and previous typing assumptions made. Different actions
manipulate the state, resulting in new states.
lifetimeInScope(S,L) succeeds if the lifetime variable L is in scope with respect to
state S.
ensureLivesAtLeast(L1,L2) succeeds if lifetime L1 lives at least as long as L2, poten-
tially adding a CLP arithmetic constraint roughly of the form L1 ≤ L2, where smaller
values represent longer-living lifetimes.
addAssumption(S1,C,S2) records that the constraint C has been assumed to be true. C
is added to state S1 to yield state S2.
inhabitedType(S1,T,S2) succeeds if the type T is inhabited under state S1, yielding
state S2. Depending on T, constraintHolds may end up being called in a mutually re-
cursive fashion, as determining if an arbitrary type is inhabited in Rust entails checking
constraints on types. New information can result from these recursive calls, hence the
need for state S2.
handleImpliedLifetimeConstraints(S1,T,L,S2) records any information implied by
the fact that the type T has been shown to live at least as long as lifetime L. For example,
if T is &’a Foo and L is ’b, then we also know that Foo : ’a and ’a : ’b. New
information is added to state S1, yielding state S2.
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Generator G2I

We used our technique for almost well-typed program generation (see Section 4.3.2)

and modified the G2W generator to create ill-typed programs for the same subset of

Rust. This was achieved by nondeterministically skipping calls to the constraintHolds

procedure shown in Figure 4.5, leading to the introduction of constraints with unverified

validity. Because a constraint may still hold by chance, an additional check was performed

at the end of generation to ensure that the program was not accidentally well-typed, much

like the check performed in Figure 4.4.

Generator G3

This generator also creates programs with records, type classes, and type class imple-

mentations, but in a much less constrained way than generator G2. It handles a larger

subset of Rust, including associated types, but does not guarantee that the generated

programs are well-typed and neither does it guarantee that they are almost well-typed.

Instead, it uses the techniques described in Section 4.3.3 to create type-equivalent classes

of programs. The purpose of this generator is to find consistency bugs, and so it does not

matter whether the programs are well-typed or not—only that the typechecker treats

them consistently. Our program transformations to create type-equivalent programs

mainly move the placement of explicit type constraints in the generated code such that

the movement should have no effect on typedness—the concept is analogous to replacing

A ∧ B with B ∧ A. While there is overlap between this generator and others, G3 is

specifically targeted to find consistency bugs with high likelihood.
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Generator G4W

This generator is similar to G2W but the internal constraint solver is even more

precise, enabling the generator to recognize more programs as being well-typed. This

internal constraint solver takes more implied type information into account than in G2W,

and is generally even more precise than the constraint solver implemented in the Rust

typechecker. This serves to point out places where the Rust typechecker needlessly

loses precision. This is actually a defective early prototype of G2W, and bugs found

by G4W were used to help inform how Rust’s typechecker works. Because the behavior

of G4W intentionally differs from Rust, it quickly finds many possibly duplicate bugs,

necessitating triage. As a result, there are potentially more issues to be found with G4W

than what we report.

Generator G4I

We used our technique for almost well-typed program generation (see Section 4.3.2)

and modified the G4W generator to create ill-typed programs for the same subset of Rust.

This was done in the exact same way as with the creation of G2I, by nondeterministically

skipping calls to the constraintHolds procedure. As with G4W, this quickly finds many

issues, and so this generator may have actually found more distinct issues than what we

report.

4.5 Evaluation

We evaluate our techniques for typechecker fuzzing by implementing the program

generators described in Section 4.4 and applying them to test the Rust language imple-

mentation. Through this process we have uncovered 18 bugs according to the definitions

given in Section 4.3: 14 that have been acknowledged by the Rust developers, and 4 that
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the developers do not wish to consider as bugs. We report the issues we uncovered that

the developers have decided not to treat as bugs because (1) they are still bugs according

to our definitions; and (2) uncovering these issues often led to in-depth discussion and

debate by the developers before deciding that they were not bugs—as such, the ques-

tions raised by these issues were useful for tweaking the informal spec even if they did

not result in fixes to the language.

4.5.1 Experimental Details

Rust is under active development, thus for our experiments we fixed on testing version

1.0-alpha, which was the most recent version circa the start date of this work. In order

to carry out our testing, we implemented a custom SMP parallel fuzzing tool written

in a combination of Scala [118] and Rust itself. The Rust portion takes advantage of

the fact that Rust compiler internals are exported as a library, allowing us to repeatedly

call specifically into the Rust typechecker without incurring the overhead of repeatedly

loading in the Rust compiler as a process. Across the entire tool, disk IO occurs only

to write out newly discovered bugs; all other interprocess communication occurs through

UNIX pipes. Our testing infrastructure and the program generators that we evaluated

are all available in this chapter’s supplementary materials3.

We dynamically ensure that duplicate crash bugs are unique using the techniques

described in Chen et al. [119]. Automatically detecting duplicate typechecker bugs is an

open problem; we did so manually for these experiments, and retroactively modify the

generators to avoid repeatedly hitting the same bug where possible. Over a period of

over 600 machine-hours we tested nearly 900 million generated programs. In terms of

performance, the testing of generated programs turns out to be the bottleneck rather

than program generation itself: a single program generation process was always able to
3http://www.cs.ucsb.edu/~kyledewey/ase15.zip
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outpace the testing of the resulting programs (often by orders of magnitude) even when

the testing was carried out in parallel threads on a 36-core machine. For example, the

G2W fuzzer generates approximately 138k programs per minute, though we can only test

approximately 28k per minute on a 12 core machine. Moreover, the test harness has been

heavily optimized, whereas the generators are relatively naive.

4.5.2 Reported Bugs

Tables 4.1 and 4.2 list the bugs that we uncovered during testing. The split between

the tables is arbitrary; this was done for space reasons. For each bug we report which

program generator was used to find it, its status (whether the developers have confirmed

it as a bug or not), and give a brief description of the bug. We discuss the causes and

implications of a select few of these bugs below.

Optimistic Treatment of Unsound Expressions

Rust allows for modular code definitions, which impacts typechecking of typeclasses.

Specifically, when typeclass implementations are separate from typeclass declarations,

there is an issue determining whether or not a given typeclass implementation properly

implements its supposed typeclass. Concretely, suppose that the programmer adds a

constraint that type bool (a built-in primitive type) must implement some user-defined

typeclass TC. The actual implementation of TC for bool may not be present in the code

being compiled (for example, if that code is a library which will be linked in to other code

downstream). This fact raises an ambiguity with respect to the meaning of the constraint,

which could be (1) bool must immediately implement TC in currently available code,

or (2) bool must eventually implement TC, including in code that is not yet available.

Experimentally, we have determined that the Rust typechecker takes the latter approach,
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Bug ID Kind Generator Confirmed? Brief Description
1 Precision G1 7 The type system discards some

information around blocks, lead-
ing to the rejection of well-
behaved programs.

2 Precision G1 7 The type system conservatively
considers it possible for two ref-
erences which point to incom-
patible types to assign into each
other.

3 Precision G1 7 Forcing lifetime variables to be
equivalent triggers precision loss.

4 Precision G1 7 In general, it is not possible to
refactor code so that an expres-
sion is replaced by a call to a
function that performs the same
operation as the original expres-
sion.

5 Precision G2W 3 The compiler rejects a program
saying that an additional, but ir-
relevant, constraint is needed.

6 Precision G2W 3 Constraints of the form typ
: ... behave in fundamen-
tally different ways depending on
whether or not typ is a type vari-
able.

7 Precision G2W 3 [120] Programs which fail to use all
lifetime and type variables avail-
able in certain syntactic positions
are rejected, ultimately to make
implementation simpler.

8 Precision G4W 3 [121] The compiler discards implied in-
formation in the context of type-
classes.

9 Soundness G2I 3 [122] The typechecker does not check
that the type we implement a
typeclass for can actually exist.

Table 4.1: Summary of reported issues and bugs, part I. “Confirmed?” is 3 (developers
confirm as a bug), 7 (developers decided it’s not a bug). References to Rust language
Github issues are provided where possible.
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Bug ID Kind Generator Confirmed? Brief Description
10 Soundness G2I 3 [123] Constraints over lifetime or type

variables are discarded if they are
unused in certain syntactic posi-
tions.

11 Soundness G4I 3 The solving of type constraints
on typeclass implementations
which check that a given type
implements a given typeclass are
delayed until a typeclass is used.

12 Consistency G3 3 [124] Syntactically duplicating a con-
straint on a type variable in the
type variable position is consid-
ered a type error, when logically
this is the same as saying A ∧A

13 Consistency G3 3 [125] If two constraints on a type vari-
able in the type variable posi-
tion refer to the same typeclass
with different type parameters,
the compiler incorrectly reports
the are syntactically identical.

14 Parser G1 3 [126] Fails to parse “box ()”, which
should heap-allocate the unit
(()) value

15 Crash G2W 3 [127] The solving of constraints involv-
ing lifetime parameters are de-
layed until after they are needed,
resulting in internal inconsisten-
cies.

16 Crash G3 3 [128] A crash occurs if a type con-
straint on a typeclass attempts to
refer to its own associated type.

17 Miscellaneous G1 3 [129] Untouched contents of a struct
can impact typechecking.

18 Miscellaneous G1 3 Lifetime variables do not cor-
respond directly to memory re-
gions [113].

Table 4.2: Summary of reported issues and bugs, part II. “Confirmed?” is 3 (developers
confirm as a bug), 7 (developers decided it’s not a bug). References to Rust language
Github issues are provided where possible.
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which is not consistent with the expected behavior from certain bug reports [130], and

ultimately leads to bugs 9 and 11 in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. We label this issue

as a soundness bug because the typechecker can optimistically accept unsound code in the

vain hope that it will eventually get enough information to prove that the code is sound.

The result is that, for example, library code can compile properly, but if a user ever links

to that library and attempts to use the unsound code, the compiler will unexpectedly

reject their code with a very opaque and useless error message. The underlying problem

is currently being addressed [122], and ultimately a breaking language change will result.

Lack of Modus Ponens

Because types are propositions, it is possible to use the existence of a type to infer

further type constraints using the rules of logic. That is, if we know p and we know

p =⇒ q then we can logically infer q; this is the well-known rule of modus ponens.

However, it turns out that Rust does not always apply this rule during typechecking,

leading to imprecision and unintuitive behavior. For example, when checking whether

a typeclass is properly implemented, the Rust typechecker inconsistently applies modus

ponens when checking type constraints, leading to bugs 6 and 8 in Table 4.1. The

developers acknowledge that this problem is a fundamental issue, and there are plans to

address it [121, 122].

Inconsistent Handling of Type Constraints

Rust allows explicit type constraints to be placed on various language features (e.g.,

a function definition). To improve flexibility and readability [131], the programmer can

place these constraints in either of two syntactic positions. Logically, the syntactic place-

ment of the constraint should have no bearing on its meaning—however, our testing

revealed that constraints in different syntactic positions are handled inconsistently (see
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bugs 12 and 13 in Table 4.2). The Rust developers have since fixed the underlying

problem.

4.6 Conclusions

This chapter has proposed a general technique for using CLP to test the typechecker

implementations of statically-typed languages. The particular application to Rust shows

that this technique works for complex, informal type systems, as one typically sees in

practice. This process allowed us to identify 18 bugs in Rust, of which 14 were confirmed

by developers. Considering the popularity and sheer number of users of Rust (with

hundreds of millions of related downloads [97]), this is an impressive feat.

In regards to the wider thesis, this case study serves as further evidence of the ex-

pressibility and performance of CLP. No one has ever attempted to generate well-typed

programs for a type system as complex as that of Rust, so Rust serves to push the bound-

aries of what is possible to express in CLP. Not only was CLP able to express well-typed

and ill-typed Rust programs, it was able to generate such programs much more quickly

than they could be tested. Nearly a billion tests were produced overall, demonstrating

that CLP has no real limit on the number of tests it can generate. Comparing this

work to its closest competitor (namely Fetscher et al. [42]) reveals that CLP is orders of

magnitude faster on a significantly more complex language. In short, CLP allowed for

greater expressibility than ever before attempted in this space, and it offered orders of

magnitude better performance than of its closest competitors in this space. This serves

as strong evidence of my overarching thesis, namely that CLP is a viable solution to the

structured black-box test case generation problem.
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Case Study: Semantics-Based Fuzzing

of SMT Solvers

5.1 Introduction

In this case study, CLP is applied to the problem of generating SMT-LIB [28] formulas

whose correct behavior is known ahead of time. This requires deep semantic reasoning

about SMT-LIB, again pushing the bounds of what can and cannot be expressed. More-

over, SMT-LIB in and of itself defines an incredibly expressive constraint language, as

this is the input language of SMT solvers (described in Chapter 1, Section 1.6.1). As

such, reasoning about the behavior of SMT-LIB in CLP requires us to reason about an

expressive logic (namely that of SMT-LIB) in an expressive logic (namely that of CLP).

This clearly pushes CLP to the absolute limit of what is possible in terms of expressibility.

Instead of testing all of SMT-LIB, we instead focus on two subsets: the theory of

bitvectors (which features operations like modular arithmetic), and the theory of floating

point [132] (which is intended to reason about IEEE-754 floating point numbers [133]).

The theory of floating point is incredibly complex, reflecting the general complexity of
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floating point numbers. As such, it serves as a particularly good subset of SMT-LIB to

push the expressibility limits of CLP. As for testing the theory of bitvectors, the theory

of floating point is often translated down into constraints in the theory of bitvectors,

motivating testing of the theory of bitvectors itself.

The reason for focusing specifically on the correct behavior of SMT-LIB formulas

is motivated by the sorts of applications SMT solvers are used for, such as automated

testing (e.g., [6, 7, 8, 10, 134, 135]) synthesis (e.g., [29]), and verification (e.g., [136, 137,

138, 139, 140]). Correctness bugs in SMT solvers can result in incorrect behavior in these

applications. This is particularly damaging for the verification domain, which seeks to

prove software correct; an SMT solver correctness bug in this domain can translate to a

faulty proof, meaning the underlying software is unproven. Such a situation defeats the

entire purpose of verification, so it is desirable to find these sorts of bugs in SMT solvers

before they become problems.

There is a variety of existing work related to testing various constraint solvers, notably

SAT solvers [141], SMT solvers [17], and Answer Set solvers [142] (which were originally

described in Chapter 1, Section 1.6.3). However, none of this work makes any attempt

to reason about the actual semantics of the formulas generated. With this in mind, the

case study in this chapter breaks new ground.

Related to the overall thesis, this chapter serves as a limit study of the expressibility

of CLP. Remarkably, this case study demonstrates that CLP can generate such expressive

formulas, further backing the claim that CLP is an effective solution to the black-box

structured test case generation problem. While the performance of the CLP-based test

case generator suffers relative to the previous case studies discussed (with a generation

rate on the order of dozens of programs per minute as opposed to the tens of thousands

per minute seen in Chapter 2), it still manages to find 23 new bugs across a number of

popular SMT solvers, namely Z3 [47] (which has been cited well over 1,000 times [49]),
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CVC4 [143], MathSAT5 [144], and Boolector [145]. As such, the test case generator is

still fast enough to be effective at finding bugs.

As an aside, this chapter is based on work which was originally submitted to ICSE’17,

though was subsequently rejected. Follow-up work has been performed since then which

has led to a number of new insights related to exactly how we evaluate the bug-finding

effectiveness of a test case generator. Because these insights are unrelated to solving the

structured black-box test case generation problem, they will not be discussed further.

5.2 Generating Satisfiable Formulas

This section discusses how to generate SMT formulas which are guaranteed to be

satisfiable; that is, there exists at least one solution to the input constraints. If a solver

under test reports that such an input is unsatisfiable (i.e., there exist no possible solu-

tions), it indicates a correctness bug in the solver. Such bugs are considered devastating

particularly in the verification domain, so we consider finding this sort of bug a top

priority.

We will show how guaranteed satisfiable formulas can be generated in CLP by exam-

ple. The example we will use is based on the theory of bitvectors, so chosen for its relative

simplicity. This choice was purely for expository reasons; the same basic technique also

works for the more complex theory of floating point.

The syntax for the subset of the theory of bitvectors we consider in this section is

shown in Figure 5.1. Expressions in this language follow a relatively simple type system,

described in Figure 5.2. A formal big-step semantics of this language is provided in

Figure 5.3, which are crucial for the generation of guaranteed satisfiable formulas.
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x ∈ Variable b ∈ {true, false}
n ∈ N ~bn ∈ BitvectorConstant

� ∈ BoolOp ::= ∧ | ∨
⊗ ∈ BitvecOp ::= bvadd | bvult

e ∈ Exp ::= x | ~bn | b
| ite e1 e2 e3 | e1 � e2 | e1 ⊗ e2

Figure 5.1: Syntax for the subset of the theory of bitvectors we consider. b represents a
Boolean, and ~bn represents a fixed sequence of boolean values of length n. bvadd denotes
modular arithmetic, bvult denotes unsigned less-than, and ite represents an if-then-else
construct.

n ∈ N
τ ∈ Type = bool | bv n
Γ ∈ Env = Variable → Type

x ∈ keys(Γ) τ , Γ(x)

Γ ` x : τ
var

Γ ` ~bn : bv n
bvconst

Γ ` b : bool
boolconst

Γ ` e1 : bool Γ ` e2 : τ Γ ` e3 : τ
Γ ` ite e1 e2 e3 : τ

ite

Γ ` e1 : bool Γ ` e2 : bool
Γ ` e1 � e2 : bool

boolop
Γ ` e1 : bv n Γ ` e2 : bv n

Γ ` e1 ⊗ e2 : bv n
bvop

Figure 5.2: Type system for the subset of the theory of bitvectors defined in Figure 5.1.
bool is a Boolean type, and bv n is a type of a bitvector containing a fixed number of
bits n.

For our purposes, queries to an SMT solver consist of two components with a partic-

ular behavior:

1. A number of variable definitions, along with the types of the variables involved.

With respect to the semantics in Figure 5.3, these variable definitions ultimately
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v ∈ Value = b+~bn

σ ∈ Store = Variable → Value

⇓ ∈ eval = (Store × Exp)→ Value

x ∈ domain(σ) v , σ(x)

σ · x ⇓ v var
σ ·~bn ⇓ ~bn

bvconst
σ · b ⇓ b boolconst

σ · e1 ⇓ true σ · e2 ⇓ b2 σ · e3 ⇓ b3
σ · ite e1 e2 e3 ⇓ b2

ite-b-t

σ · e1 ⇓ false σ · e2 ⇓ b2 σ · e3 ⇓ b3
σ · ite e1 e2 e3 ⇓ b3

ite-b-f

σ · e1 ⇓ true σ · e2 ⇓ ~bn2 σ · e3 ⇓ ~bn3
σ · ite e1 e2 e3 ⇓ ~bn2

ite-bv-t

σ · e1 ⇓ false σ · e2 ⇓ ~bn2 σ · e3 ⇓ ~bn3
σ · ite e1 e2 e3 ⇓ ~bn3

ite-bv-f

σ · e1 ⇓ b1 σ · e2 ⇓ b2 b3 , b1 ∧ b2
σ · e1 ∧ e2 ⇓ b3

and

σ · e1 ⇓ b1 σ · e2 ⇓ b2 b3 , b1 ∨ b2
σ · e1 ∨ e2 ⇓ b3

or

σ · e1 ⇓ ~bn1 σ · e2 ⇓ ~bn2 ~bn3 , ~bn1 + ~bn2

σ · e1 bvadd e2 ⇓ ~bn3
bvadd

σ · e1 ⇓ ~bn1 σ · e2 ⇓ ~bn2 b , ~bn1 <~bn2
σ · e1 bvult e2 ⇓ b

bvult

Figure 5.3: Formal big-step semantics for the subset of the theory of bitvectors covered
by the syntax provided in Figure 5.1. The ∧ and ∨ operators represent Boolean AND
and OR at the metalanguage level, with the usual definitions. The + operation repre-
sents modular arithmetic at the metalanguage level, with the usual definition. The <
operation represents unsigned arithmetic less-than at the metalanguage level, with the
usual definition.
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determine what the domain of Store is.

2. A single expression which may use the aforementioned variable definitions an arbi-

trary number of times. If the expression is satisfiable, meaning it can be true, the

solver returns a particular Store (σ) under which this is true. If the expression is

unsatisfiable, meaning it is false for all possible instances of Store, then the solver

reports the special unsat.

With this information in tow, we can provide a formal definition of satisfiability with

respect to the eval (⇓) function defined in Figure 5.3:

Definition 7 Satisfiability A formula e is satisfiable iff ∃σ . σ ⇓ e→ true

A key observation for automatically deriving satisfiable formulas hinges on the very

definition of eval itself. With the help of CLP, we can use eval in an operational manner

to effectively execute “backwards”; that is, producing satisfiable formulas given the infor-

mation that the formula must evaluate to true. With this in mind, we can implement the

rules in Figure 5.3 using CLP, and then use a modern CLP engine to generate satsifiable

formulas from these rules. An example CLP implementation of these rules is shown in

Figure 5.4, along with a query which can be used to produce satisfiable formuals. Note

that this example is missing information pertaining to bounding the state space; a more

complete discussion of this problem and its solutions are in Chapters 7 (particularly

Section 7.3) and 9.

In Figure 5.4, the definitions of boolAnd, boolOr, add, and lessThan are omitted.

Clearly, these operations are crucial to these semantics, and there are multiple approaches

for implementing these. One approach is to implement these entirely in pure Prolog;

for example, to define add directly over lists of bits, and to implement something like a

ripple-carry adder. This is arguably the most straightforward approach, though it is quite
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1 % Store , express ion , va lue
2 eva l ( Store , var (X) , Value ) :− lookup ( Store , X, Value ) .
3 eva l (_, bvconst (BN) , bv (BN) ) .
4 eva l (_, boo l cons t (B) , bool (B) ) .
5 eva l ( Store , i t e (E1 , E2 , E3 ) , bool (B2 ) ) :−
6 eva l ( Store , E1 , bool ( true ) ) ,
7 eva l ( Store , E2 , bool (B2 ) ) , eva l ( Store , E3 , bool (_) ) .
8 eva l ( Store , i t e (E1 , E2 , E3 ) , bool (B3 ) ) :−
9 eva l ( Store , E1 , bool ( fa l se ) ) ,
10 eva l ( Store , E2 , bool (_) ) , eva l ( Store , E3 , bool (B3 ) ) .
11 eva l ( Store , i t e (E1 , E2 , E3 ) , bv (BN2) ) :−
12 eva l ( Store , E1 , bool ( true ) ) ,
13 eva l ( Store , E2 , bv (BN2) ) , eva l ( Store , E3 , bv (_) ) .
14 eva l ( Store , i t e (E1 , E2 , E3 ) , bv (BN3) ) :−
15 eva l ( Store , E1 , bool ( fa l se ) ) ,
16 eva l ( Store , E2 , bv (_) ) , eva l ( Store , E3 , bv (BN3 ) ) .
17 eva l ( Store , and (E1 , E2 ) , bool (B3 ) ) :−
18 eva l ( Store , E1 , bool (B1 ) ) , eva l ( Store , E2 , bool (B2 ) ) ,
19 boolAnd (B1 , B2 , B3 ) .
20 eva l ( Store , or (E1 , E2 ) , bool (B3 ) ) :−
21 eva l ( Store , E1 , bool (B1 ) ) , eva l ( Store , E2 , bool (B2 ) ) ,
22 boolOr (B1 , B2 , B3 ) .
23 eva l ( Store , bvadd (E1 , E2 ) , bv (BN3) ) :−
24 eva l ( Store , E1 , bv (BN1) ) , eva l ( Store , E2 , bv (BN2) ) ,
25 add (BN1, BN2, BN3) .
26 eva l ( Store , bvult (E1 , E2 ) , bool (B) ) :−
27 eva l ( Store , E1 , bv (BN1) ) , eva l ( Store , E2 , bv (BN2) ) ,
28 lessThan (BN1, BN2, B) .
29
30 % Query f o r guaranteed s a t i s f i a b l e genera t ion
31 ?− createStoreTemplate ( Store ) ,
32 eva l ( Store , Exp , bool ( true ) ) .

Figure 5.4: CLP implementation of the rules defined in Figure 5.3, along with a query
which can be used to generate guaranteed satisfiable formulas in this language. The
boolAnd, boolOr, add, and lessThan operations correspond to ∧, ∨, +, and <, re-
spectively. lookup is a standard map lookup routine. createStoreTemplate creates a
store where only the variables are instantiated, not their particular values. Effectively,
createStoreTemplate puts a number of variables in scope, which may or may not be
utilized in eval via the var rule.
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inefficient in practice. The underlying reason why is because it can force decisions to be

made before all information is available. For example, consider the following program:

x bvult (y bvadd z)

Ultimately, the above snippet asks whether or not there is some value x which is less

than y + z. Without any other constraints in play, this is clearly true for some possible

assigments of x, y, and z. However, with a pure Prolog approach, it is possible that

the value of x will be chosen before even considering y and z. If x was chosen to be

the largest possible value representable given the number of bits in play, then this will

fruitlessly explore all possible combinations of values for y and z before discovering that

no assignment to x and y makes this satisfiable.

Ultimately, the problem with the pure Prolog approach is that the engine explores

choices in a poor ordering for the problem. Addressing this problem in general naturally

leads to a need for a constraint solver. In this way, there is a catch-22: we ultimately

want to test constraint solvers (namely, SMT solvers), but in order to do this efficiently,

we need constraint solvers. This clearly leads to vacuous testing if we use the exact same

solver in the exact same configuration under test in order to solve this problem. However,

we observe that in practice, it is usually possible to avoid this sort of vacuous testing.

One approach is to use constraint solvers directly available in most CLP engines, which

are quite different from those employed in SMT solvers. Another approach is to simulate

operations under test using a different theory. For example, it is possible to encode

the constraints of our + operation using only integer constraints, which are completely

separate from the bitvector constraints we aim to test.
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5.3 Generating Unsatisfiable Formulas

Section 5.2 thoroughly discusses catching cases where the solver incorrectly returns

unsat on satisfiable inputs. This section discusses the opposite situation, where a solver

returns sat on an unsatisfiable input. In a verification setting, this sort of bug can prevent

correct theorems from being proven. In a concolic execution setting (e.g., [6]), this sort

of bug can lead to bogus test inputs which do not actually expore the paths they suggest.

From the standpoint of the SMT solver, these sort of bugs can represent major semantic

misunderstandings. It is relatively easy to double-check an answer using a relatively

simplistic method once a solver produces it, and the popular SMT solvers Z3 [47] and

CVC4 [143] both have buit-in support for this capability. With this in mind, these sort

of bugs will usually be caught internally by the solver, leading to assertion violations

(i.e., crash bugs) as opposed to correctness bugs. However, if the double-check fails, this

means that both the solver itself and the simplistic check are faulty in likely the exact

same way, suggesting that a fundamentally incorrect semantics has been implemented.

In order to find these sort of bugs, it is necessary to produce formulas which are

guaranteed to be unsatisfiable. We can formally specify what this means with respect to

the eval (⇓) function defined in Figure 5.3, leading to the following definition:

Definition 8 Unsatisfiability A formula e is unsatisfiable iff ∀σ . σ ⇓ e→ false

As with our definition of satisfiability (Definition 7), this is a relatively standard

definition. As before, we could immediately use this to generate guaranteed unsatisfiable

programs given a naive generator of expressions e and stores σ. Once again however, this

is impractically slow, even if we constrained the generation to produce only well-typed

formulas. Moreover, there is no guarantee that the sort of formulas generated are at

all interesting from the standpoint of the solver. That is, intuitively, we would like to

generate formulas which are unsatisfiable, but not obviously unsatisfiable, e.g., p∧¬p for
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some Boolean variable p. The more complex unsatisfiable examples serve as better tests,

as the solver must work harder to refute them.

This problem of generating non-obviously unsatisfiable formulas seems similar to the

problem of generating almost well-typed programs, discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2.

However, such similarities are surprisingly superficial. Taking the same approach as for

almost well-typed programs, we can selectively negate a premise while eval is explored,

yielding what should be an unsatisfiable program. However, the resulting program is not

guaranteed to be unsatisfiable, but rather might be unsatisfiable.

To better understand the source of this problem, consider the example input shown in

Figure 5.5. In this example, even if the result of bvadd is internally incorrect within eval

(i.e., a premise was negated), it does not actually have any effect on the correctness of

the test overall. This is trivially true because the incorrect result is effectively discarded

by ite, thanks to the guard always being true. As such, we can immediately conclude

that in the presence of ite, we lose guarantees of unsatisfiable generation.

(ite(true, 7, x bvadd y)) bvult 10

Figure 5.5: Example showing some of the issues involved in generating guaranteed un-
satisfiable formulas. Crucially in this example, the result of x bvadd y is unused, inde-
pendent of exactly what this result is.

The aforementioned problem is, however, not specific to ite. Consider the following

input:
(x bvadd 5) bvult 10

The above input will be satisfiable as long as x bvadd 5 is less than 10. If x was

chosen to be 3, then the expected result is 8, which is satisfiable. Say, however, we

negated the clause in bvadd so that the effective result of x bvadd 5 is instead 9. In
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this case, even though the result of bvadd was tainted, we still end up with a satisfiable

input, which is undesired.

This sort of problem, in general, is due to the presence of disjunctions, both implicit

(as with ite and bvult) and explicit (as with ∨). Because the handling of disjunctions is

arguably one of the most important capabilities of a constraint solver, it is unacceptable

to simply remove them from the space. As such, we must take a different approach. A key

insight is that this problem arises because it is not guaranteed that a particular expression

e will be tainted even if one of its subexpressions e′ is tainted. It is possible to recover

this guarantee via the addition of further constraints. To see how this is done, consider

again the example in Figure 5.5. This example clearly exhibits the same problem, as

the ite overall produces the correct result, even though its subexpression x bvadd y

is faulty. We can concisely fix this problem with an additional constraint which states

that the result of the ite is different than what is expected if the bvadd subexpression

returned the correct result. That is, we add constraints which roughly state “the result

of this tainted expression matters to the overall result of the formula”. In this case, this

additional constraint cannot be satisfied, as the ite will always return 7, irrespective of

the return value of the bvadd expression. Because the additional constraint cannot be

satisfied, generation fails, and so this overall expression would not be produced. This

failure occurs even before bvult is considered. In general, the idea is to add additional

constraints to ensure that outer expressions have different values than expected thanks to

inner tainted expressions. This process continues all the way up to the toplevel expression,

ensuring that the overall result has somehow been affected by the negation of a premise.
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5.4 Application to Bitvectors and Floating Point

We applied the general ideas for guaranteed satisfiable and unsatisfiable formula gen-

eration in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 to the theories of bitvectors and floating point [132] in

SMT-LIB [28]. This section describes key implementation details and challenges we had

during this process, starting with the application to the theory of bitvectors.

5.4.1 Application to the Theory of Bitvectors

For guaranteed satisfiable formula generation, our implementation follows a very sim-

ilar structure to what is provided in Figure 5.4. For the most part, we simply extend

the provided rules to add in additional operations available in the real theory of bitvec-

tors. The one discussion point of interest is how exactly we implemented operations like

boolAnd, boolOr, add, and lessThan, which we had discussed have multiple avenues

for implementation. This ended up being a difficult decision to make, and we ended up

trying out all three approaches discussed in Section 5.2 A discussion of our experiences

with these approaches follows.

We originally went with a pure Prolog approach, wherein bitvectors were represented

as lists of Boolean values. While this was very simple and did not rely on auxilliary

constraint solvers, we found it to be often impractically slow, even for relatively small

inputs. This was especially true for constraints involving negation, as our naive imple-

mentation was often forced to perform a brute force search of the state space under these

conditions. For this reason, this was unfit for extension to the generation of guaranteed

unsatisfiable formulas, as these inherently involve many negated constraints (e.g., an ex-

pression should evaluate to any value except for the expected value, hence negation).

Moreover, the performance problems meant that it was practically necessary to put a

timeout on generation in order to ensure practical progress was being made. As such,
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while the pure Prolog approach was overall simple, it is not an optimal choice when it

comes to generation.

From here, we modified the generator to use the arithmetic constraint solver available

in SWI-PL [67, 146], the CLP engine we chose for generation. The idea here was to repre-

sent bitvector operations in terms of integer arithmetic operations. For example, bvadd’s

modular arithmetic can be represented using standard arithmetic addition (specifically

constraints like X #= Y + Z), along with some additional constraints regarding what

happens on overflow. The biggest challenge here was to determine how to encode things

using integer constraints, which was still relatively straightforward.

While this approach based on utilizing built-in constraint solvers works in theory, we

found it to be fraught with problems in practice, to the point of unusability. For one,

while the CLP library supports non-linear operations like multiplication (which greatly

simplifies multiplication over bitvectors), we found that the engine was prone to hanging

when asked to find solutions for these sorts of constraints. This was true even in contrived

situations where a simple brute force search could be completed within milliseconds to

find the answer. This required us to manually specify how non-linear operations worked,

with was complex and error-prone. Moreover, we found the library to be extremely buggy,

to the point where it was more likely for the engine to crash than to actually produce an

input. Given that our testing technique relies on a relatively bug-free constraint solver,

this quickly made the library in SWI-PL untenable for our purposes.

For these reasons, we ultimately went with the approach of using Z3 [47] to solve

these sorts of integer constraints, using custom bindings for SWI-PL [147]. This sped

up generation tremendously, and the generated inputs were observed to generally utilize

more semantic rules. Z3’s robust support for non-linear constraints was also a big win

here. While this approach assumes that Z3 ultimately is correct when it comes to solving

integer constraints, we found these constraints to be extremely reliable in practice. In
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fact, we actually spent nearly a month of CPU time fuzzing Z3’s theory of integers using

traditional syntactic techniques, which failed to find any bugs. As such, we have high

confidence in the correctness of Z3’s theory of integers, at least for the sort of queries we

were issuing.

5.4.2 Application to the Theory of Floating Point

The complexity of the theory of floating point [132], along with its youth, required

us to take a different approach than what we used for the theory of bitvectors. For the

theory of floating point, merely getting the semantics correct was a non-trivial problem,

which was exacerbated by the fact that no robust solvers yet exist for the theory. As

such, when a semantic question arose, we could not simply ask a solver what the correct

solution was; the solver could very well be wrong, particularly with the sort of edge cases

we were most interested in. This required us to take a different approach, split up into

two stages.

The first stage involved writing a naive solver in Scala [118], a functional language.

This allowed us to separate out concerns which were specific to generation, which are

relevant only in a CLP-based situation. This solver works simply by brute-forcing the

entire state space, going through all the possible floating point values within the imposed

bounds. For small inputs, this is computationally feasible, and in certain cases it can

ironically be even orders of magnitude faster than the solvers under test. Additionally,

this still gives us a sound and complete solver, as the state space for the theory of

floating point is finite in general; all variables in the theory have a fixed, albeit generally

intractable, number of possible values.

Central to our testing technique is the requirement that these semantics be correct.

An incorrect semantics leads to inputs which are incorrectly marked as buggy, which
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requires human intervention in order to fix. Because inputs can be large, this can require

a significant amount of effort. To try to catch as many semantic flaws as possible in our

implementation ahead of time, we used a syntactic fuzzing approach to test it against

preexisting hardware floating point arithmetic implementations. This ensured that our

implementation was at least consistent with existing implementations. In general, this

does not guarantee anything — the hardware implementations themselves may be buggy,

and there are subtle, intentional differences between the actual IEEE-754 standard [133]

and the SMT theory of floating point [132]. In particular, hardware implementations

generally can reason only about 32-bit and 64-bit floating point values, whereas the

theory of floating point allows an arbitrary (but fixed) number of bits). Additionally, the

semantics of edge cases like min(+0.0, -0.0) can differ significantly. Even so, this was

an effective technique for finding bugs in our own implementation before moving on to

using our implementation to find bugs.

Once we were reasonably sure that our Scala-based implementation was correct, we

ported this to CLP. This process was usually straightforward, though complexities arose

due to the nondeterministic semantics of CLP. For example, the Scala implementation

could always assume that only one particular value was in play for a variable at any given

point in time, which was the main advantage with going with a brute-force approach.

In CLP, it is possible that a variable’s value is completely uninstantiated, meaning it

nondeterministically holds all possible values at once. As such, in order to assume some-

thing in the CLP context, it is necessary to instantiate the variable in a way such that

its value reflects whatever assumption is being made. This can get tricky, particularly

when it comes to optimizing generation code. Indeed, we found that in practice, if a

bug came up in our implementation, it was most likely specific to a generation concern

in the CLP implementation, as opposed to a fundamental semantic issue in the Scala

implementation.
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As for representing bits, we chose the pure Prolog representation of using lists of

Boolean values, without he help of any sort of external constraint solver. The reason for

this strategy was simplicity: the theory is so complex to begin with that we did not want

to introduce any more complexity by adding in auxilliary constraint solvers.

5.5 Evaluation

This section discusses how we applied the formula generators in Section 5.4 to testing

a series of SMT solvers. This includes both our overall testing methodology, along with

the actual bug-finding results.

5.5.1 Generators Evaluated

The state space of formula generators is significantly larger than just syntactic, guar-

anteed satisfiable, and guaranteed unsatisfiable. For example, this speaks nothing of the

size of the formulas generated, the number of variables they contain, and so on. We in-

formally tried some different combinations which were intuitively likely to find bugs, and

we found that the number of bits involved (that is, the number of bits in a bitvector or

floating point value) to be significant. We say this was “informal” because we do not have

complete evaluation information for all possible parameters; the whole space balloons to

over 1,000 unique configurations, which would necessitate approximately 14 months of

CPU time to fully evaluate.

Overall, all the test case generators we implemented and evaluated are named and

described in Table 5.1. This table is notably missing guaranteed unsatisfiable formula

generation for the theory of floating point. Unfortunately, the choice of the pure Prolog

approach of representing bits for this theory (discussed in Section 5.4.2) made it imprac-

tically slow when used for guaranteed unsatisfiable formula generation. In this context,
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Theory # Bits Type Generator Name Solvers Tested

Bitvectors

3
sat bv_few_sat

Z3 [47]
CVC4 [143]
MathSAT5 [144]
Boolector [145]

unsat bv_few_unsat
syntactic bv_few_syntactic

8
sat bv_many_sat

unsat bv_many_unsat
syntactic bv_many_syntactic

Floating
Point

5 (2e + 3m)
sat fp_few_sat Z3 [47]syntactic fp_few_syntactic

32 (8e + 24m) sat fp_many_sat Z3 [47]
MathSAT5 [144]syntactic fp_many_syntactic

Table 5.1: Implemented test case generators, along with the SMT solvers they were
used to test. “sat” means the generator produces guaranteed satisfiable formulas using
the technique described in Section 5.2. “unsat” means the generator produces guaranteed
unsatisfiable formulas using the technique described in Section 5.3. “syntactic” means the
generator produces formula with unknown satisfiability results, using traditional syntactic
fuzzing techniques and differential testing [21]. For the floating point configurations, the
number of bits (# Bits) is broken down into exponent bits (“e”) and mantissa bits (“m”).

“impractically slow” was on the order of several programs per hour. None of these pro-

grams found any bugs, so we simply remove these generators from our evaluation entirely.

Table 5.1 also lists the SMT solvers we test against for each test case generator

configuration. Solvers were chosen based on popularity, capabilities (e.g., support for

the theory of floating point), and performance. CVC4 [143] and Boolector [145] lack

support for the theory of floating point, so we do not test them with our floating point

generators. Additionally, while MathSAT5 [144] has support for the theory of floating

point, discussion with the authors [148] revealed that the primary focus is on values

comprising many bits; bugs found involving few bits were put at lower priority. As such,

we only tested MathSAT5 against inputs comprised of many bits.
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5.5.2 Testing Process and Infrastructure

As for exactly how these generators were tested, intuitively this follows the following

four-step process:

1. Generate a test case

2. Run the test case on a system under test

3. Classify the result from the system under test as being normal or indicative of a

bug

4. Report any bugs found along with representative inputs to the appropriate parties

The first two steps were executed in a massively parallel fashion, with a series of identical

test case generators producing inputs for a pool of systems under test.

A naive way of performing the second step above is to run the solver under test

once per input. However, this is extremely inefficient, with nearly all testing time being

spent with the associated costs of building up and tearing down processes. As such, we

modified the frontends of each solver slightly so that they can incrementally accept whole

new inputs without process teardown, similar to the technique employed in Chapter 4,

Section 4.5.1. This improved the testing throughput by up to 10×.

As for the third step, we found that we would often repeatedly hit the same bug,

leading to many redundant inputs which would consume progressively more and more

disk space. To help alleviate this situation, we implemented a parallel online version of the

sort of fuzzer taming techniques discussed in Chen et al. [119]. We found that while this

was extremely effective for taming assertion violations, it did not apply well to correctness

bugs. As such, for correctness bugs, we implemented a custom similarity metric which

considered two non-identical formulas to be the equivalent as long as the differences lied
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solely in the leaves of their ASTs; this reduced the space of inputs considerably, down to

tens of thousands of inputs as opposed to millions of inputs.

With the actual reporting of bug-triggering inputs in step four, while most generated

inputs contain no more than a dozen formulas, in some cases these formulas are extremely

complex. Based on developer feedback [48], we implemented a delta debugger [75], using

the same technique as described in Brummayer et al. 2009 [17]. This significantly cut

down on the complexity of reported bug-triggering inputs.

5.5.3 Evaluation Methodology

Ultimately, we want to measure the total number of unique bugs found for each test

case generator, particularly the total number of unique correctness bugs found. This

is somewhat difficult to do because of the large numbers of inputs involved; even after

fuzzer taming, we are still left with tens of thousands of inputs, most of which trigger

the same bugs. As such, it was necessary to implement some sort of automation in this

space.

To achieve this automation, we took a two phase strategy. From a high level, the

purpose of the first phase is to discover as many previously unknown bugs as possible,

with a significant amount of manual intervention. The goal of the second phase is to

automatically rediscover the bugs found in the first phase. Further description of each of

these phases follows.

In the first phase, we tested applicable systems using all the test input generators over

the course of several months. This was done by incrementally testing and reporting any

bugs found. When a bug was found, testing was immediately halted, the bug reported

upstream. the revision of the solver was recorded, and the type of bug (either correctness

or otherwise) was recorded. Once the bug was fixed upstream, we would record which
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revision of the solver fixed the bug, and update our local solver to this latest revsion.

From here, testing was restarted. This process was repeated until no new bugs were

found.

In the second phase, we tested each of the revisions recorded in the first phase, which

includes both the revisions where bugs were originally identified and revisions which fixed

the identified bugs. Under the assumption that each revision fixes at most one bug, it

is then possible to uniquely identify the bugs found. For example, consider an ordered

series of revisions R1, R2, ..., Rn. Under input I1, revision R1 indicates a bug. However,

under the same input I1, revision R2 does not indicate a bug. From this, we can deduce

that R2 fixes the bug without any manual intervention. Most importantly, if we discover

another input I2 under which R1 is buggy and R2 is not buggy, then we know that I2 is

merely another input that triggers the same bug fixed in R2. As such, we know that only

one bug has been uniquely discovered in this example, even though we have found two

bug-triggering inputs. Moreover, because we recorded what kind of bug was fixed by R2

in phase one, we know whether or not this is a correctness bug.

Crucially, the second phase requires no user intervention. As such, it is easy to run

each test case generator under its own independent second phase, using a fixed time

budget (in our case, ten hours). From this, we can derive exactly both the number of

unique bugs and the number of unique correctness bugs found by each test case generator.

5.5.4 Results

The results of fuzzing using the above evaluation methodology are shown in Table 5.2.

A full discussion of these results follows in Section 5.6. A breakdown of the bugs found

on a per-solver basis is shown in Table 5.3. Links to filed bug reports have been included

for Z3 and CVC4 in Table 5.3, as these have publically-accessible issue trackers.
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Generator Name Total Unique
Bugs Found

Total Unique
Correctness Bugs Found

bv_few_syntactic 1 1
bv_few_sat 2 1
bv_few_unsat 0 0
bv_many_syntactic 4 2
bv_many_sat 1 1
bv_many_unsat 0 0
fp_few_syntactic 7 4
fp_few_sat 5 3
fp_many_syntactic 5 3
fp_many_sat 3 3

Table 5.2: The number and types of bugs found in each solver by each generator.

Solver Unique
Correctness Bugs

Unique
Total Bugs Bug Report Links

Boolector [145] 1 1 N/A
MathSAT5 [144] 5 5 N/A
CVC4 [143] 1 4 [149, 150, 151, 152]

Z3 [47] 5 13
[153, 154, 155, 156, 157]
[158, 159, 160, 161, 162]

[163, 164, 165]
Total 12 23 N/A

Table 5.3: The number and types of bugs found on a per-solver basis. Links to filed bug
reports are provided for Z3 and CVC4, which are the only solvers tested with publically-
accessible issue trackers.

5.6 Discussion

Our discussion is broken into a quantitative analysis of our results in Table 5.2,

along with a qualitative examination of the sort of bugs we found. We start with the

quantitative analysis.

5.6.1 Quantitative Analysis

There are three points of interest to take away from Table 5.2, explained thusly.
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Unsatisfiable Formula Generation

As shown, generators of guaranteed unsatisfiable formulas uniformly found no bugs.

This is due primarily to the fact that the unsatisfiable formula generation is over 6×

slower than satisfiable generation, due to the extra constraints involved for unsatisfiable

generation (described in Section 5.3). This slow generation rate means far fewer tests are

generated, so there are fewer opportunities to hit a bug. Looking at the sort of programs

produced, it would appear that the added timeouts (discussed in Section 5.4.1) had the

unintended consequence of selecting for low-complexity inputs which could reasonably

be generated within the timeout. This biased the state space towards programs which

were more easily handled, leading to test inputs which were relatively easy for solvers to

get correct.

Guaranteed Satisfiable Formula Generation Often Finds Correctness Bugs

Our technique of generating guaranteed satisfiable formulas finds a number of cor-

rectness bugs, and nearly all the bugs it finds are correctness bugs. This shows that it is

biased towards testing the semantics of the system under test, as expected.

Syntactic Finds Overall More Bugs

Generally, the syntactic test case generators found more bugs than the generators

based on formulas with guaranteed results. The underlying reason why is because the

generators with guaranteed results fundamentally explore more narrow state spaces than

that of the traditional syntactic generators, so intuitively there are fewer bugs available.

This is further substantiated by looking at the sort of bugs found, with the syntactic ap-

proaches often finding non-correctness bugs like memory leaks (e.g. [159, 161, 162, 163]).

Such bugs have no direct connection to the semantics of SMT-LIB, so the semantics-based
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fuzzers are somewhat blind to them.

Of particular interest is that this result seems to contradict that of swarm testing [105],

which found that focusing on different subsets of a language improves the number of

bugs found. We believe that this is due to the fact that SMT solvers comprise a very

different domain than those observed in the swarm testing result, one where correctness

is absolutely critical. As such, it is somewhat expected that core correctness bugs would

be less prevalent, as we observe. Additionally, the effectiveness of swarm testing has only

been evaluated in the context of specializing syntax as opposed to specializing semantics

as in our approach, so it may be that the swarm testing result is somehow limited to

syntax.

5.6.2 Qualitative Examination of Bugs Found

In this subsection, we go through general patterns we found among the bugs discov-

ered, beyond the simple bug counts shown in Table 5.2.

For one, not only were all solvers found to be buggy, all had at least one correctness

bug present. This was true both for the young theory of floating point, but also for the

well-established theory of bitvectors. The fact that Z3’s implementation of the theory

of bitvectors was found to be buggy is particularly surprising due both to its popularity

and the fact that it has been fuzzed for more than a year [48] using the fuzzer developed

in Brummayer et al. 2009 [17]. For Z3, this seems to be due in part to the fact that

we took a particularly aggressive testing approach wherein we strictly required solvers to

return satisfiable or unsatisfiable, as opposed to unknown [48]; this was significant in one

case [154].

A common theme for implementations of the theory of bitvectors was that division

and remainder by zero was problematic. SMT-LIB has a well-defined semantics for these
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cases, though its correct implementation is challenging. Additionally, there tend to be

negative performance consequences of this correct implementation. As a result, all solvers

tested are intentionally unsound in their default configurations with this case. Soundness

can usually be guaranteed with additional options, though Boolector lacked this option

at the time this case study was performed [166]. We believe that these options are rarely

enabled, and so we have uncovered a largely untested corner of these solvers.

A related, but more severe, problem exists in the theory of floating point, involving

the semantics of min/max underneath positive and negative zero. In this case, the stan-

dard [132] is not entirely clear what the correct behavior is, which required clarification

from the standards committee in order to resolve the cited bug [153]. Much like with

the theory of bitvectors, MathSAT5 needs an additional option for soundness in this

case, which was originally unbeknownst to us. This ultimately led to inputs which had

identical, but incorrect, behavior underneath both Z3 and MathSAT5.

5.7 Conclusions

This work has demonstrated that CLP can be applied to the problem of generating

SMT formulas with known satisfiability results, and this generation is fast enough to

practically test real SMT solvers. A total of 23 bugs in industry-quality SMT solvers

were found thanks to this work, of which a remarkable 12 were correctness bugs.

In terms of the overall thesis, this case study helps bolster the argument that CLP

is a valid solution to the structured black-box test case generation problem. Generating

SMT-LIB formulas with known satisfiability results represents an unparalleled level of

structure for a test input, requiring an expressive logic for any hope of accurrate represen-

tation. CLP was expressive enough to encode the behavior of SMT-LIB, and it was fast

enough to find a number of bugs in popular industrial SMT solvers. That said, this case
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study did manage to bring out a weak point in CLP, in that generation was still much

slower relative to the other case studies, and it could not practically generate guaranteed

unsatisfiable floating point formulas. Considering the complexity of the problem used in

this case study, I personally consider such performance degradation acceptable; if CLP

had done better, it would supplant literally decades of work on SMT solvers, which seems

a farfetched result.
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Chapter 6

Case Study: Intelligent Fuzzing of

Student Tokenizers and Parsers

6.1 Introduction

This case study looks at how CLP can be utilized by instructors to help gather quan-

titative and qualitative feedback on how students are performing on assignments. With

this application, CLP can assist in semi-automated grading, along with helping to iden-

tify when students misunderstand various concepts. Education represents a very different

testing domain than that of the other case studies discussed, helping to demonstrate the

generality and widespread applicability of CLP to testing. This helps promote the claim

that CLP is a general solution to the structured black-box test case generation problem.

This case study looks at one particular student assignment wherein students needed

to write a tokenizer, parser, and evaluator for an arithmetic expression language. CLP

was used to generate focused tests for each of these components by encoding a reference

solution directly in CLP itself, and then executing that reference solution “backwards”

to produce valid test inputs. This encoding of the reference solution was only possible
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thanks to the expressiveness of CLP. Additionally, CLP was able to produce millions of

tests within a matter of minutes, demonstrating both the performance of CLP and its

capability to generate many tests without difficulty. This further backs my overall thesis.

While there is a significant amount of related work which applies automated testing

to the education domain (e.g., [167, 168, 169, 170]), much of this is limited to one specific

kind of assignment, and many tools do not produce a deterministic set of test cases. In

contrast, CLP can deliver a fixed suite of tests, and it is applicable to more than just a

single kind of assignment (further demonstrated in Chapter 7).

As an aside, this chapter is based on work we published in ITiCSE’17 (Citation: [73];

DOI: 10.1145/3059009.3059051; © 2017 ACM).

6.2 Testing Tokenizers, Parsers, and Arithmetic

Evaluators With CLP

This section discusses how we use CLP for generating test suites for language tok-

enizers, parsers, and evaluators. This discussion is separated into two parts:

1. A discussion of how valid inputs can be generated (Section 6.2.1). The solutions

we test should be able to successfully take valid inputs and produce correct token

lists or ASTs, depdending on the component being tested (tokenzers or parsers,

respectively).

2. A discussion of how invalid inputs can be generated (Section 6.2.2). The solutions

we test should reject such inputs, and produce well-defined error messages under

such inputs.

We begin this discussion with the generation of valid inputs.
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6.2.1 Generating Valid Inputs

Throughout this subsection, we use a running example based on the grammar shown

in Figure 6.1, with the corresponding tokens 0 (zero), 1 (one), - (minus), ( (left paren-

theses) and ) (right parentheses). While this grammar is admittedly simple, it serves

to illustrate all the applicable core concepts, and it forms a subset of the grammar used

in the student assignment (Section 6.3). Of special note is that this grammar describes

concrete syntax, in contrast to the abstract syntax descriptions used in prior case studies.

This use of concrete syntax is unique to this chapter, and it reflects the fact that this

chapter focuses on the testing of parsing-related components.

e ∈ Expression ::= ae

ae ∈ AdditiveExppression ::= pe | pe - ae

pe ∈ PrimitiveExpression ::= 0 | 1 | (e) | -pe

Figure 6.1: Small grammar used for running CLP example. Portions shown in bold
represent tokens.

An executable CLP-based tokenizer applicable to tokenizing the grammar in Fig-

ure 6.1 is presented in Figure 6.2, along with a query which will generate valid inputs

and corresponding outputs for the tokenizer. The charToToken helper procedure maps

characters to their token representations. The tokenize procedure in Figure 6.2 consists

of two rules. The first rule (line 9) states that if there are no characters to tokenize, then

there are no tokens produced. The second rule (lines 10-13) states that if the character

input begins with a single character, then the tokens produced begin with a single to-

ken, where the token is derived from the charToToken helper procedure. Furthermore,

the second rule recursively calls tokenize to process the rest of the input. While this

illustrative example has been kept as simple as possible, it is straightforward to add CLP

code to allow for whitespace, integers with multiple digits, and multiple-character tokens,
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all of which appear in the actual assignment used in our evaluation.

1 % charToToken : Character , Token
2 charToToken ( ’ 0 ’ , token_zero ) .
3 charToToken ( ’ 1 ’ , token_one ) .
4 charToToken ( ’− ’ , token_minus ) .
5 charToToken ( ’ ( ’ , token_lparen ) .
6 charToToken ( ’ ) ’ , token_rparen ) .
7
8 % tok en i z e : Characters , Tokens
9 token i z e ( [ ] , [ ] ) .
10 token i z e ( [ S ingleChar | Chars ] , [ SingleToken | Tokens ] ) :−
11 charToToken ( SingleChar , SingleToken ) ,
12 token i z e (Chars , Tokens ) .
13
14 ?− length ( Characters , 5 ) ,
15 token i z e ( Characters , Tokens ) .

Figure 6.2: CLP-based tokenizer for the language defined in Figure 6.1. tokenize takes a
list of characters to tokenize along with the tokens produced from the characters, respec-
tively. Line 14 gives a query which will generate all character lists (held in the variable
Characrters) of length 5 which can be correctly tokenized, returning the corresponding
tokens in the variable Tokens.

The parser for these tokens can similarly be implemented in CLP, using a standard

recursive-descent style. Such a parser is shown in Figure 6.3, along with a query which

generates all valid ASTs corresponding to some input tokens.

Unsurprisingly, an evaluator of ASTs can be similarly defined, as is shown in Fig-

ure 6.4. In contrast to the tokenizer and the parser, the evaluator code in Figure 6.4

cannot be immediately used as a generator. In particular, there are two problems with

this code:

1. We must bound the size of the AST produced in order to use evaluate as a

generator. Such bounding was easily performed in the tokenizer and parser with

the help of length, but length is not directly applicable to ASTs. This problem,

along with solutions, is discussed further in Chapter 7, particularly Section 7.3.
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1 % parseExpress ion : Tokens , Exp
2 parseExpres s ion (Tokens , Exp) :−
3 parseExpres s ion (Tokens , [ ] , Exp ) .
4
5 % parseExpress ion : InputTokens , OutputTokens , Exp
6 parseExpres s ion ( Input , Output , Exp) :−
7 parseAddi t iveExpres s ion ( Input , Output , Exp ) .
8
9 % parseAdd i t i v eExpre s s ion : InputTokens , OutputTokens , Exp
10 parseAddi t iveExpres s i on ( Input , Output , Exp) :−
11 parsePrimaryExpress ion ( Input , Output , Exp ) .
12 parseAddi t iveExpres s i on (
13 Input1 , Output , exp_subtract ( Left , Right ) ) :−
14 parsePrimaryExpress ion ( Input1 , [ token_minus | Input2 ] , Le f t ) ,
15 parseAddi t iveExpres s ion ( Input2 , Output , Right ) .
16
17 % parsePrimaryExpression : InputTokens , OutputTokens , Exp
18 parsePr imaryExpress ion ( [ token_zero | Rest ] , Rest , exp_zero ) .
19 parsePr imaryExpress ion ( [ token_one | Rest ] , Rest , exp_one ) .
20 parsePr imaryExpress ion ( [ token_lparen | Input ] , Output , Exp) :−
21 parseExpres s ion ( Input , [ token_rparen | Output ] , Exp ) .
22 parsePr imaryExpress ion (
23 [ token_minus | Input ] , Output , exp_unary_minus (Exp ) ) :−
24 parsePrimaryExpress ion ( Input , Output , Exp ) .
25
26 ?− length (Tokens , 3 ) ,
27 parseExpres s ion (Tokens , Exp ) .

Figure 6.3: CLP-based parser for the language defined in Figure 6.1. parseExpression of
arity 3 (lines 6-7), parseAdditiveExpression, and parsePrimaryExpression all take an
input list of tokens, an output list of remaining tokens, and the expression produced from
the input list of tokens. parseExpression of arity 2 (lines 2-3) calls parseExpression
of arity 3 (line 3), and stipulates that there must be no tokens remaining (i.e., the tokens
remaining is an empty list, []). Line 26 gives a query which will generate all expressions
(held in variable Exp) which can be represented with 3 tokens, along with the actual
input tokens (held in variable Tokens).

2. The is operator (used on lines 7 and 10 of Figure 6.4) requires that the input

expression (on the righthand side) be fully instantiated. This is only true if the input

expression (the first parameter to evaluate) is entirely known (i.e., ground), which
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1 % eva l ua t e : Exp , In t
2 eva luate ( exp_zero , 0 ) .
3 eva luate ( exp_one , 1 ) .
4 eva luate ( exp_subtract ( LeftExp , RightExp ) , Result ) :−
5 eva luate ( LeftExp , Le f t I n t ) ,
6 eva luate (RightExp , RightInt ) ,
7 Result i s Le f t I n t − RightInt .
8 eva luate ( exp_unary_minus (Exp ) , Result ) :−
9 eva luate (Exp , ExpInt ) ,
10 Result i s −ExpInt .

Figure 6.4: CLP-based evaluator for the language defined in Figure 6.1. evaluate takes
an input expression as its first parameter, and returns the integer result of the expression
in the second parameter.

is not true if evaluate is used as an expression generator. Fixing this demands

that arithmetic constraint solvers be used (discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4,

as well as Chapter 3, Section 3.3.5).

Rather than attack the aforementioned problems directly, we exploit the fact that

the parser already produces ASTs when it is used as a generator. Given that these ASTs

are fully known (i.e., they are ground), they serve as suitable inputs for the evaluate

procedure defined in Figure 6.4. With this in mind, evaluate is used to determine the

expected evaluation result of an AST, though parseExpression (defined in Figure 6.3)

is used to actually produce the ASTs.

6.2.2 Generating Invalid Inputs

The generation of invalid inputs poses a challenge. One possibility is to selectively

negate premises to produce invalid inputs by construction, as was done for the generation

of almost well-typed programs in Chapter 4. However, this approach was deemed to be

overly complex given the task at hand. As such, we instead employed mutation-based

fuzzing, as used in LangFuzz [13]. The basic idea with mutation-based fuzzing is to first
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generate valid inputs (as with the technique shown in Section 6.2.1), and then selectively

mutate them by introducing arbitrary edits. These edits can yield invalid inputs which

are still intuitively close to being valid, as only the partcular edits are invalid. Details

regarding exactly what these edits look like for this test suite follow.

For generating invalid inputs for the tokenizer, we insert characters which will never

yield valid tokens into an otherwise tokenizable stream of characters. Specifically, we

insert $, = (ensuring it does not follow either > or <), =>, and =<. The character $ was

chosen arbitrarily as a representative of an unconditionally invalid character, and the rest

of the characters were chosen as they intuitively seem more likely to trigger faults in a

buggy tokenizer. For generating invalid inputs for the parser, we first produce a valid list

of tokens which can be parsed to form a valid expression. We then insert an arbitrary

valid token into the list, either an integer 0 or 2 (arbitrarily chosen), or any other one

of a finite list of remaining valid tokens. Because this process may still yield a parsable

list of tokens (as when negating a subexpression), we run the CLP-based parser on the

newly generated input to ensure that it fails, thus ensuring the input is invalid. While

these approaches to generating invalid inputs for the tokenizer and parser are simplistic,

we have nonetheless found them to be effective at finding faults in student code.

As for the evaluator, relatively few ASTs act as invalid inputs. By construction, the

AST definition in both the Java and CLP reference solutions does not allow for the con-

struction of ASTs with nonsensical structure. With this in mind, the only significant

edge case which can be safely deemed “invalid” is that of cases which trigger division by

zero, which is supposed to be specially handled by student solutions. We observed that

a significant number of the generated valid parser outputs (ASTs produced as described

in Section 6.2.1) would attempt to perform division by zero without any outside inter-

vention. As such, we re-used these ASTs as inputs to the evaluator, along with a record

of what the AST should evaluate to (be it a number or a trigger for division by zero).
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6.3 Student Programming Assignment

The programming assignment used as a case study was given in a second-year pro-

gramming course in advanced application programming. Students were given code for a

working interpreter of infix arithmetic expressions, with separate Java classes for:

• A finite state automaton based tokenizer (along with classes for various kinds of

tokens)

• A recursive descent parser that corresponded exactly to the grammar given which

produced an AST (along with classes for various AST nodes)

• An interpreter based on a pre-order traversal of the AST

To simplify the assignment, it was assumed that all constants and expressions would

evaluate to integers. The given code was capable of interpreting expressions involving

addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (*), integer division (/), unary minus (-),

and parentheses (()). The students were also given a grammar in EBNF for the language

supported by the interpreter, shown in Figure 6.5. The students were then required to add

support for six relational operators, (<, <=, >, >=, ==, !=) (each of which returns

either 0 or 1 based on the truth value of the comparison), as well as exponentiation

(**), as reflected in the modified grammar of Figure 6.6. Note that both grammars

operate over concrete syntax as opposed to abstract syntax, reflecting the fact that the

assignment requires writing an operational parser.

The intent of requiring students to add this particular set of new features was that

they necessitated the students to be able to handle several cases which are not in the

given code:

• Tokens involving multiple characters
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i ∈ Z

e ∈ Expression ::= ae

ao ∈ AdditiveOperation ::= + | -
ae ∈ AdditiveExpression ::= me (ao me)∗

mo ∈ MultiplicativeOperation ::= * | /
me ∈ MultiplicativeExpression ::= pe (mo pe)∗

pe ∈ PrimaryExpression ::= ( e ) | i | - pe

Figure 6.5: EBNF grammar defining the language the given parser accepts.

i ∈ Z

e ∈ Expression ::= ce

co ∈ ComparisonOperation ::= < | <= | > | >= | == | !=
ce ∈ ComparisonExpression ::= ae (co ae)∗

ao ∈ AdditiveOperation ::= + | -
ae ∈ AdditiveExpression ::= me (ao me)∗

mo ∈ MultiplicativeOperation ::= * | /
me ∈ MultiplicativeExpression ::= ee (mo ee)∗

ee ∈ ExponentiationExpression ::= pe ** ee | pe

pe ∈ PrimaryExpression ::= ( e ) | i | - pe

Figure 6.6: EBNF grammar defining the language students must define a parser for. This
is very similar to the grammar defined in Figure 6.5, except for the exponentiation (**)
operation and the new ComparisonOperation and ComparisonExpression productions.

• Tokens which share common prefixes. For example, < is a prefix of <=, and both

are individually valid tokens.

• Right-associative operators, specifically exponentiation (**). The given code con-

tains only left-associative operators.
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6.4 Evaluation

During Fall 2016, students submitted solutions which were then automatically graded

via a traditional handcrafted test suite composed of 230 tests. The assignment had an

option for either individual or pair submission. The study is based on 48 submissions

where either the sole author or both partners gave informed consent.

We then used the CLP-based technique described in Section 6.2 to generate a test

suite composed of 7,291,812 tests, specifically tests focused on the tokenizer, parser, and

evaluator for the grammar from Figure 6.6. Where possible, the same test input was

reused to test multiple components. For example, consider the following test input:

1 - 1

This input should tokenize, parse, and evaluate successfully down to the value 0. As such,

it can be used as a test each component individually; that is, the characters serve as a

tokenizer test, the tokens corresponding to it serve as a parser test, and the expression

produced by the parser serves as an evaluator test. If a solution failed part of the tokenize,

parse, and evaluate chain, a correct intermediate form was substituted so the remaining

components could be individually tested. For example, if the student’s tokenizer failed to

tokenize the above input, we would mark it as a tokenizer failure, but would nonetheless

then try to test the student’s parser with the correct tokens corresponding to the above

input.

We first ran both test suites on both the Java and CLP reference solutions, which were

coded by two separate individuals in order to reduce the chance that they suffered from

common bugs. Both solutions passed all tests, strongly suggesting that both solutions

were correct.

We then ran both the handcrafted and the CLP-generated tests against the student

solutions. Our raw data, therefore, consisted of results for 230 handcrafted tests and
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approximately seven million CLP-generated tests for each of the 48 student solutions.

Looking at the data, the following conclusions were immediately reached:

• There was no case where a solution passed all of the CLP-based tests, but failed

at least one of the handcrafted tests. This indicates that the CLP-based test suite

was at least as powerful as the handcrafted test suite.

• Of the 40 solutions that passed all of the handcrafted tests, only 30 of those passed

all of the CLP-based tests. This indicates that there are cases where the CLP-based

test suite was strictly more powerful than the handcrafted test suite.

Eight of the solutions failed tests on both the handcrafted test suite and the CLP-based

test suite. Because failures occurred on both test suites for these solutions, a more

sophisticated approach was necessary in order to draw any meaningful conclusions for

these cases.

6.4.1 Test Suite Comparison via Equivalence Classes

We observe that solutions can be separated into equivalence classes based on the tests

they fail. That is, it is common for multiple solutions to fail the exact same set of tests,

suggesting that different solutions share the same underlying defects.

We first partitioned the 48 solutions on the basis of which tests were failed on the

handcrafted tests, which yielded only six equivalence classes. These six classes are shown

visually in the top half of Figure 6.7. They are as follows:

• Three singleton classes.

• One class of two solutions.

• One class of three solutions.
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• One class of 40 solutions. These are the solutions that failed none of the hand-

crafted tests.

1 1 1 2 3 40

1 1 1 301 1 1 1 1 1 1 62

manual testing yields
six equivalence classes

CLP based tests further refine those six classes
into thirteen equivalence classes

Figure 6.7: Equivalence classes of student submissions, based on which tests they failed.

While the small number of equivalence classes may raise the question of plagiarism,

follow-up with Moss [171, 172] showed that plagiarism alone cannot account for this

effect.

Partitioning the 48 solutions based on which tests were failed by the CLP-based test

suite resulted in a a further refinement of these six equivalence classes into thirteen classes,

as shown in the bottom half of Figure 6.7. The partitions produced via the CLP-based

test suite are represented visually by the arrows in Figure 6.7. Each division represents

a case where the CLP-based tests are revealing code behavior that the manual test suite

missed.

The set of solutions that passes all of the CLP tests contains only 30 solutions; ten

of the solutions from the original equivalence class of 40 failed some of the CLP-based
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tests, resulting in four additional equivalence classes. The original classes of two and

three were also further split into singletons. Each of these splits represents a case where

the CLP-based tests were able to distinguish among solutions with finer granularity, thus

potentially revealing additional defects missed by the manual test suite.

6.4.2 Code Inspection

We did a manual code inspection of representative solutions from both sides of each

equivalence class split to qualitatively learn more about what these splits signified. It

is tempting to assume that each such split indicates a new bug or set of bugs. Our

explorations show that this is often, though not always the case. The other possibility is

that the solutions have made similar errors but errors that differ enough in the particular

way they are incorrect, such that they pass different numbers of tests. However, each

division did offer some insight into ways in which students approached the problem, and

the types of mistakes they made in their code.

The original large equivalence class of 40 students is broken up five ways, overall

revealing that 10 students who passed all the handcrafted tests nonetheless still had bugs

in their code (an indication that if the test suite had been more powerful, there may have

been more rigor and fairness in the grades assigned). These 10 were divided into two

singletons, a pair, and a group of 6. One of the singletons was a solution that, although

it was correct from the standpoint of an end user, failed many parser tests because the

testing code relied on the .equals() method of one of the student-defined AST classes to

work properly (when comparing actual vs. expected results), however the student failed

to override this method. This was a case where the handcrafted test suite was deficient.

The three remaining classes were all characterized by various errors involving negative

exponents, bringing to light the fact that the instructors had completely overlooked
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testing for the cases of zero and negative exponents (focusing the manual tests instead

on the right-associativity of the operator).

Students that correctly handled the exponent operator used a variety of approaches.

Some students computed a value using Java’s Math.pow() method and then cast the

result to an integer value. Others used loops which performed repeated multiplication

for non-negative exponents, and repeated division for negative exponents. With these

loops, some handled x0 as a special case while others initialized a product value to 1,

and then used a loop to repeatedly multiply by the base of the exponent (so that zero

iterations of the loop naturally returns the correct value).

Figures 6.8, 6.9, and 6.10 show three incorrect approaches to computing exponents

with loops all taken from the group of 40, each passing a different number of CLP-based

tests. Each is shown with only minor editing related to spacing and variable names. Each

is intented to compute the result of left ** right, ultimately returning this value. Fig-

ure 6.8 correctly computes positive and zero exponents, and has an incorrect attempt at

negative exponents. Figure 6.9 correctly calculates positive and zero exponents, but has

no code for negative exponents. Figure 6.10 calculates only positive exponents correctly.

There were two other equivalence classes that were further partitioned by the CLP-

based testing: an equivalence class of two, and one of three, each of which was refined

into singletons by the CLP-based testing. Code inspection of the class of two solutions

revealed that both of the solutions failed the hand-written tests for both the new com-

parison operators and the exponentiation operator. What distinguished one solution was

an error in the finite state automaton; it failed to recognize that the * token was a prefix

of the ** token, and did not set up a state transition from the state for the multiplication

operator to the state for the exponentiation operator.

The equivalence class of three solutions was refined further by CLP-generated tests

into three singletons. All three solutions shared a common bug related to an improperly
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1 int r e s u l t = l e f t ;
2 i f ( r i g h t == 0) {
3 return 1 ;
4 } else i f ( r i g h t < 0) {
5 for ( int i = 0 ; i < ( r i g h t ∗ −1) − 1 ; i++) {
6 r e s u l t = r e s u l t / l e f t ;
7 }
8 return r e s u l t ;
9 } else {
10 for ( int i = 0 ; i < r i gh t − 1 ; i++) {
11 r e s u l t = r e s u l t ∗ l e f t ;
12 }
13 return r e s u l t ;
14 }

Figure 6.8: Attempts to handle negative exponents, but incorrectly.

1 int r e s u l t = 1 ;
2 for ( int i = 0 ; i < r i gh t ; i++) {
3 r e s u l t ∗= l e f t ;
4 }
5 return r e s u l t ;

Figure 6.9: Implicitly assumes that the exponent will be non-negative.

1 int r e s u l t = l e f t ;
2 for ( int i = 1 ; i < r i gh t ; i++) {
3 r e s u l t = r e s u l t ∗ l e f t ;
4 }
5 return r e s u l t ;

Figure 6.10: Implicitly assumes that the exponent will be positive.

structured if/else. The first of these had a bug not found in the other two, related to

an issue of == vs. .equals() for objects. All three had problems related to calculation

of exponents, but the third solution handled an exponent of 0 correctly, in contrast to

the first two solutions.

Our overall conclusion from these qualitative observations is that while each division
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Test Suite Line Method Branch

Handcrafted 77% 74% 62%

CLP-based 80% 83% 62%

CLP Improvement

(Percentage Points)
3 9 0

Table 6.1: Average code coverage metrics for the two test suites across all student solu-

tions.

between equivalence classes is an interesting place to look for defects, it is not necessarily

the case that each corresponds to a particular discrete bug. This sort of difficulty in

defining exactly what “bug” means is a known problem in Software Engineering research

(e.g., [173]), and this work makes this apparent in the context of educational assessment.

6.4.3 Test Suite Code Coverage

While the CLP-based test suite exposed clear deficiencies in the handcrafted test

suite, we wondered as to whether or not these deficiencies could have been discovered

ahead of time with a more traditional approach. To this end, we measured average

code coverage across all students for the two test suites, the results of which are shown

in Table 6.1. As shown in Table 6.1, there are uniformly relatively low values for all

coverage metrics employed. This can be explained by the presence of debugging-oriented

code in student solutions, as well as methods which are good practice to implement but

not directly under test (e.g., hashCode(), toString(), and equals()). It is difficult to

fairly prune out such code, because some students did nonetheless use it during testing.

With this in mind, most student solutions contained a significant amount of dead code

independent of the test suite used, explaining the low coverage metrics.
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While the CLP-based test suite tended to get better code coverage than the hand-

crafted test suite, the improvements are often marginal at best. This leads us to conclude

that code coverage can be a misleading measure of a test suite’s effectiveness. This mo-

tivates the direct measurement of the defect-finding power of a test suite, as can be done

with CLP.

6.5 Conclusions

This case study has shown that CLP can be applied to the educational domain, where

it was successful in finding a number of bugs missed by traditional testing practices.

This serves to show not only the bug-finding effectiveness of CLP, but also that CLP

is a general solution; the educational domain is quite different than that of the sort

of industrial case studies previously discussed, but CLP is still nonetheless applicable.

Moreover, CLP was able to generate millions of tests within a matter of minutes, and these

tests required CLP to reason about the behaviors of tokenizers, parsers, and evaluators.

This goes to show that CLP is not only fast, but that it can reason about relatively

complex parsing-based ideas. Overall, this case study further strengthens my thesis that

CLP is an effective solution to the generalized structured black-box test case generation

problem.
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Chapter 7

Case Study: Generating Polymorphic

Programs for Testing Student

Typecheckers

7.1 Introduction

Generating full well-typed programs is challenging. While the prior work on Rust

(see Chapter 4) demonstrated how to generate diverse well-typed programs, there was a

catch: no single well-typed program generator understood the entire type system. The

end result is that the programs generated were fragmented, as each well-typed program

generator could only generate within the fragment of the type system it understood.

In this case study, I seek to reason about an entire complex type system with a single

CLP-based test case generator. Specifically, I want to generate well-typed SimpleScala

programs, where SimpleScala is an educational language I developed for UCSB’s Pro-

gramming Language’s course (CS162). SimpleScala features abstract data types, para-

metric polymorphism, generics, and higher-order functions, of which all introduce their
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own generation challenges. Some of these challenges were discussed in Chapter 4, though

these challenges were significantly easier to handle in that chapter given the fragmented

nature of the generators employed.

Generating well-typed SimpleScala programs serves as an excellent case study into

the power of CLP. As with Rust (chapter 4), this pushes the expressibility limit beyond

anything ever attempted in outside work. However, this case study is specific to the

educational domain, as with Chapter 6. As such, this serves to bolster the argument

that CLP is broadly applicable. Moreoever, CLP was able to generate a sizable test suite

containing over 100K inputs within several hours, demonstrating that the performance

of CLP is more than adequate for this application. Overall, this case study serves as

further evidence that CLP is a good solution to the generalized structured black-box test

case generation problem.

As an aside, while this work is not published, we are in discussions to do a similar

study as performed in Chapter 6. While I have used this work in CS162 with great success,

I cannot discuss the specifics as I did not submit a relevant request to the institutional

review board.

7.2 SimpleScala Language

This section describes the SimpleScala language. Ultimately I want to generate well-

typed programs in this language with CLP.

7.2.1 General Design and Syntax

SimpleScala was designed with the intention of giving the same look and feel of

Scala, at least from the perspective of a student who is first learning Scala and functional

programming. The abstract syntax of SimpleScala is presented in Figure 7.1. This
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language contains the following notable features:

• Relatable base types, namely String (string in the formalism), Boolean (boolean

in the formalism), Int (integer in the formalism), and Unit (unitType in the

formalism).

• Named functions, introduced with the def keyword.

• Variables introduced with the val keyword.

• Conditionals, introduced with the if and else keywords.

• Tuples, introduced with comma-separated expressions in parentheses. These can

be accessed using Scala’s ._n notation, for some positive number n. Notably, tuple

access is a builtin operation, as opposed to a method on a tuple object (SimpleScala

notably lacks objects in any object-oriented sense).

• Higher-order functions, introduced with =>. Unlike Scala, SimpleScala higher-order

functions require that the function parameter is always annotated (i.e., there is

no type inference). Additionally, SimpleScala higher-order functions always take

exactly one parameter; the unitType type and unit value are provided as dummy

types and values for functions which wish to take no values, and tuples / currying

are used for functions which wish to take more than one value.

• Algebraic data types, using Scala’s notation to create instances of these types and

pattern match on them (using the match keyword). While these look and feel

very similar to Scala’s approach of using case classes for similar purposes, the

underlying theory and implementation is radically different. As such, they are

defined with the algebraic keyword, which serves as an indicator to students that
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these behave in subtly, but fundamentally, different ways than do Scala’s case

classes.

• The ability to define parametric polymorphism (type variables on code) using

square brackets on a def. Unlike with Scala, even if a computation does not use

type variables, empty square brackets are required.

• The ability to define generics (type variables on data) using square brackets in

an algebraic definition. Even if no type variables are used in a given algebraic

definition, empty square brackets must be provided, in contrast to non-generic case

class definitions in Scala.

• Programs (prog) consist of a series of user-defined type definitions (
−−→
tdefs), followed

by a series of user-defined functions (
−→
def ), followed by a single expression (e) which

serves as a program entry point.

7.2.2 Type Domains

The typing rules for this language utilize a number of formal definitions which are

provided in Figure 7.2. A brief description of each one of these definitions follows:

• fdefs : Records named functions defined with the def keyword in a convenient for-

mat. The parser ensures that this mapping is unique (i.e., no two functions share

the same name). Specifically, fdefs maps function names to to 3-tuples of:

1. The type variables introduced (i.e., those in scope) for the function

2. The input type of the function

3. The output type of the function
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x ∈ Variable str ∈ String b ∈ Boolean i ∈ Z n ∈ N
fn ∈ FunctionName cn ∈ ConstructorName un ∈ UserDefinedTypeName

T ∈ TypeVariable

τ ∈ Type ::= string | boolean | integer | unitType
| τ1 → τ2 | ( ~τ ) | un[~τ ] | T

e ∈ Exp ::= x | str | b | i | unit | e1 ⊕ e2
| (x : τ)⇒ e | e1(e2) | fn[~τ ](e)

| if (e1) e2 else e3

| {
−→
val e}

| ( ~e ) | e. n
| cn[~τ ](e) | e match {−−→case}

val ∈ Val ::= val x = e

case ∈ Case ::= case cn(x)⇒ e | case ( ~x )⇒ e

⊕ ∈ Binop ::= + | − | × | ÷ | ∧ | ∨ | < | ≤

tdef ∈ UserDefinedTypeDef ::= algebraic un[
−→
T ] =

−−→
cdef

cdef ∈ ConstructorDefinition ::= cn(τ)

def ∈ Def ::= def fn[
−→
T ](x : τ1) : τ2 = e

prog ∈ Program ::=
−−→
tdef

−→
def e

Figure 7.1: SimpleScala syntax.

Because the functions defined do not change throughout typechecking or program

execution, fdefs is treated as a global constant.

• tdefs : Records user-defined types defined with the algebraic keyword in a conve-

nient format. The parser ensures that this mapping is unique (i.e., no two user-

defined types share the same name). Specifically, tdefs maps user-defined type

names to pairs of:

1. The type variables introduced (i.e., those in scope) for the data type definition
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2. A mapping of each constructor of the user-defined type to the type each con-

structor expects

Because the user-defined type definitions do not change throughout typechecking

or program execution, tdefs is treated as a global constant.

• cdefs : Records a backwards mapping of constructor names to the name of the

user-defined type the constructor creates. The parser ensures that this mapping

is unique (i.e., each constructor name is unique, even across types). For the same

reasoning as with tdefs , cdefs is treated as a global constant.

• tscope: Records the type variables which are currently in scope. If we are currently

typechecking the program’s entry point (i.e., e in prog), then tscope = ∅. If we

are currently typechecking the expression inside a function defined with def with

name fn, then tscope = first(fdefs(fn)), where first gets the first element in a

tuple. The program entry point and each def can be typechecked independently

of each other, and tscope will never change throughout typechecking the individual

unit (i.e., the program entry point or a def). As such, tscope is treated as a global

variable.

• Γ: Maps the variables in scope along with their recorded types. Because variables

can be added in scope at a number of points, Γ must be threaded through the typing

rules. Additionally, because SimpleScala follows lexical scoping, Γ only needs to be

passed down, not up. That is, with the exception of shadowing, it is not possible

for a variable introduced in one scope to influence a variable in another scope, so

there is no need to return which variables were in scope for a given expression. This

is considered standard.
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fdefs ∈ NamedFunctionDefs = FunctionName → (
−−−−−−−−−→
TypeVariable × Type × Type)

tdefs ∈ TypeDefs = UserDefinedTypeName →

(
−−−−−−−−−→
TypeVariable × (ConstructorName → Type))

cdefs ∈ ConstructorDefs = ConstructorName → UserDefinedTypeName

tscope ∈ TypeVarsInScope = TypeVariable

Γ ∈ TypeEnv = Variable → Type

Figure 7.2: Various definitions used in the typing rules.

7.2.3 Typing Rules and Helper Functions

The actual typing rules are shown in Figures 7.3 and 7.4, with Figure 7.3 showing

all rules except for pattern matching, and Figure 7.4 showing only the rules for pattern

matching. The rules have been split up only for reasons of space.

A variety of helper functions are employed in these rules. Most of these functions

are intuitive and relatively standard, so their full definitions have been provided in Ap-

pendix E as opposed to being directly in this chapter. A brief description of each helper

function used is provided below for convenience:

• keys: Returns a set of keys in the given map.

• typeOk: Returns true if all type variables used in the given type are in scope. If

no type variables are used in the given type, it simply returns true.

• typeOkList: Like typeOk, but it operates over a list of types as opposed to just a

single type.

• typeReplace: This is responsible for replacing type variables with actual types at

the appropriate times (i.e., when a named function is called, or when an instance of a

user-defined type is created). For example, consider the call
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typeReplace([A], [integer], (boolean, A)), where the notation [A] indicates a list

holding type variable A, and so on. This will replace each instance of type variable

A in type (boolean, A) with integer, resulting in the new type (boolean, integer).

• blockEnv: Produces a new type environment where the given list of variable/-

value definitions (defined with the val keyword) are added to the provided type

environment.

• tupleTypes: Given a list of expressions and a type environment, returns a list of

types, where each type in the returned list corresponds to an expression in the input

list at the same position of the list. For example, if given [1, true,unit] as expres-

sions under any type environment, this would return [integer,boolean,unitType].

• tupleAccess: Given a list of types and a positive number n, yields the nth element

of the list in a 1-indexed manner. If there is no such element in the input list (e.g.,

when only two types are provided, but n = 5), this function cannot be applied, and

attempting to apply it will trigger handling for ill-typedness.

• tupGamma: Produces a new type environment where the given list of variables are

in scope, each associated with a type from the given list of types. For example,

consider the call tupGamma([x, y], [boolean, integer],Γ). This will produce a new

type environment wherein x maps to boolean, and y maps to integer. The name

of the function reflects the fact that this is used only for pattern matching on tuples

(hence the “tup” part).

• casesOk: Specific to pattern matching involving user-defined types, this makes sure

that there is exactly one case for each possible constructor of a type, and that all

possible constructors are accounted for. If a case has been duplicated, is missing, or
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does not match up with the appropriate user-defined type in play, then this returns

false. Otherwise, casesOk returns true.

• casesTypes: Determines the type of the branch of each case for pattern matching

on user-defined types, yielding a list of types, one for each case. This needs the

actual cases, the current type environment, the generic type variables in scope

for whatever user-defined type is in play, the types we want to replace the type

variables with, and a mapping of constructor names to the types that each one of

the constructors expects.

• asSingleton: Given a list of types, gets the first element of the list, but only if

each element of the list is identical. If there are two non-identical elements in the

given list, asSingleton cannot be applied. In context, asSingleton is used to

ensure that the body of each branch in a pattern match on a user-defined type

returns the same type. If two branches differ in type, then asSingleton triggers

handling for ill-typedness.

Overall, the typing rules should be straightforward, albeit dense.

7.3 A Naive CLP-Based Generator for Well-Typed

SimpleScala Programs

This section introduces a core fragment of a CLP-based test case generator for well-

typed programs in SimpleScala. This section also explains the sort of problems that arise

with such a naive generator.

The typing rules presented in Figures 7.3 and 7.4 can be used to implement a type-

checker for SimpleScala in any arbitrary language. For example, in CS162, students
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x ∈ keys(Γ) τ = Γ(x)

Γ ` x : τ
(var)

Γ ` str : string
(string)

Γ ` b : boolean
(bool)

Γ ` unit : unitType
(unit)

Γ ` e1 : integer Γ ` e2 : integer
Γ ` e1 + e2 : integer

(+int)

Γ ` i : integer
(Z)

Γ ` e1 : string Γ ` e2 : string
Γ ` e1 + e2 : string

(+string)

⊗ ∈ {−,×,÷} Γ ` e1 : integer Γ ` e2 : integer
Γ ` e1 ⊗ e2 : integer

(arithOp)

⊗ ∈ {∧,∨} Γ ` e1 : boolean Γ ` e2 : boolean
Γ ` e1 ⊗ e2 : boolean

(boolOp)

⊗ ∈ {<,≤} Γ ` e1 : integer Γ ` e2 : integer
Γ ` e1 ⊗ e2 : boolean

(relOp)

typeOk(τ1) Γ[x 7→ τ1] ` e : τ2
Γ ` (x : τ1)⇒ e : τ1 → τ2

(AFun)
Γ ` e1 : τ1 → τ2 Γ ` e2 : τ1

Γ ` e1(e2) : τ2
(ACall)

typeOkList(~τ1) fn ∈ keys(fdefs) (
−→
T · τ2 · τ3) = fdefs(fn) |

−→
T | = |~τ1|

τ ′2 = typeReplace(
−→
T , ~τ1, τ2) τ ′3 = typeReplace(

−→
T , ~τ1, τ3) Γ ` e : τ ′2

Γ ` fn[~τ1](e) : τ ′3
(NCall)

Γ ` e1 : boolean Γ ` e2 : τ Γ ` e3 : τ

Γ ` if (e1) e2 else e3 : τ
(if)

Γ′ = blockEnv(
−→
val ,Γ) Γ′ ` e : τ

Γ ` {
−→
val e} : τ

(val)

~τ = tupleTypes(~e,Γ)

Γ ` ( ~e ) : ( ~τ )
(tup)

Γ ` e : ( ~τ ) τ ′ = tupleAccess(~τ , n)

Γ ` e. n : τ ′
(acc)

typeOkList(~τ1) cn ∈ keys(cdefs) un = cdefs(cn) (
−→
T ·m) = tdefs(un)

|
−→
T | = |~τ1| τ2 = m(cn) τ ′2 = typeReplace(

−→
T , ~τ1, τ2) Γ ` e : τ ′2

Γ ` cn[~τ1](e) : un[~τ1]
(cons)

Figure 7.3: Typing rules for SimpleScala, without pattern matching. The A in AFun
and ACall is short for “Anonymous”, and the N in NCall is short for “Named”. Rules
for pattern matching are shown in Figure 7.4.
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Γ ` e1 : ( ~τ1 ) |~τ1| = |~x|
Γ′ = tupGamma(~x, ~τ1,Γ) Γ′ ` e2 : τ2

Γ ` e1 match {(case ( ~x )⇒ e2) :: []} : τ2
(m-tup)

Γ ` e : un[~τ1] un ∈ keys(tdefs) casesOk(−−→case, un) (
−→
T ·m) = tdefs(un)

|
−→
T | = |~τ1| ~τ2 = casesTypes(−−→case,Γ,

−→
T , ~τ1,m) τ3 = asSingleton(~τ2)

Γ ` e match {−−→case} : τ3
(m-cons)

Figure 7.4: Typing rules handling pattern matching in SimpleScala. The typing rules for
everything else are shown in Figure 7.3.

must implement a typechecker for SimpleScala, given these formal rules. For our pur-

poses, we can go through the same process, but use CLP as an implementation language

instead of Scala. Unsurprisingly, this CLP implementation process immediately yields a

typechecker for SimpleScala. However, what is more interesting for our purposes is that

this typechecker can be readily adapted to become a generator of well-typed programs,

similar to the approach of writing a reference solution in Chapter 6.

A core fragment of this CLP-based typechecker implementation is shown in Figure 7.5,

which implements a subset of the rules shown in Figure 7.3. To be clear, the purpose

of showing this code is not to explain exactly how to implement a typechecker in CLP,

but rather to have a starting generator to improve upon. Additionally, there are certain

implementation details which have been elided which are not particularly relevant to the

discussion (e.g., CLP does not have a real concept of a global variable, so we need to

pass “global” information around in addition to everything else).

The code shown in Figure 7.5 behaves correctly when used as a typechecker. When

given an expression, it will either produce the type of that expression if the expression is

well-typed, or fail if the expression is ill-typed. In an ideal world, we could also perform

the reverse operation: that of giving a type and then asking for an expression of that

type. Or, better yet, give no type and simply ask for an arbitrary well-typed expression of

an arbitrary type. However, this code has a number of problems which make it unsuitable
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1 % TypeEnv : [ pa i r (VariableName , Type ) ]
2 % typeo f : TypeEnv , Exp , Type
3 %
4 % VAR
5 typeo f (Gamma, va r i a b l e (X) , Type ) :−
6 member( pa i r (X, Type ) , Gamma) .
7 % STRING
8 typeo f (_, s t rValue (_) , str ingType ) .
9 % INTEGER
10 typeo f (_, intValue (_) , intType ) .
11 % + ( in t )
12 typeo f (Gamma, binop (E1 , plus , E2 ) , intType ) :−
13 typeo f (Gamma, E1 , intType ) ,
14 typeo f (Gamma, E2 , intType ) .
15 % + ( s t r i n g )
16 typeo f (Gamma, binop (E1 , plus , E2 ) , str ingType ) :−
17 typeo f (Gamma, E1 , str ingType ) ,
18 typeo f (Gamma, E2 , str ingType ) .
19 % AFUN
20 typeo f (Gamma, afun (X, T1 , E) , funType (T1 , T2) ) :−
21 typeOk (T1) ,
22 addMap(Gamma, X, T1 , GammaPrime) ,
23 typeo f (GammaPrime , E, T2 ) .
24 % ACALL
25 typeo f (Gamma, a c a l l (E1 , E2 ) , T2) :−
26 typeo f (Gamma, E1 , funType (T1 , T2 ) ) ,
27 typeo f (Gamma, E2 , T1 ) .

Figure 7.5: CLP implementation of a typechecker for SimpleScala. The member procedure
is standard, and is used to select a member of a list. The addMap procedure is assumed
to have been implemented elsewhere, and it adds a key/value pair to an existing map,
yielding a new map. The typeOk procedure implements the helper function with the
same name in the helper functions defined in Appendix E.

for generation purposes. In particular, there are four major problems, which are fully

described and solved in each of the four following subsections. These are summarized

below:

1. The search space is infinite (discussed in Section 7.3.1).
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2. String and integer values are not bound to actual strings and integers (discussed in

Section 7.3.2).

3. Variable names are not bound to actual names (discussed in Section 7.3.3). While

this seems like the same problem as string and integer values being unbounded on

the surface, this problem causes very different behavior, and the solution employed

is significantly different as well. As such, this discussion is separated out from string

and integer values.

4. Cyclic terms are currently possible (discussed in Section 7.3.4).

Each subsection starts from Figure 7.5, and shows how to fix the particular problem

of focus in isolation. In practice, each fix would need to be applied concurrently. I

intentionally do not perform this sort of concurrent fixing in this discussion in order to

simplify the presentation.

7.3.1 Infinite Search Space

Probably the most immediate problem is that the search space is infinite when the

code in Figure 7.5 is used as a generator. The source of this problem lies in the fact

that there are an infinite number of well-typed programs in SimpleScala. While this

is not problematic in and of itself, it leads to problems when combined with CLP’s

depth-first search strategy. Specifically, most rules will never be executed, as CLP will

always choose to produce ever more deeply nested expressions. To illustrate, consider the

following query, which asks for an arbitrary well-typed expression (Exp) of an arbitrary

type (Type):

?− typeo f ( [ ] , Exp , Type ) .
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The first four expressions generated by this query are below, one per line (stripping

whitespace to avoid line wrapping):

1 s t rValue (_) ;
2 intValue (_) ;
3 binop ( intValue (_) , plus , intValue (_) ) ;
4 binop ( intValue (_) , plus , binop ( intValue (_) , plus , intValue (_) ) )

It is no accident that the fourth result embeds the third result to the right. This is a

direct consequence of the fact that in the code listing in Figure 7.5 lists the rule handling

+int (from Figure 7.3) before the rule handling +string (also from Figure 7.3). Because

CLP uses a depth-first search strategy and tries rules in the same order as they are

listed, it will always be the case that +int will be tried before +string. This, combined

with the fact that we currently can always generate a more deeply-nested expression

than the expression previously generated, means that we will keep generating ever more

deeply-nested uses of the +string rule, and effectively ignore all other rules.

This problem of “spamming” the same rule is undesirable, as it prevents us from

generating diverse sets of programs. This problem is fixed rather easily by adding a

bound of some sort to restrict the state space. For example, we can add a bound on

the depth of expressions generated. If we ever attempt to generate an expression which

is deeper than our allotted bound, then failure is triggered, forcing the CLP engine to

backtrack to another choice. On backtracking, the engine will select a different rule than

what was previously selected, leading to the generation of a different program.

To see this bound in action, the code presented in Figure 7.5 has been instrumented

with bounds in Figure 7.6. With this updated code, we can issue the following modified

query, which enforces that we will never generate a program that is more than one

expression (1) deep:

?− typeo f (1 , [ ] , Exp , Type ) .
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The first four results of this modified query are below:

1 st rValue (_) ;
2 intValue (_) ;
3 binop ( intValue (_) , plus , intValue (_) ) ;
4 binop ( st rVa lue (_) , plus , s t rValue (_) )

In contrast to the previous query, the current query yields something different than

a more deeply-nested binop with the fourth result. Instead, the current query ends up

producing binop with strings (strValue) as opposed to integers (intValue), which is

an expression which is unique to the current query. As such, this ultimately solves the

problem of having an infinite search space.

As an aside, this sort of bounding can be easily done without any modification to the

source code (i.e., using the code in Figure 7.5) with the help of the CLP metainterpreter

defined in Chapter 9.

7.3.2 String and Integer Values are Not Bound

Another problem with the CLP typechecker code in Figure 7.5 is that emitted pro-

grams contain “holes”, that is, uninstantiated portions. ASTs with holes cannot readily

be used with testing, as holes represent portions of the AST which are incomplete. In

this subsection, we deal specifically with two kinds of holes: those in intValue, and those

in strValue.

Examples of holes in intValue and strValue can be seen from the output of the

queries in Section 7.3.1, which contain underscores representing holes. Considering what

the typechecker does and where these holes are, this behavior is relatively intuitive,

if undesirable. While the typechecker reasons about string and integer types, it does

not reason about particular string and integer values. As such, the moment it sees

that it has reached a string or an integer, the typechecker does not need to proceed

further; the typechecker already knows that it has an expression of type string or integer,
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1 % decBound : Int , In t
2 decBound ( In , Out) :−
3 In > 0 ,
4 Out i s In − 1 .
5
6 % TypeEnv : [ pa i r (VariableName , Type ) ]
7 % typeo f : Int , TypeEnv , Exp , Type
8 %
9 % VAR
10 typeo f (_, Gamma, va r i ab l e (X) , Type ) :−
11 member( pa i r (X, Type ) , Gamma) .
12 % STRING
13 typeo f (_, _, s t rVa lue (_) , str ingType ) .
14 % INTEGER
15 typeo f (_, _, intValue (_) , intType ) .
16 % + ( in t )
17 typeo f (Bound1 , Gamma, binop (E1 , plus , E2 ) , intType ) :−
18 decBound (Bound1 , Bound2 ) ,
19 typeo f (Bound2 , Gamma, E1 , intType ) ,
20 typeo f (Bound2 , Gamma, E2 , intType ) .
21 % + ( s t r i n g )
22 typeo f (Bound1 , Gamma, binop (E1 , plus , E2 ) , str ingType ) :−
23 decBound (Bound1 , Bound2 ) ,
24 typeo f (Bound2 , Gamma, E1 , str ingType ) ,
25 typeo f (Bound2 , Gamma, E2 , str ingType ) .
26 % AFUN
27 typeo f (Bound1 , Gamma, afun (X, T1 , E) , funType (T1 , T2) ) :−
28 decBound (Bound1 , Bound2 ) ,
29 typeOk (T1) ,
30 addMap(Gamma, X, T1 , GammaPrime) ,
31 typeo f (Bound2 , GammaPrime , E, T2 ) .
32 % ACALL
33 typeo f (Bound1 , Gamma, a c a l l (E1 , E2 ) , T2) :−
34 decBound (Bound1 , Bound2 ) ,
35 typeo f (Bound2 , Gamma, E1 , funType (T1 , T2 ) ) ,
36 typeo f (Bound2 , Gamma, E2 , T1 ) .

Figure 7.6: Bounded version of the CLP code shown in Figure 7.5.
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respectively. This follows directly from the typechecker’s implementation in Figure 7.5,

specifically in lines 8 and 10. Because underscore is used for the particular values in

strValue and intValue, this effectively states that the value does not matter, and so

holes end up being inserted into the resulting AST.

A quick and relatively simple approach to fixing these holes is to add additional con-

straints on the possible values held in strValue and intValue. This fix is shown in

Figure 7.7. While this fix works, it suffers from two major problems. For one, this pol-

lutes the typechecker code with information which is not concerned with typechecking;

validString and validInt have nothing to do with typechecking, but they are nonethe-

less present in the typechecking code. A bigger, more subtle problem is that this can

slow down generation, precisely because a non-typechecking concern was embedded into

typechecking. To understand why, consider a context wherein a type other than string

is required, but we do not know this ahead of time. (While we generally try to construct

things to know this information ahead of time, this is sometimes unavoidable.) In such

a situation, we may opt to generate a string constant (using the code starting at line 14

of Figure 7.7), only to later hit failure because we emitted the undesired string type. If

a hole is used for the particular string constant, then backtracking will skip beyond the

rule for string constants, because there are no choices to make for string constants when

a hole is used. However, if a hole is not used, then we will end up backtracking right back

to string constant, generating a different string constant in line 15 of Figure 7.7. While

this clearly will still ultimately lead to failure (it still produces the unwanted string),

there is no way for CLP to know this without proceeding forward with the new string

constant. CLP will fruitlessly search in this manner until every string constant has been

attempted, only at which point will backtracking try something other than a string con-

stant. In short, by embedding particular constants into typechecking, this leads to a

number of ultimately meaningless choices being considered, exploding the search space
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in an uninteresting dimension and slowing down generation.

1 v a l i d S t r i n g ( ’ foo ’ ) .
2 v a l i d S t r i n g ( ’ bar ’ ) .
3
4 v a l i d I n t ( 0 ) .
5 v a l i d I n t ( 1 ) .
6
7 % TypeEnv : [ pa i r (VariableName , Type ) ]
8 % typeo f : TypeEnv , Exp , Type
9 %
10 % VAR
11 typeo f (Gamma, va r i a b l e (X) , Type ) :−
12 member( pa i r (X, Type ) , Gamma) .
13 % STRING
14 typeo f (_, s t rVa lue ( S t r ing ) , str ingType ) :−
15 va l i dS t r i n g ( S t r ing ) .
16 % INTEGER
17 typeo f (_, intValue ( Int ) , intType ) :−
18 va l i d I n t ( Int ) .
19 % + ( in t )
20 typeo f (Gamma, binop (E1 , plus , E2 ) , intType ) :−
21 typeo f (Gamma, E1 , intType ) ,
22 typeo f (Gamma, E2 , intType ) .
23 % + ( s t r i n g )
24 typeo f (Gamma, binop (E1 , plus , E2 ) , str ingType ) :−
25 typeo f (Gamma, E1 , str ingType ) ,
26 typeo f (Gamma, E2 , str ingType ) .
27 % AFUN
28 typeo f (Gamma, afun (X, T1 , E) , funType (T1 , T2) ) :−
29 typeOk (T1) ,
30 addMap(Gamma, X, T1 , GammaPrime) ,
31 typeo f (GammaPrime , E, T2 ) .
32 % ACALL
33 typeo f (Gamma, a c a l l (E1 , E2 ) , T2) :−
34 typeo f (Gamma, E1 , funType (T1 , T2 ) ) ,
35 typeo f (Gamma, E2 , T1 ) .

Figure 7.7: Version of the CLP code shown in Figure 7.6, with holes in strValue and
intValue fixed.
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For this reason, while the fix proposed in Figure 7.7 works, it is hardly ideal. A

more efficient approach is to intentionally emit ASTs with holes in them, and then fill

in the holes in a later pass. This keeps the search space for the typechecker as small as

possible, and also segregates non-typechecker code elsewhere. An example of this sort of

hole-filling pass is shown in Figure 7.8.

As an aside, the code in Figure 7.8 can be further refined with the help of the metain-

terpreter defined in Chaper 9. Specifically, the definitions of validString and validInt

(in Figure 7.8) can be entirely elided from the source code, and treated as external

parameters. Chaper 9 contains more relevant information.

1 v a l i d S t r i n g ( ’ foo ’ ) .
2 v a l i d S t r i n g ( ’ bar ’ ) .
3
4 v a l i d I n t ( 0 ) .
5 v a l i d I n t ( 1 ) .
6
7 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s ( v a r i a b l e (_) ) .
8 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s ( s t rValue ( S t r ing ) ) :−
9 va l i dS t r i n g ( S t r ing ) .
10 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s ( intValue ( Int ) ) :−
11 va l i d I n t ( Int ) .
12 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s ( binop (E1 , _, E2 ) ) :−
13 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s (E1 ) ,
14 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s (E2 ) .
15 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s ( fun (_, _, E) ) :−
16 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s (E) .
17 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s ( anonca l l (E1 , E2 ) ) :−
18 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s (E1 ) ,
19 f i l l S t r i n g I n tH o l e s (E2 ) .

Figure 7.8: A major improvement over the hole-filling strategy presented in Figure 7.7,
wherein holes are filled in a separate pass after typechecking occurs.
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7.3.3 Variable Names are Not Bound

A third problem with the CLP typechecker code in Figure 7.5 which seems deceptively

similar to the problem in Section 7.3.2 is that variable names are mostly unbound. The

word “mostly” is used because while variables are never given particular names, they

are nonetheless constrained, as in lines 5-6 and 20, 21 in Figure 7.5. Specifically, the

intention is that two distinct variables may (though not necessarily) map to two distinct

types in the type environment (i.e., Gamma in Figure 7.5). Conversely, the same variable

is intended to always map to the same type in the type environment. Altogether, the

intention is that the type environment is a mapping of variables to types, where the keys

are all distinct.

It turns out that this intention of specifying a map is difficult to encode in CLP if the

keys do not have determinate values, as with our variables and their unbound names. To

illustrate the problem, assume that we have encoded the map as a listing of key/value

pairs, as we have done in Figure 7.5. An example of such a map is shown below, where

the variables X and Y are logic variables acting as placeholders for variable names:

[ pa i r (X, intType ) , pa i r (Y, str ingType ) ]

With the above map, we can trivially run into problems if we ever unify X and Y. Such

a unification would merge these two variables into an equivalence class, and would effec-

tively result in a multimap where the variable resulting from the unification of X and Y

is nondeterministically of type intType and stringType. From a lexical scoping stand-

point this is meaningless, as this ultimately means that the same variable is in scope

twice with different associated types.

It is possible to avoid this problematic situation by carefully ensuring that we never

perform such a unification of keys. Speaking from experience, however, this is much more

difficult to ensure than it sounds, even with a carefully designed map interface. It also
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tends to be painful to debug. As such, this is not considered a practical solution, which

is consistent with advice given by O’Keefe [174].

Another solution is to add constraints which ensure that the keys must be distinct.

To illustrate, consider the same map as before, duplicated below for convenience:

[ pa i r (X, intType ) , pa i r (Y, str ingType ) ]

Ultimately, if we could add an additional constraint that X 6= Y , that is, a disequality

constraint between X and Y , then this problem would be solved. This can be done

with the help of the arithmetic constraint solvers built into CLP, though it requires

that variable names take on integral values. This would require a later conversion of

integral variable names to non-integral variable names (e.g., 123) to something more

appropriate (e.g., x123). While this is all doable, speaking from experience, there tends

to be a significant performance penality with this representation, and CLP libraries tend

not to interact well with other solutions (particularly the metainterpreter, described in

Chapter 9) thanks to upstream bugs in CLP engines themselves. As such, I have not

seriously employed this solution.

The solution I tend to employ for this problem is the same sort of solution shown

in Figure 7.7: define a procedure like validVariable which ensures that its argument

is a valid variable name (whatever is appropriate for the situation), and be sure to call

validVariable whenever a variable is encountered. This way, we ensure that keys will

always be bound. The only area where care needs to be applied is when adding new

key/value pairs to the map, which is a much easier and more localized concern which can

be addressed entirely within the addMap procedure shown in Figure 7.5.

Unfortunately, this solution suffers from the same problems as those described in

Section 7.3.3 for Figure 7.7: we add relatively useless choice points involving alternative

variable names, bloating the search space in an uninteresting dimension. In practice,
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this has not been a significant problem, only because the sets of variables considered

has been small. If this were to become a problem, a worthwhile optimization is to have

validVariable check to see if the variable is unnamed, and if not, then deterministically

produce a random, possibly previously used variable name. Because of the deterministic

nature of the optimized validVariable, this would not lead to fruitless choice points,

though a variety of variable names are still possible. Such an optimization has not been

necessary in my personal experience, though I have it in mind in case I ever observe this

problem occurring.

7.3.4 Cyclic Terms are Possible

A fourth problem with the CLP typechecker code in Figure 7.5 is that it currently

allows for the generation of cyclic terms. While this is a Prolog-centric problem, it can

be explained purely in mathematical terms. For example, consider the following “type”:

τ = τ → integer

The word “type” is in quotes because this is clearly problematic: the type is self-

referential, and is of infinite size. This self-referential behavior leads to some surprising

results if we attempt to typecheck with it. For example, consider the following Sim-

pleScala program, which uses τ :

(x : τ)⇒ x(x)

In the above program, an anonymous function’s parameter was explicitly annotated with

the faulty τ . The body of this function is suspect, calling its parameter x using x as a

parameter. This mechanism can easily be exploited to perform general recursion using

fixed-point combinators from the lambda calculus. However, this should not be possible:

SimpleScala was intentially designed that recursion must occur through named functions,
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but the above snippet uses no named functions. Even so, this code snippet typechecks

according to the rules in Figure 7.3. A type derivation for this faulty program is provided

in Figure 7.9.

typeOk(τ)

var
[x 7→ τ ] ` x : τ → integer

var
[x 7→ τ ] ` x : τ

ACall
[x 7→ τ ] ` x(x) : integer

AFun
[] ` (x : τ)⇒ x(x) : τ → integer

Figure 7.9: Type derivation for a simple program using the cyclic “type” τ , where
τ = τ → integer. Premises for the var rule show no surprising behavior, and so they
have been omitted for space. At the point marked in red, the expected τ is exchanged
for the equivalent τ → integer; this exchange is valid given the definition of τ .

When the CLP code is used as a typechecker, this situation is avoided by the fact

that it is impossible for the user to ever annotate a type with our faulty τ ; since τ has

no finite representation, it simply cannot be written down as a normal type. However,

this situation can occur when the CLP code is used as a generator, as CLP allows for the

definition of cyclic terms. While cyclic terms have their uses in CLP, in a typechecking

context this behavior is clearly undesirable; at the very least there is no way to even

print out what a cyclic term is in a syntactically valid way (according to the syntax in

Figure 7.1, and the call to typeOk would be non-terminating. Why CLP allows for cyclic

terms is an artifact of the fact that unification in CLP, by default, does not perform

the occurs check [175], which would otherwise prevent cyclic terms from being formed.

The occurs check simply causes unification to fail at the moment we attempt to create a

self-referential term.

To further illustrate the cyclic term problem, consider the following CLP snippet,

representing the same construction for our aforementioned cyclic type τ :

?− Tau = funType (Tau , intType ) .
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This snippet causes the logical variable Tau to be unified with the structure

funType(Tau, intType), which crucially contains Tau. This snippet succeeds, caus-

ing a cyclic term to be created. However, we can force the CLP engine to perform the

occurs check during the unification with unify_with_occurs_check:

?− unify_with_occurs_check (Tau , funType (Tau , intType ) ) .

The above snippet fails, because the engine would otherwise have to create a cyclic term.

With all this in mind, perhaps the most simplistic solution would be to force the

engine to always perform the occurs check, even for a seemingly normal unification.

Most engines, however, do not provide this capability. Moreover, there are legitimate

uses of cyclic terms, and some CLP libraries depend on cyclic terms. As such, blanket

enabling the occurs check would likely cause code to misbehave.

Another solution is to use unify_with_occurs_check (or its sibling acyclic_term,

which fails if its parameter is a cyclic term) in any context wherein unifications on types

are performed. While this solution is clearly safe, it has a major disadvantage that,

in practice, this would mean hundreds of calls to unify_with_occurs_check, polluting

code. Additionally, this would likely hurt performance significantly; engines intentionally

do not perform the occurs check by default because it is expensive to perform, and the

vast majority of unifications in practice cannot possibly form cyclic terms anyway. As

such, we want to limit the number of calls performed to unify_with_occurs_check as

much as possible, while still ensuring that cyclic types are never produced.

Based on my personal experiences, usually only one or two key calls to

unify_with_occurs_check (or acyclic_term) are actually necessary to prevent cyclic

terms from being formed. Historically, rules handling variable lookup along with rules

handing the return types for potentially recursive functions tend to be the only points

necessary where the occurs check is needed, though this depends somewhat on the par-
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ticular type system in play. For example, with the SimpleScala typing rules in Figure 7.3,

only the var and NCall rules actually need the occurs check to be performed (specifi-

cally, var needs unify_with_occurs_check to unify the variable’s type in the map with

the expected return type, and NCall needs acyclic_term to ensure that the return

type for a named function is not cyclic). The fact that these two points (variable lookup

and function return types) need the occurs check is not arbitrary: both allow code to refer

to itself in some way (variables can be bound to something which is not yet fully known,

which can later on be filled with something indirectly self-referential, and function return

types can speak of recursive functions).

7.3.5 A Naive Generator is Born

Once the four fixes have been applied in Sections 7.3.1, 7.3.2, 7.3.3, and 7.3.4, the

typechecker is able to function as a generator. However, the yielded generator is not

particularly efficient, and it cannot realistically generate many interesting programs in a

reasonable amount of time. Dramatic improvements are possible with some key optimiza-

tions, which can yield program generation rates of hundreds to thousands of programs

per minute. These optimizations are discussed in Section 7.4.

7.4 Optimizing the Naive CLP-Based Generator for

Well-Typed SimpleScala Programs

The generation rate of the generator yielded in Section 7.3 is poor, and is too slow to

be a practical test case generator. The biggest reason why is that the generator will spend

lots of time trying to search for nonexistent solutions. This is where CLP shines, because

we can adjust exactly how the search is performed in order to avoid these nonexistent
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solutions. Before we can adjust the search, however, we need to understand exactly how

the search is misbehaving, and what needs to be done to correct it.

It turns out there are two distinct reasons in this case why we spend lots of time

performing fruitless search. These are listed below, along with the subsections which are

dedicated to explaining and fixing the problems:

1. Not all types are inhabited (i.e., some types have no corresponding programs of

that type). Attempting to generate a program with an uninhabited type leads to

fruitless search which will eventually fail, but only after exploring a state space of

potentially exponential size. This issue is discussed further in Section 7.4.1.

2. The type we have been instructed to generate a program for may be too large to

be generated with the current depth bound. For example, consider a type of depth

d. In general, we would need a depth bound of at least d in order to generate

such a type. If we instead have a bound d′, where d′ < d, then we cannot possibly

satisfy the query and generate a program of such a type. This leads to fruitless

search throughout the space defined by d′, which is exponentially large. This issue

is discussed further in Section 7.4.2.

7.4.1 Uninhabited Types

Not all types are inhabited in SimpleScala. As such, the typechecker may search a

fruitless exponential space if it ever attempts to generate a program with an uninhabited

type. For as, well, simple as SimpleScala is, there are surprisingly two different scenarios

under which non-inhabited types can occur:

1. Bad (but legal) interaction with type variables

2. Meaninglessly cyclic algebraic definitions
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Bad Type Variable Interactions

To see the problem with type variables, consider the following code snippet, where

??? is a stand-in for some expression:

def f oo [A, B] ( a : A) : B = ???

In the above snippet, it is not actually possible to instantiate ??? with any well-typed

expression. Intuitively, the reason why is because there is nothing of type B in scope, and

since B is a type variable, there is no possible way to derive something of type B. This

follows directly from parametricity. [176]

In general, type variables cause major problems due to uninhabited types, and as

far as I know there is not an easy solution to this problem. For example, it is neither

sufficient nor necessary to ensure that all type variables used in the output of a function

are introduced in the input. The following code snippet shows that this test is not

sufficient:

def bar [A, B] ( f : A => B) : B = ???

While the above snippet uses type variables A and B, it is not possible to derive something

of type B, as this also requires derving something of type A in order to call the provied

function from A to B. The following code snippet shows that such a type variable test is

not necessary:

algebraic L i s t [A] = Cons ( (A, L i s t [A] ) ) | N i l ( Unit )

def baz [A, B] (dummy: Int ) : L i s t [ (A, B) ] = ???

In the above snippet, ??? can be instantiated to simply Nil[(A, B)](unit), as we can

always create an empty list parameterized by any type.

While I was able to devise a search-based solution to this problem, the search effec-

tively was doing the exact same sort of work the typechecker was doing anyway, so it was
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unlikely to see any actual benefit (i.e., it explored the same exponential space). As such,

another solution was necessary to handle type variables in a better way. In my case, this

was easy enough to restrict by forcing there to always be values in scope of all possible

type variables in scope. This was handled by modifying exactly which expressions were

valid within a def. For example, instead of generating the potentially problematic (where

??? is used to indicate a hole with arbitrary contents):

def f oobar [A, B, C] ( x : ? ? ? ) : ??? = ???

. . . we instead generate the refinement:

def f oobar [A, B, C] ( x : ? ? ? ) : A => B => C => ??? =
( a : A) => (b : B) => ( c : C) => ???

The variables a, b, and c do not overlap with variables which can be later introduced,

and we do not allow nested defs in SimpleScala (unlike Scala). All these points collectively

ensure that we will never hit a scenario where a type is uninhabited due to values of a

given type variable not being present; we will always have a, b, and c in scope in the

rest of the body of the def, and so we can always produce something of type A, B, or C.

These values can be used to build up any other arbitrary type.

While this solution clearly limits the sort of programs we can generate (the previously-

shown def baz snippet would never be emitted, for example), this was deemed an appro-

priate compromise. The generation rate is improved significantly with this change, and

while it does change the kinds of programs generated (potentially leading to bugs missed

which exist outside of this restricted subset of SimpleScala), the programs missed were

considered unlikely to be of any more interest than those already being emitted. Usually

an improvement in generation rate is worth this sort of compromise, but it depends on

the particular problem.
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Cyclic algebraic Definitions

Even without any type variables in play, SimpleScala also has uninhabited types,

depending on the particular algebraic definitions in play. For example, consider the

following definition (note that SimpleScala requires [] to be used to indicate that no

type variables are used in a type or definition):

algebraic Uninhabited [ ] = Cycle ( Uninhabited [ ] )

It is not possible to derive any programs which are of the algebraic type Uninhabited[],

as the only constructor for Uninhabited[] itself requires a program of type

Uninhabited[], leading to an endless cycle. The depth bound will eventually kick in

and stop this, but only after exhaustively searching fruitlessly through the whole space

up to the depth bound.

Disallowing self-referential types is a viable solution to this problem, but it is severely

limiting. For example, the usual linked list definition is self-referential (as previously

shown), as well as any recursive data type. A better solution which is still relatively

simple is to ensure that algebraic definitions contain a constructor with no user-defined

types present. Because these sort of cycles can occur only with user-defined types, this

enforces that there is always a cycle-free way to create an instance of a type. This is

the solution employed in the actual generator. This is still limiting, though it allows for

most common recursive data structures to be handled.

A more general solution is to explore all the algebraic definitions ahead of time and

ensure that there are no cycles present, though this was deemed overly complex for the

task at hand. In particular, because the simplistic solution can already generate the sort

of programs of interest, it was not deemed necessary to put extra work in recovering the

programs lost.
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7.4.2 Types Which Exceed Bounds

In Section 7.3.1, a bound on program depth was added in order to make the search be

over a finite space. This bound and the relatively simplistic way it is applied, however,

can cause problems. To see why, consider the following type, which creates a triply-nested

pair:

( Int , ( Boolean , ( Str ing , Unit ) ) )

A minimal program which satisfies this type follows:

(1 , ( true , ( " foobar " , unit ) ) )

The problem is that the minimal program has depth 3, which means that the only way

we can possibly generate a program of this type is if we have a depth bound of at

least 3. If we have a smaller bound of, say, 2, then currently the generator in 7.3.1

would fruitlessly explore the entire exponential state space of programs of depth 2 or less

before ultimately failing. This leads to severe hanging, even moreso than the problem of

uninhabited programs (described in Section 7.4.1).

A key observation here is that this problem only arises when the type is known during

generation but the program is not. This happens relatively frequently. For instance, if

the generator chooses to call a function which has already been called at least once in the

program, then the input type for the called function will have already been decided by

the first call. In this case, subsequent calls must produce function inputs which match up

with the expected (fixed) input type of the function. For subsequent calls, this results in

a scenario where the type to generate is fixed (i.e., the input type of the function, needed

to perform the function call), but the program (i.e., the actual expression evaluated when

producing the input for the call) is not. If the type were not known (as with the first call

to the function), then any arbitrary program can satisfy the generation task, including

programs of depth 0 (e.g., true, false, 42, etc.).
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Potential Solution: Fail as Soon as Depth is Untenable

The observation that this problem occurs only when the type is known hints at a

solution: in contexts where the type is known but the expression is not, observe both the

current depth bound and the actual type in play. If the type is deeper than the current

depth bound, then immediately fail, which prevents searching through the fruitless state

space. The idea here is to fail as soon as we determine that we cannot possibly satisfy

the current type.

It turns out, however, that this solution does not work particularly well. For one, it

is somewhat tricky to implement. At the very least, this solution requires us to ask if a

logical variable holding a type is instantiated, meaning we must use built-in procedures

like var, nonvar, and ground. These can quickly lead to code that is difficult to reason

about and debug, which echoes warnings of O’Keefe [174]. We also need to potentially

reason about partially instantiated types, not just fully known or fully unknown types.

For example, we may be asked to generate the following type, where ??? is a hole:

( Int , ???)

In this case, we know that the minimal bound will be at least one, but it depends on

exactly what ???. We could fully instantiate the type at this point, though this is ill-

advised; it is usually better to let the rest of the typechecker fill in types, as this ensures

that generated programs will use the typing rules themselves for determining what to

produce. Merely filling in a type here takes control away from the typing rules, and

could potentially lead to a scewed program distribution.

In addition to being difficult to implement, this solution can occasionally cut off the

search prematurely. As described, this modified search does not consider the contents

of the type environment when choosing to cut off the search early. Depending on the

variables in scope, it may be the case that there is, in fact, a smaller minimal program
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possible. For example, consider the following code, where ??? is a hole which we want

to fill in with a satisfying expression:

def smal l [ ] ( x : ( Int , S t r ing ) ) : ( Int , S t r ing ) = ???

The smallest possible program satisfying the expression in small (i.e., the ??? part) is

simply x, the input to small. This program has depth 0. However, according to our

search strategy, we need at least a program of depth one to satisfy this. As such, we

might abort search early, as our strategy does not properly take variables into account.

Perhaps the biggest problem with this revised search is that fruitless exploration still

occurs, though significantly less than before. The reason why is because this technique

is based only on the minimal program size; larger programs are possible which satisfy

the same type. For example, consider again the example type from the beginning of this

section, along with the minimal satisfying program, which have been duplicated below:

1 ( Int , ( Boolean , ( Str ing , Unit ) ) )
2 (1 , ( true , ( " foobar " , unit ) ) )

While the above program on line 2 is minimal, it is hardly the only program that

satisfies the type on line 1. For example, consider the following program:

(1 + 2 + 3 , ( true && false , ( "ab" + "cd" + " e f " , unit ) ) )

This is a much larger program, but it still satisfies the type on line 1 of the previous

listing. Indeed, for any inhabited type, the maximal program size satisfying that type is

unbounded; trivially, we could always keep applying the polymorphic identity function,

yielding a larger program without changing its type. Our revised search strategy would

still cut generation off with such non-productive decisions, but it would cut it off only

after the decision had been made. As such, we still end up exploring one level deep in

the search space, which is still large (though not exponential). Moreover, we do this

relatively frequently, so significant amounts of fruitless search still occur overall.
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Solution: Ensure Progress Towards Target Type when Bound is Reached

Overall, trying to full-on fail early when the bound is untenable is not a very good

solution in practice. The solution actually employed takes advantage of a key property

afforded to us thanks to the work in Section 7.4.1: with those modifications, all types

are inhabited in SimpleScala. As such, we know that some program is always possible

for any possible type. Moreover, looking closely at the typing rules, we can see that

some rules will always build bigger types from smaller types (e.g., AFun), and that

those rules collectively handle all types in play. (From a types-as-logic perspective [46],

the introduction rules in the SimpleScala type system are of particular interest to us.)

With all this in mind, a much more sophisticated solution is possible: when the bound is

reached, enforce that we only use those rules which make progress towards the particular

type it is we want to generate. Because types are finite (thanks to ensuring we will not

have any cyclic terms in Section 7.3.4), and all types are inhabited, this will guarantee

that we will eventually generate a program of the expected type, even if the bound is

completely ignored. While this turns the bound into more of a suggestion than a hard

limit on program size, in practice this is irrelevant because the bound is just needed to

keep things finite (see Section 7.3.1).

Implementing this change requires a fairly dramatic restructure of the typechecker

code. While there are surely different ways to implement this, speaking from personal

experience, the simplest way was to separate rules that build up types (i.e., introduc-

tion rules) from those that break down types (i.e., elimination rules), and then call the

appropriate set of rules when necessary. Doing this easily required breaking the inher-

ent recursion in the rules, so the code was restructured to produce delayed constraints.

That is, instead of performing a recursive typechecking call, the generator would instead

produce a data structure representing the result of the recursive call, without actually
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performing the call. This data structure acted as a delayed constraint. These delayed

constraints could then be executed later.

To see this in practice, we will start from the bounded typechecker shown in Figure 7.6.

We first split the original typeof into typeofIntroduction and typeofElimination,

shown in Figure 7.10. These two rules are no longer recursive, and instead return de-

layed constraints. We then update the original typeof accordingly, which now calls

either typeofIntroduction or typeofElimination and processes any returned delayed

constraints. This updated typeof definition is shown in Figure 7.11.

As shown in Figures 7.10 and 7.11, the logic of the typechecking rules is no longer con-

tained in typeof (as it is in Figure 7.6), but is instead spread across the

typeofIntroduction and typeofElimination rules. The typeofIntroduction and

typeofElimination rules now return delayed structures, which contain everything nec-

essary to perform a recursive call. It is now the responsibility of typeof to perform

the actual recursive calls. In order to perform these recursive calls, the typeof proce-

dure will first gather some delays using some combination of typeofIntroduction and

typeofElimination. From here, typeof will indirectly recursively call itself through the

processDelays helper, which iterates through the given list of delays and calls typeof

on each.

The most important change to bring out in Figure 7.11 is that if the bound hits 0 (on

line 3), then only introduction rules are considered (in the body of the first rule of the

typeof procedure, starting at line 4). If both the expression and type is unconstrained

(on line 4), then typeof will select a base case for the expression and type and stop

recursing (on line 7). Otherwise, typeof will recurse, but only with introduction rules

(on lines 8-9), which guarantee progress towards whatever type is in play. (As written,

this deviates slightly from the previous discussion, as it could also be the case that the

expression is known but the type is not, in which case we may spuriously mark a known
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1 % typeo f I n t r o du c t i on : Gamma, Exp , Type , Delays
2 %
3 % VAR
4 typeo f In t r oduc t i on (Gamma, va r i ab l e (X) , Type , [ ] ) :−
5 member( pa i r (X, Type ) , Gamma) .
6 % STRING
7 typeo f In t r oduc t i on (_, s t rVa lue (_) , str ingType , [ ] ) .
8 % INTEGER
9 typeo f In t r oduc t i on (_, intValue (_) , intType , [ ] ) .
10 % AFUN
11 typeo f In t r oduc t i on (Gamma, afun (X, T1 , E) , funType (T1 , T2) ,
12 [ de layed (GammaPrime , E, T2 ) ] ) :−
13 typeOk (T1) ,
14 addMap(Gamma, X, T1 , GammaPrime ) .
15
16 % typeo fE l im ina t i on : Gamma, Exp , Type , Delays
17 %
18 % + ( in t )
19 typeo fE l im inat i on (Gamma, binop (E1 , plus , E2 ) , intType ,
20 [ de layed (Gamma, E1 , intType ) ,
21 delayed (Gamma, E2 , intType ) ] ) .
22 % + ( s t r i n g )
23 typeo fE l im inat i on (Gamma, binop (E1 , plus , E2 ) , str ingType ,
24 [ de layed (Gamma, E1 , str ingType ) ,
25 delayed (Gamma, E2 , str ingType ) ] ) .
26 % ACALL
27 typeo fE l im inat i on (Gamma, a c a l l (E1 , E2 ) , T2 ,
28 [ de layed (Gamma, E1 , funType (T1 , T2 ) ) ,
29 delayed (Gamma, E2 , T1 ) ] ) .

Figure 7.10: The core logic of the typeof rule from Figure 7.6, refactored into two
procedures: typeofIntroduction and typeofElimination. Instead of making recursive
calls, delayed data structures are returned which encode typechecking constraints which
are delayed until later.

expression as ill-typed if the expression is not in the introduction rules. However, in

practice this situation is not observed.) Conversely, if the bound has not been reached in

the typeof procedure in Figure 7.11 (starting on line 10), then we can select from either

elimination rules (line 13) or introduction rules (line 14), and then recursively move on
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1 % typeo f : Int , TypeEnv , Exp , Type
2 % The In t i s the bound
3 typeo f (0 , Gamma, Exp , Type ) :−
4 ( (var (Exp ) , var (Type ) ) −>
5 % I f we are comp l e t e l y unconstrained , then p i ck
6 % some base case and terminate
7 ( typeo f In t r oduc t i on (Gamma, Exp , Type , [ ] ) ) ;
8 ( typeo f In t r oduc t i on (Gamma, Exp , Type , Delays ) ,
9 proces sDe lays ( Delays , 0 ) ) ) .
10 typeo f (N, Gamma, Exp , Type ) :−
11 N > 0 ,
12 % s e l e c t e l im ina t i on OR in t r oduc t i on
13 ( typeo fE l im inat i on (Gamma, Exp , Type , Delays ) ;
14 typeo f In t r oduc t i on (Gamma, Exp , Type , Delays ) ) ,
15 NewN i s N − 1 ,
16 proces sDe lays ( Delays , NewN) .
17
18 % processDe lays : [ Delay ] , Bound
19 proces sDe lays ( [ ] , _) .
20 proces sDe lays ( [ de layed (Gamma, Exp , Type ) | Delays ] , Bound) :−
21 typeo f (Bound , Gamma, Exp , Type ) ,
22 proces sDe lays ( Delays , Bound ) .

Figure 7.11: The updated typeof rule from Figure 7.6, which now uses the
typeofIntroduction and typeofElimination procedures defined in Figure 7.10.

(line 16).

A side advantage of this strategy of breaking the recursion in the typechecking rules

themselves is that the typechecking rules no longer contain explicit bounds. That is,

typeofIntroduction and typeofElimination in Figure 7.11 are not recursive, so there

is no need to place bounds on them. In contrast, typeof is recursive, so a bound is

needed. However, typeof is much smaller than it was in Figure 7.6, so there is overall

much less modification needed to deal with bounding. Moreover, the bounding is now

intrinsically tied to the generation itself. When the bound is reached, we no longer

simply fail, but instead fundamentally change the behavior of the generator and proceed
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forward.

There is one last point of interest with Figures 7.10 and 7.11. In the actual source

code, typeofIntroduction takes an auxilliary bounding-related parameter, which merely

records if the bound has been reached. An edge case in assuming that all types are in-

habited is that if we are asked to produce a program of a user-defined type (i.e., an

algebraic), we can still end up in infinite recursion. To understand why, consider the

standard definition for lists, which are recursive:

algebraic L i s t [A] = Cons ( (A, L i s t [A] ) ) | N i l ( Unit )

This definition does not contain cycles, and is compatible with the cycle-breaking behav-

ior described in Section 7.4.1; there is a single constructor defined which does not utilize

user-defined types (algebraics), namely Nil(Unit). Consider a context under which we

must produce a program of type List[Int], and the bound has been reached. This

will enforce that we choose the rule which will introduce a user-defined type, namely

cons (short for “constructor”) in Figure 7.3. This rule would have been placed in

typeofIntroduction in Figure 7.10, in order to ensure the rule could be used when

the bound was reached. However, from looking at the list definition, there is clearly a

problem. Without some sort of extra guidance, we can always select Cons instead of

Nil, which would put generation in an infinite loop. As such, an extra bounding-related

parameter is passed along to typeofIntroduction, just for this specific purpose. If the

bound is reached, the parameter forces the code implementing cons to choose construc-

tors which do not use user-defined types, forcing Nil to be used instead of Cons in the

above example. This modification guarantees we will not loop on generating user-defined

types, again ensuring progress towards whatever the current type is.
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7.5 Results

A full generator for SimpleScala was produced, ultimately yielding something that

looked much like the generation code presented in Section 7.4. This generator was able

to produce about 200 well-typed programs per minute underneath the metainterpreter

(described in Chapter 9), which was utilized primarily to add random search capabilities.

While this is still relatively slow compared to a number of other generators I have devel-

oped, this is still orders of magnitude faster than the relatively advanced work of Fetscher

et al. [42], which is the closest work we can compare to. Additionally, the metainterpreter

alone comes with severe performance costs (described in Section 9.6).

Major opportunities for optimization are still present in this generator, revealed by

the fact that the generation rate is not very consistent; it will produce programs in

spurts as opposed to a steady stream of programs, indicating that there are still code

paths which fruitlessly search the state space. However, at 200 programs per minute,

this was fast enough to be able to generate a sizable test suite for the corresponding

CS162 assignment within a reasonable amount of time, so no further optimizations were

performed.

Overall, this generator was used to produce over 100K programs within several hours,

which served as the main internal test bank for the assignment. I did not pursue IRB

approval to study how effective this generator was for testing student code, so I cannot

comment on the bug-finding effectiveness of this test suite.

7.6 Conclusion

This chapter has explored a very complex generator in-depth, and it has similarly

shown how such a complex generator can incrementally arise from a more simplistic
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generator. While this process is certainly involved and difficult at times, the end result

is a generator which is orders of magnitude faster than competitors, with remaining

room for optimization. Despite the fact that no industrial-grade software was tested

with this generator, this was the most sophisticated generator I have ever worked on by

far, both from a theoretical level (generating parametric polymorphic, generic programs

is challenging even in theory) and a pragmatic level (there are a multitude of coding

challenges, and the code transformation described in the latter portion of Section 7.4.2 is

arguably a novel Prolog design pattern). Thanks to this generator, a test suite consisting

of over 100K programs was generated for a complex CS162 assignment within a matter of

hours. The programs in the test suite are sizable and perform a large variety of complex

operations, and so these should give student solutions a good stress test.

Overall, this serves as an excellent case study to bolster my thesis. It would not

have been possible to encode these test cases at all if not for the fact that CLP was

so expressive. Additionally, with significant optimization, CLP was able to generate

programs fast enough to form an effective test suite within a reasonable amount of time.

Such optimizations were only possible because CLP gives the programmer fine-grained

control over how constraint search is performed, allowing me to take advantage of domain-

specific properties like whether or not a type is inhabited. Among the constraint solvers

discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.6, this capability to control search is unique to CLP;

other constraint solvers would simply be too slow for the problem, if the problem could

even be encoded at all. This all serves as evidence that CLP is an excellent solution to

the generalized structured black-box test input generation problem.
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Chapter 8

Improving CLP for Testing:

Typed-Prolog

8.1 Introduction and Motivation

In this chapter, a type system and related language for CLP is discussed. While this

chapter does not contribute directly to my thesis’ argument (that is, this chapter does

not speak to the generality, expressibility, or performance of CLP when applied to struc-

tured black-box test case generation), I have used it with great success to implement a

wide variety test case generators. With this in mind, this chapter is not about strength-

ening the thesis, but rather about discussing closely related technologies and insights for

practical usage of the insights and contributions of this thesis.

While CLP has proven itself to be immensely useful for automated test case genera-

tion, it is still imperfect for this task. In this chapter, there are three particular problems

of concern I discuss and address:

1. CLP largely lacks a notion of types
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2. CLP does not have proper capabilities for handling something like a functional

higher-order function, and overall abstracts over computation poorly

3. CLP lacks a portable, sane module system

To elaborate further on the first problem, CLP is not a statically-typed language, nor

can it be properly even qualified as a dynamically-typed language. For this reason, bugs

can very easily slip into CLP-based test case generators. These bugs are particularlly

challenging to debug in the CLP setting. Moreover, given the many tests generated, it

may take a significant amount of time and resources before it becomes apparent that

there even is a bug present. This is because bugs often manifest as failing to produce a

particular program of interest, which is difficult to check for, especially given the often

vague definition of “interest”. This problem of bugs is elaborated on in Section 8.3.1.

As for the second aforementioned problem, it is a hindrance that CLP lacks proper

support for abstracting over computation, as with higher-order functions. This leads to

repetitive code, and it makes it difficult to port ideas from functional languages into CLP.

Because both functional languages and CLP share the same idiom stressing pure core

(i.e., code without side-effects like mutable state), this can be frustrating. Moreover, the

idiomatic CLP “solution” to abstracting over computation entails the dynamic construc-

tion of programs, and fundamentally is no different from performing frequent calls to

an eval-like routine (as seen in Lisp, JavaScript and Python). This entails all the usual

problems of eval, including debugging difficulties and severe performance penalties. This

problem is further discussed in Section 8.3.2.

With the third problem, it is far more difficult than it should be to split up CLP

code into multiple files with distinct namespaces. There is no standardized CLP module

system [177], so different implementations solve this problem in different, sometimes

incompatible ways. Indeed, even relatively popular implementations like GNU Prolog [66]
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completely lack any sort of module system [177], making it difficult to port the same CLP

code to different engines. More discussion of this problem follows in Section 8.3.3.

In order to solve these problems, I propose a new language which exists as a thin

wrapper on CLP: Typed-Prolog. Typed-Prolog features a type system based on Hindley-

Milner [178, 179], solving the first problem via static types and static typechecking. A

key type in Typed-Prolog is that of higher-order relations, which occupy a similar place

as higher-order functions and have a similar look and feel. Typed-Prolog also features a

simple, but effective, module system which can handle the import and export of code and

data between files. Arguably the best part about Typed-Prolog is that it compiles down

to standard CLP without the use of any eval-like built-in procedures, even if higher-order

relations are used. This ensures maximum portability across different engines, without

any significant performance costs.

Overall, this chapter makes the following major contributions:

• A thorough discussion of the three aforementioned problems, in the context of

automated test case generation (in Section 8.3.3)

• A formalization of the type system employed to solve the typing problem (in Sec-

tion 8.4)

• A discussion of how higher-order relations are handled in Typed-Prolog (in Sec-

tion 8.5)

• A discussion of how the module system works in Typed-Prolog (in Section 8.6)

• A discussion of how Typed-Prolog has been applied to test case generation, and

the sort of advantages it has provided over plain CLP (in Section 8.7)
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8.2 Related Work

Previous chapters lacked their own related work chapters, reflecting the fact that

the related work for the overall thesis (Chapter 1, Section 1.3) was redundant with any

chapter-specific related work. However, given that this chapter is more about a better

CLP than using CLP for testing, the related work for this chapter is radically different

than for prior chapters. As such, this chapter features its own separate related work

section.

Mycroft et al. [180] first studied the application of the polymorphic Hindley-Milner

type system [179, 178] to Prolog. This was powerful enough to encode polymorphic lists

and operate over them in a similar way to that of Typed-Prolog. While Mycroft et al.

discusses “higher-order objects” which bear close resemblance to Typed-Prolog’s higher-

order relations, these are only discussed from a high level, and are not included with the

main type system or its implementation.

O’Keefe mentions that a variety of type systems are available for CLP [174], though

none of these are available in any modern engine I am aware of (the source is from 1990).

A search of type systems for Prolog from this time revealed a number of unsound type

systems. For example, Lakshman et al. [181] discuss a type system which is supposedly

based on Mycroft et al. [180], though upon closer examination the type system is unsound;

it supposedly handles full metaprogramming features including assert and retract in

a static manner, which is fundamentally impossible without additional restrictions. It

is questionable what utility fundamentally unsound type systems have, given that these

cannot reliably used to catch bugs in CLP code ahead of time.

While work on adding type safety to CLP itself seems to have waned, there are

other logical languages in existence with sound type systems. Both Mercury [182] and

Curry [183] are based on the Mycroft-O’Keefe [180] system, and they augment it with
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typeclasses [184, 107] and capabilities equivalent to the higher-order relations in Typed-

Prolog. Mercury additionally features advanced mode analysis which can be used to

automatically avoid the inefficient “generate-and-filter” style [185]. While these features

make Mercury and Curry look appealing for test case generation, they are not well-suited

to this task. Mercury is prohibitely restrictive in what it allows you to write, and forces

the programmer to bare a significant type annotation burden. I briefly used Mercury for

test case generation purposes, until it became apparent that a relatively simple generation

task was not possible to encode in Mercury without repeatedly escaping from Mercury

to another language. Curry has no standard implementation, and none of the existing

implementations are built with performance in mind; this is in stark contrast to modern

CLP engines. Additionally, the semantics behind Curry are relatively complex compared

to other logical languages [186], further hindering adaptability.

8.3 Problems with CLP for Test Case Generation

This section describes in detail three key problems in using CLP for test case gener-

ation. The first of these problems is that CLP lacks a strong notion of types, which is

subsequently discussed.

8.3.1 CLP Largely Lacks Types

While CLP is certainly not a statically-typed language, it is arguably not a dynamically-

typed language, either. For example, consider the CLP code snippet in Figure 8.1. This

snippet contains a simple but high-impact bug: in line 1, it is expected that int is of

intType, not the typo intTyype.

In a statically-typed language, one would expect the typechecker to reject the buggy

program in Figure 8.1 ahead of time. Because no such rejection occurs (i.e., CLP has
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1 typeo f ( i n t (_) , intTyype ) .
2 typeo f ( bool (_) , boolType ) .
3 typeo f ( p lus (E1 , E2 ) , intType ) :−
4 typeo f (E1 , intType ) ,
5 typeo f (E2 , intType ) .
6 typeo f ( and (E1 , E2 ) , boolType ) :−
7 typeo f (E1 , boolType ) ,
8 typeo f (E2 , boolType ) .

Figure 8.1: CLP snippet which is intended to handle the typing rules of a simple arith-
metic language. The language handled features integers (int), booleans (bool), arith-
metic addition (plus), and boolean conjunction (and). A typo is present in line 1, where
intTyype is used instead of intType.

no built-in typechecker), CLP is clearly not statically-typed. In a dynamically-typed

language, one would expect some sort of runtime type error once line 1 was encountered,

but similarly CLP produces no such runtime error. Instead of producing a runtime error,

the CLP code ends up behaving in a completely unexpected way: plus is always flagged

as ill-typed if used as a typechecker, and plus is never emitted if used as a generator. The

root cause for this behavior is that int effectively has type intTyype, not the expected

intType. Since plus needs its operands to be of intType and currently no base case

in the rules exists to produce something of intType (i.e., the only rule that produces

intType itself is the recursive rule handling plus), plus can never possibly be emitted.

Generalizing from the example in Figure 8.1, arguably type errors usually mani-

fest with unexpected behavior in CLP, as opposed to outright program rejection (in a

statically-typed setting) or a runtime error (in a dynamically-typed setting). Specifically,

the behavior manifests as unexpected unification failure. To better understand this, line

4 of the example recursively calls typeof with E1, and forces the return type of typeof

to unify with intType (i.e., E1 must have type intType). For the recursive call, while

rule 1 may be considered, it will not execute, because intType (passed in the recursive

call at line 4) does not unify with intTyype (present in line 1). In terms of expected
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code behavior, this unification was expected to succeed, hence I refer to the unification

failing as “unexpected unification failure”.

The problem of unexpected unification failure is, in practice, very difficult to debug.

Even in the small example in Figure 8.1, we can see non-local behavior triggered by this

bug: while the actual bug is present in line 1, we instead see that the code in line 3 never

gets executed, despite the fact that there are no problems with the rule in lines 3-5. This

sort of non-local behavior means that lots of code can become suspect in the presence of

unexpected unification failures. Additionally, since unification failure and failure overall

are normal parts of CLP execution, isolating the unexpected failures from the expected

failures amounts to finding the proverbial needle in the haystack.

Perhaps worst of all is that merely identifying unexpected unification failure can be

difficult. The only reason this behavior was readily apparent in Figure 8.1 is because

the code is of low complexity, making it easy to identify code misbehavior. In practice,

trying to manually spot such misbehavior is infeasible with complex generators, and even

with automation this is a challenge. Speaking from experience, I have seen a generator

run for two entire weeks before it was noticed that it never produced a particular kind of

test, where the test of interest exhibited a conjunction of properties which all worked in

isolation. Sure enough, there was a typo much like the one present on line 1 of Figure 8.1,

which ultimately prevented tests from being generated with the conjunction of properties.

8.3.2 CLP Lacks Proper Support for Higher-Order Functions

As with functional programming, CLP puts a strong emphasis on writing pure code;

that is, code that lacks mutable state and other side-effects. While this can be restrictive,

in a functional programming setting this is somewhat alleviated by the presence of higher-

order functions, which serve as a fundamental abstraction. However, CLP does not
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contain any features which behave like true higher-order functions. This can lead to

highly repetitive code.

The idiomatic CLP solution to this problem is to use metaprogramming in order to

dynamically construct a procedure call. These calls can then be called with the call

built-in, which serves the same role as the eval operation from dynamic scripting lan-

guages (e.g., JavaScript, Ruby, and Python). These dynamically constructed calls can be

used to abstract over computation, which is fundamentally what a higher-order function

allows. To illustrate how this works in CLP, consider the code snippet in Figure 8.2. As

shown, both multEachByFive and addToEach have the same basic structure of perform-

ing a predefined operation on each element of a input list, yielding an output list of the

same length which holds the result.

1 multEachByFive ( [ ] , [ ] ) .
2 multEachByFive ( [N| Ns ] , [M|Ms ] ) :−
3 M i s N ∗ 5 ,
4 multEachByFive (Ns , Ms ) .
5
6 addToEach (_, [ ] , [ ] ) .
7 addToEach (Amount , [N| Ns ] , [M|Ms ] ) :−
8 M i s N + Amount ,
9 addToEach (Amount , Ns , Ms ) .

Figure 8.2: Two procedures which perform an operation on an input list, yielding a new
list. multEachByFive multiplies each element of a input list by five, yielding an output
list holding the result. addToEach adds a given amount (the first parameter) to each
element of an input list, yielding an output list holding the result.

This sort of pattern of needing to apply an operation to each element of some list

arises quite frequently both in CLP and in functional programming. From the functional

programming setting, this pattern is commonly abstracted over by the map function. The

map function takes an input list along with the actual computation to perform, represented

with a higher-order function. With these inputs, map will apply the computation to each
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element of the input list, ultimately returning an output list. To see how this works

in a functional setting, the code above has been reimplemented to use map in Scala in

Figure 8.3, and a custom map definition has been similarly provided (map is predefined in

Scala, but part of the intention of this example is to show how map can be defined).

1 def map [A, B] ( l i s t : L i s t [A] , f : A => B) : L i s t [B] = {
2 l i s t match {
3 case head : : t a i l => {
4 f ( head ) : : map( t a i l , f )
5 }
6 case Ni l => Ni l
7 }
8 }
9
10 def multEachByFive ( l i s t : L i s t [ Int ] ) : L i s t [ Int ] = {
11 map( l i s t , ( x : Int ) => x ∗ 5)
12 }
13
14 def addToEach (amount : Int , l i s t : L i s t [ Int ] ) : L i s t [ Int ] = {
15 map( l i s t , ( x : Int ) => x + amount )
16 }

Figure 8.3: How the map operation can be implemented in Scala, along with applica-
tions of map to implementing the multEachByFive and addToEach procedures originally
defined in Figure 8.2. These procedures have been ported to Scala.

As shown in Figure 8.3, map’s implementation in Scala is heavily dependent on the

presence of higher-order functions; map takes a higher-order function (the second param-

eter in line 1), and calls to map need to pass higher-order functions on lines 11 and 15.

While CLP lacks native higher-order functions, we can still make do with the help of

call. To illustrate how this works, the Scala code in Figure 8.3 has been ported to the

closest CLP equivalent in Figure 8.4, which takes advantage of call and the dynamic

construction of procedure calls.

As shown in Figure 8.4, the actual implementation of map arguably does not differ
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1 map ( [ ] , _, [ ] ) .
2 map ( [A| As ] , AToB, [B| Bs ] ) :−
3 c a l l (AToB, A, B) ,
4 map(As , AToB, Bs ) .
5
6 doMultByFive (N, M) :−
7 M i s N ∗ 5 .
8
9 multEachByFive ( Input , Output ) :−
10 map( Input , doMultByFive , Output ) .
11
12 doAddAmount(Amount , N, M) :−
13 M i s N + Amount .
14
15 addToEach (Amount , Input , Output ) :−
16 map( Input , doAddAmount(Amount ) , Output ) .

Figure 8.4: Closest direct port of the Scala code in Figure 8.3 to CLP, using the built-in
call procedure of CLP.

significantly from the implementation of map in Figure 8.3. Both variants return the

empty list if the input is the empty list, and this serves as the base case for the recursion.

For the recursive case, if the list is non-empty, then the computation is applied to the

first element of the list, yielding the first element of the result list. A recursive call to

map is then performed in both the CLP and Scala code in order to process the rest of the

elements in the input list, yielding the rest of the output list.

However, while the definition of map is quite similar in both Figure 8.3 and Figure 8.4,

the actual usage of map is very different. Because CLP lacks higher-order functions, we

cannot easily pass in a whole computation, as we can in Figure 8.3 in lines 11 and 15.

Instead, we must define a separate procedure for each computation we intend to pass

in this style, yielding doMultByFive and doAddAmount in Figure 8.4. We then pass this

computation by either passing the name of the procedure to call (as is done in line 10), or

passing a structure with the name of the procedure to call along with the first arguments
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needed (as is done in line 16). When call is finally reached, if it is given the name of

a computation (e.g., doMultByFive), it will first construct a structure with the given

name, along with whatever arguments it was passed. For example, when doMultByFive

was ultimately passed to call in line 3 (originally passed to map in line 10), call ends

up assembling a structure that looks like the following:

doMultByFive (A, B)

The call built-in will then take this assembled structure and call it as if it were a normal

procedure call. A similar process is followed if call is passed a structure, except in the

structure case the arguments to the structure are treated as the first parameters to the

procedure to call. For example, when doAddAmount(Amount) was ultimately passed to

call in line 3 (originally passed to map in line 16), call ends up assembling a structure

that looks like the following:

doAddAmount(Amount , A, B)

This assembled structure is similarly called as if it were a normal procedure call.

While this call-based mechanism of abstracting over computations works, it suf-

fers from a number of problems. For one, as shown in Figure 8.4, we had to add two

extra procedures which were not present in the Scala equivalent in Figure 8.3, namely

doMultByFive and doAddAmount. These are pure boilerplate, and are subject to care-

less errors as a result. A second problem, illustrated by doAddAmount in line 12, is

that the ordering of parameters in clauses becomes an important issue. Specifically with

doAddAmount, the Amount parameter on line 12 must be the first parameter. Other-

wise, the Amount parameter passed in line 16 would have completely different meaning,

specifically whatever the first parameter of doAddAmount was. (In this case, the point is

relatively moot considering what doAddAmount does, but this cannot be expected to hold

in general.) A third problem is that it is easy to forget to pass a parameter or pass too
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many parameters, in which case a runtime error will occur when call is used. Effectively,

uses of call are dynamically typed, leading to errors which are non-local in nature (i.e.,

usually the call usage is correct, but something passed into call was malformed, which

is a problem elsewhere in the code). Lastly, the use of call leads to steep performance

penalties, ultimately because it is so difficult to optimize. These penalties can range

anywhere from around 3× slower (based on prior benchmarks done in SWI-PL [67]), to

14× slower (based on prior benchmarks done in GNU Prolog [66]).

8.3.3 CLP Lacks a Sane Module System

The capability to split code into multiple files with coherent rules about namespacing

is a basic capability any language needs in order to develop large codebases. This capa-

bility, however, does not exist in CLP in any standardized form [177]. Different engines

take different approaches to implementing module systems, and some make no attempt

whatsoever (e.g., GNU Prolog [66, 177]). This lack of standardization discourages CLP

programmers from using any sort of module system, lest they have to spend extra time

porting their code from one engine to another.

A root cause for this lack of a standardized module system is precisely because of the

eval-based approach used for parameterizing computation, discussed in Section 8.3.2.

The discussion in that section was dependent on all callable procedures existing in the

same namespace, which is precisely the sort of situation we wish to avoid with the proper

use of a module system. With modules, it becomes possible to pass computation names

and structures between modules. At the point where a call is made, we must know

exactly which module is being called into, in addition to the actual procedure to call.

This alone is not a trivial matter to resolve, and it is made more complex by the fact that

a parameterized computation may itself contain a parameterized computation. While this
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may seem strange, this sort of phenomenon can easily come about with code written in

a functional style.

8.4 Type System

In this section, I formally define the type system used by Typed-Prolog.

8.4.1 General Design and Syntax

While Typed-Prolog overall contains a number of components, only a subset of these

interact with the typing rules. From a high-level, these components are as follows:

• Built-in support for atoms, integers, and generic lists.

• Handling for making and calling higher-order relations. Syntactic higher-order

relations are considered a kind of term, and behave like data in this way.

• Handling for calling named procedures, which have been annotated with types by

the user.

The abstract syntax for these various components is shown in Figure 8.5.

8.4.2 Type Domains

Before discussing the actual domains and formal definitions used throughout type-

checking, it is necessary to understand a basic capability of Typed-Prolog which influences

the design of these domains.
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x ∈ Variable a ∈ Atom i ∈ Z
cln ∈ ClauseName cn ∈ ConstructorName un ∈ UserDefinedTypeName

T ∈ TypeVariable

τ ∈ Type ::= int | atom | bool | relation(~τ) | un(~τ) | T
⊕ ∈ Binop ::= + | − | × | ÷
⊗ ∈ Unop ::= − | abs

lhs ∈ LeftHandSide ::= x | i
e ∈ Exp ::= x | i | e1 ⊕ e2 | ⊗ e

term ∈ Term ::= x | i | a | lambda(
−−→
term, body) | cn(

−−→
term)

bbinary ∈ BodyBinaryOp ::= ∧ | ∨ | =⇒
	 ∈ CompareOp ::=< | ≤ | > | ≥

body ∈ Body ::= lhs is e | ¬body | body1 bbinary body2 | e1 	 e2
| call(term1,

−−−→
term2) | cln(

−−→
term)

Figure 8.5: Abstract syntax of the portion of Typed-Prolog that interacts with Typed-
Prolog’s type system. All sequences of elements are permitted to be empty (i.e., we
may perform a call without any parameters). Certain liberties have been taken with
this syntax that differ from the concrete syntax. Most arithmetic operators have been
omitted as they are uninteresting from a type standpoint. ∧, ∨, =⇒ , and ¬ are used
to represent “,”, “;”, “->”, and “\+”, respectively.

Variable Scoping in Typed-Prolog

Like CLP, Typed-Prolog allows for variables to be introduced in a number of contexts.

For example, consider the following unification:

X = foo ( bar (Y) , Y) .

The variable X is introduced first, which is immediately unified with the foo structure.

From here, the variable Y is introduced in bar, which is later re-used in the second

parameter to foo. While this example is small, it demonstrates that a basic lexical

scoping approach does not really work for Prolog; variables can be introduced in a deeply
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nested term (e.g., bar in the example above), which can escape to an outer term (e.g.,

the second value for foo in the example above).

The fact that lexical scoping does not quite work is significant to our typing rules,

as the typical approach of only threading the type environment down (as was done in

the rules for SimpleScala in Section 7.2) will not be sufficient; lower scopes can change

the type environment, and these changes need to be propagated back up. We could fix

this by translating the original code into a lexically-scoped form. However, based on

personal experiences, the resulting translation is itself significantly complex, and this

sees diminishing returns if the overall goal is to reduce complexity. As such, we instead

modify the typing rules themselves to pass a type environment up, in addition to taking

an input type environment. The notation we use for this is as follows:

Γin ` e : τ · Γout

The above notation states that the type of e should be τ underneath the type environment

Γin . In addition, the typechecking of e yields the output type environment Γout .

Type Domains and Definitions

The typing rules for Typed-Prolog utilize a number of formal definitions which are

provided in Figure 8.6. A brief description of each one of these definitions follows:

• clauses : Records named procedures which can be called (as name/arity pairs),

along with the type variables each introduces and the expected types of the clause.

• tdefs : Records user-defined type definitions. This is maintained as a mapping of

constructor name/arity to a 3-tuple of the following:

– The name of the user-defined type the constructor belongs to

– The type variables introduced by the user-defined type
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– The expected types for the constructor parameters

• Γ: The type environment, which maps variables to their expected types. In the

implementation, each mapped type is actually a logical variable representing a type;

that is, types may be known, unknown, or partially known at any time thanks to

type inference and unification between types.

clauses ∈ NamedClauses = (ClauseName × N)→ (
−−−−−−−−−→
TypeVariable ×

−−→
Type)

tdefs ∈ TypeDefs = (ConstructorName × N)→

(UserDefinedTypeName ×
−−−−−−−−−→
TypeVariable ×

−−→
Type)

Γ ∈ TypeEnv = Variable → Type

Figure 8.6: Formalized definitions which are used throughout typechecking.

8.4.3 Helper Functions and Typing Rules

The typing rules rely on a number of helper functions, which have been formally

defined in Appendix D. A brief informal description of each helper function follows:

• keys: Returns a set of keys in a given map

• envVariableType: Given a type environment and a variable, returns the type of

the variable along with a new type environment. This signature is non-standard,

and reflects the fact that this function really performs one of two operations:

1. If the variable is already in scope (i.e., in the input type environment), it

returns the type of that variable in the type environment, along with the type

environment as-is.
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2. If the variable is not in scope, it adds the variable to the type environment,

along with some unknown type. The variable returned is of the same un-

known type. Mathematically, this unknown type is treated as a nondeter-

ministic choice between all possible types, though in the implementation this

is handled efficiently by employing first-order unification. That is, the un-

known type returned is actually a fresh, uninstantiated logical variable in the

implementation.

• typeofTerms: Given an input type environment and a list of terms, produces a

pair holding the types of each term, along with the output type envionment. The

type environment is chained along through the terms from the left to the right.

• typeReplace: Given a mapping of type variables to types, along with an input

type, performs type replacement on the input type yielding an output type. This

amounts to a find-and-replace operation of type variables to types.

• typeReplaceList: Like typeReplace, but it operates over an input list of types

and produces an output list of types instead.

As shown in Figure 8.5 there are a number of nested AST components. However, the

only components they have in common are x (variables) and i (integer constants), which

are uniformly handled. As such, we present all these rules together in the full typing

rules shown in Figure 8.7.

While Typed-Prolog is a very different language from SimpleScala (shown in Chap-

ter 7, Section 7.2), the typing rules for the two languages are reminiscent of each other,

reflecting the fact that both type systems have roots in Hindley-Milner [178, 179]. That

said, there are two key differences between Typed-Prolog and SimpleScala:

1. Higher-order relations in Typed-Prolog operate over a list of types, as opposed
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(τ · Γ′) = envVariableType(Γ, x)

Γ ` x : τ · Γ′ (var)
Γ ` i : int · Γ (int)

Γ1 ` e1 : int · Γ2 Γ2 ` e2 : int · Γ3

Γ1 ` e1 ⊕ e2 : int · Γ3
(exp-binop)

Γ1 ` e : int · Γ2

Γ1 ` ⊗e : int · Γ2
(exp-unop)

Γ ` a : atom · Γ (term-atom)

(~τ · Γ2) = typeofTerms(Γ1,
−−→
term) Γ2 ` body : bool · Γ3

Γ1 ` lambda(
−−→
term, body) : relation(~τ) · Γ1

(term-lambda)

n = |−−→term| (cn · n) ∈ keys(tdefs) (un ·
−→
T · ~τ1) = tdefs((cn · n))

(~τ2 · Γ2) = typeofTerms(Γ1,
−−→
term) ~τ3 = unifyPoly(

−→
T , ~τ1, ~τ2)

Γ1 ` cn(
−−→
term) : un(~τ3) · Γ2

(term-cons)

Γ1 ` lhs : int · Γ2 Γ2 ` e : int · Γ3

Γ1 ` lhs is e : bool · Γ3
(body-is)

Γ1 ` body : bool · Γ2

Γ1 ` ¬body : bool · Γ2
(body-neg)

Γ1 ` body1 : bool · Γ2 Γ2 ` body2 : bool · Γ3

Γ1 ` body1 bbinary body2 : bool · Γ3
(body-binop)

Γ1 ` e1 : int · Γ2 Γ2 ` e2 : int · Γ3

Γ1 ` e1 	 e2 : bool · Γ3
(body-cmp)

Γ1 ` term1 : relation(~τ) · Γ2 (~τ · Γ3) = typeofTerms(Γ2,
−−−→
term2)

Γ1 ` call(term1,
−−−→
term2) : bool · Γ3

(body-anoncall)

n = |−−→term| (cln · n) ∈ keys(clauses) (
−→
T · ~τ1) = clauses((cln · n))

(~τ2 · Γ2) = typeofTerms(Γ1,
−−→
term) ~tau3 = unifyPoly(

−→
T , ~τ1, ~τ2)

Γ1 ` cln(
−−→
term) : bool · Γ2

(body-call)

Figure 8.7: Typing rules over the syntax defined in Figure 8.5, using the typing domains
defined in Figure 8.6

to having distinct input and output types as with higher-order functions in Sim-

pleScala. On a related note, higher-order relations accept an arbitrary number of

arguments, whereas the higher-order functions in SimpleScala are restricted to take
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only a single input and return only a single output.

2. SimpleScala requires users to annotate the expected values of type variables when-

ever a polymorphic function is called or a generic constructor is used. In Typed-

Prolog, these expected types are inferred with the unifyPoly helper function. This

partially reflects the fact that SimpleScala was designed to be easier to implement

than it was to use, whereas Typed-Prolog was designed to be easy to use with only

minimal attention paid to keeping the implementation simple. This also reflects the

fact that the implementation language for Typed-Prolog was itself Typed-Prolog,

which natively contains first-order unification and logical variables. These features

make implementation much easier, as they are more conducive to performing type

inference.

8.5 Compiling Higher-Order Relations

While the idiomatic way of abstracting over computation in CLP requires the use of

an eval-like construct (namely call), this construct is not required in order to handle the

call operation (shown previously in Section 8.4) in Typed-Prolog. In fact, this construct

can be translated into normal, portable CLP without the use of any metaprogramming

operations. This section discusses exactly how this translation is performed.

8.5.1 Background: Reynolds’ Defunctionalization

Reynolds [187] discusses the problem of translating higher-order programs into first-

order programs at length, and describes a relatively simple solution known as defunc-

tionalization. Defunctionalization concerns exactly how closures, the data structures

backing higher-order functions, are created and called. With defunctionalization, syn-
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tactic higher-order functions are replaced with first-order code which creates a closure.

This closure includes a tag which uniquely identifies the source code to execute when the

closure is executed, along with the values of any variables the closure captures. When

higher-order functions are called, this tag is used to dispatch on the appropriate source

code to execute. In addition, if the closure captured any variables, then these are ex-

tracted from the closure during code execution.

To see how this works, an example in C will be used. This example adds in three

components not normally in C:

1. The type INT_TO_INT, which denotes a function that takes an int and returns an

int

2. The keyword LAMBDA, which is used to create a higher-order function. The first

parameter to LAMBDA is the input variable, and the second parameter is the source

code to execute, which may close over variables in the surrounding scope.

3. The keyword CALL, which is used to call a higher-order function. The first parameter

to CALL is the function to call, and the second parameter is the actual parameter

to use for the called function.

The resulting C code instrumented with higher-order capabilities is shown in Figure 8.8.

The C code in Figure 8.8 implements a form of the usual functional map operation,

specialized to operate with both an input and output list of integers. This operation is

encoded in the intToIntMap function, and called in the main function. The main function

introduces two higher-order functions, one which multiplies its input by 5 (multByFive),

and another which adds some amount to its input (addAmount). Of importance is that

addAmount closes over a variable in its environment, namely amt.
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1 #include <s t d l i b . h>
2
3 int∗ intToIntMap ( int∗ items , s i ze_t len , INT_TO_INT f ) ;
4
5 int∗ intToIntMap ( int∗ items , s i ze_t len , INT_TO_INT f ) {
6 int∗ r e t v a l = ( int ∗) mal loc ( l en ∗ s izeof ( int ) ) ;
7 s i ze_t x ;
8 for ( x = 0 ; x < len ; x++) {
9 r e t v a l [ x ] = CALL( f , i tems [ x ] ) ;
10 }
11 return r e t v a l ;
12 }
13
14 int main ( int argc , char∗∗ argv ) {
15 int amt = 7 ;
16 INT_TO_INT multByFive = LAMBDA( int in , return in ∗ 5 ) ;
17 INT_TO_INT addAmount = LAMBDA( int in , return in + amt ) ;
18 int input [ 4 ] = {0 , 1 , 2 , 3} ;
19 s i ze_t l en = 4 ;
20 int∗ l i s t 1 = intToIntMap ( input , len , multByFive ) ;
21 int∗ l i s t 2 = intToIntMap ( input , len , addAmount ) ;
22 f r e e ( l i s t 1 ) ;
23 f r e e ( l i s t 2 ) ;
24 return 0 ;
25 }

Figure 8.8: C code instrumented with higher-order capabilities. While this is not legal
C, it can be easily translated to legal C with the help of defunctionalization.

With defunctionalization, the C-like code in Figure 8.8 can be translated into normal

C. This translated code is shown in Figure 8.9. The most important change between

Figures 8.8 and 8.9 is the addition of the applyIntToInt function in the defunctionalized

code in Figure 8.9. The applyIntToInt function will first observe the input closure’s tag

and then dispatch on the appropriate code for the closure. Additionally, if the closure

in question actually closed over variables, then applyIntToInt will cast the data in the

closure to the expected value whenever the original code used the variable in question.

This can be most easily seen with the translation of addAmount, which closed over the
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1 #include <s t d l i b . h>
2
3 typedef struct Clo1 { s i ze_t tag ; void∗ data ; } CLOSURE1;
4
5 int applyIntToInt (CLOSURE1 clo , int in ) ;
6 int∗ intToIntMap ( int∗ items , s i ze_t len , CLOSURE1 c l o ) ;
7 void p r i n t I n tL i s t ( int∗ items , s i ze_t l en ) ;
8
9 int applyIntToInt (CLOSURE1 clo , int in ) {
10 switch ( c l o . tag ) {
11 case 0 :
12 return in ∗ 5 ;
13 case 1 :
14 return in + ∗ ( ( int ∗ ) ( c l o . data ) ) ;
15 }
16 }
17
18 int∗ intToIntMap ( int∗ items , s i ze_t len , CLOSURE1 c l o ) {
19 int∗ r e t v a l = ( int ∗) mal loc ( l en ∗ s izeof ( int ) ) ;
20 s i ze_t x ;
21 for ( x = 0 ; x < len ; x++) {
22 r e t v a l [ x ] = applyIntToInt ( c lo , i tems [ x ] ) ;
23 }
24 return r e t v a l ;
25 }
26
27 int main ( int argc , char∗∗ argv ) {
28 int amt = 7 ;
29 CLOSURE1 multByFive = {0 , NULL} ;
30 CLOSURE1 addAmount = {1 , &amt } ;
31 int input [ 4 ] = {0 , 1 , 2 , 3} ;
32 s i ze_t l en = 4 ;
33 int∗ l i s t 1 = intToIntMap ( input , len , multByFive ) ;
34 int∗ l i s t 2 = intToIntMap ( input , len , addAmount ) ;
35 f r e e ( l i s t 1 ) ;
36 f r e e ( l i s t 2 ) ;
37 return 0 ;
38 }

Figure 8.9: Defunctionalized version of the code shown in Figure 8.8. This is legal C.
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amt variable in main at line 30 in Figure 8.9. While at most only one variable was ever

captured in this example, this can be easily scaled to multiple variables by making the

data field of struct Closure (on line 3) point to some composite data structure holding

all the variables.

8.5.2 Application of Defunctionalization to Typed-Prolog Com-

pilation

The compiler for Typed-Prolog uses the same basic strategy shown in Section 8.5.1

to translate higher-order relations down to typical first-order Prolog. The only major

difference is in how the equivalent of the applyIntToInt function in Figure 8.9 is im-

plemented in CLP. To see how this function is implemented, consider the Typed-Prolog

code in Figure 8.10, which is a rough port of the C code in Figure 8.8 to Typed-Prolog.

This Typed-Prolog code contains higher-order features which need to be translated down

into first-order CLP. This translation can be seen in Figure 8.11.

1 clausedef (map , [A, B] , [ l i s t (A) , relation ( [A, B] ) , l i s t (B ) ] ) .
2 map ( [ ] , _, [ ] ) .
3 map ( [A| As ] , Rel , [B| Bs ] ) :−
4 ca l l ( Rel , A, B) ,
5 map(As , Rel , Bs ) .
6
7 clausedef (main , [ ] , [ ] ) .
8 main :−
9 Amount = 7 ,
10 Input = [ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ] ,
11 map( Input , lambda ( [ I , O] , O i s I ∗ 5) , L i s t 1 ) ,
12 map( Input , lambda ( [ I , O] , O i s I + Amount ) , L i s t 2 ) .

Figure 8.10: Typed-Prolog code using higher-order capabilities. This is a rough port of
the C code in Figure 8.8.

As shown in Figure 8.11, dispatching of higher-order code is performed through the
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1 call_lambda2 ( lambda2_0 , I , O):−
2 O i s I ∗ 5 .
3 call_lambda2 ( lambda2_1 (Amount ) , I , O):−
4 O i s I + Amount .
5
6 map ( [ ] , _, [ ] ) .
7 map ( [A| As ] , Rel , [B| Bs ] ) :−
8 call_lambda2 (Rel , A, B) ,
9 map(As , Rel , Bs ) .
10
11 main:−
12 Amount = 7 ,
13 Input = [ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 ] ,
14 map( Input , lambda2_0 , L i s t 1 ) ,
15 map( Input , lambda2_1 (Amount ) , L i s t 2 ) .

Figure 8.11: Translation of the Typed-Prolog code in Figure 8.10 down to first-order CLP.
While this code was ultimately produced by the Typed-Prolog compiler, it was edited
in order to preserve the names of variables and clauses used in Figure 8.10. Section 8.6
discusses the sort of changes which the compiler originally made to the names.

call_lambda2 procedure. The 2 in call_lambda2 refers to the number of parameters the

lambda expects. In this case, since only map is defined which expects a relation of arity 2,

only call_lambda2 rules have been emitted. There are only two rules for call_lambda2,

corresponding to the fact that only two lambdas were defined in the original code.

The first argument to call_lambda2 in Figure 8.11 is that of a closure. Closures are

represented with structures (or atoms, if they do not close over any variables), where

the name of the structure serves as a unique tag, and the contents of the structure

are the variables the closure closes over. In this case there are only two closures in

play, namely lambda2_0 and lambda2_1. The lambda2 prefix indicates that the closures

expect 2 arguments when called, and the remaining portion of the name is to ensure

uniqueness for different closures. As shown, depending on the input closure, different

rules to call_lambda2 will be executed. Assuming the name of the closure is bound
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(which, in practice, should always be true), only one call_lambda2 rule will ever be

executed (i.e., the call to call_lambda2 will be deterministic).

While theoretically this dispatching could entail a linear search through all the dif-

ferent call_lambda2 rules to see which applies, this is not expected to be the case for

modern engines. Specifically, thanks to the common optimization of clause indexing

(e.g., [188]), it is expected that determining which clause to execute is no more expensive

than a constant-time hash table lookup.

As an aside, it should be noted that while the keyword call is used in the Typed-

Prolog code in Figure 8.10, the semantics of call bear little resemblance to the eval-like

behavior of call in CLP. The naming of call reflects how CLP’s call is typically used in

practice, though CLP’s call is significantly more powerful. This extra power in CLP’s

call is, however, precisely why it is difficult to reason about both from a debugging and

a typing standpoint, hence it has been weakened to Typed-Prolog’s call operator.

8.6 Module System

This section describes the module system in Typed-Prolog. I first discuss the basic

usage and capabilities, and then discuss how these modules are compiled to regular CLP.

8.6.1 Using the Module System

Each file must begin with a module definition, and there is exactly one module defi-

nition per file. This module definition lists everything exported by the module (i.e., the

exported procedures and data in the file). For example, consider the following module

definition:

module ( rout ine s , [ sum/2 , head /2 ] , [ myList , opt ion ] ) .
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The above definition should be placed into a file named routines.pl. This definition

states that the procedures sum/2 (sum with arity 2) and head/2 (head with arity 2)

should be exported. Additionally, the user-defined data types myList and option are

exported (myList is used in this example because list is treated as a built-in type).

Exported procedures and data types can be imported from other files with the

use_module directive. For example, to import sum/2 and myList from the routines.pl

file mentioned prevously, the following use_module directive would be used:

use_module ( ’ r ou t i n e s . p l ’ , [ sum/2 ] , [ myList ] ) .

The above directive assumes that routines.pl is in the same directory as the file con-

taining the aforementioned use_module directive. Modules in other directories can also

be accessed via relative paths (i.e., instead of passing routines.pl, a relative path to

routines.pl would be provided). Blanket imports (e.g., import java.io.* in Java)

are not permitted.

Unsurprisingly, two distinct modules can have procedures or data types with overlap-

ping names, as long as the overlapping names are not exported. For example, consider

two modules A and B, which both define the D datatype. If neither A or B export D, no

problems will ever occur involving D. Additionally, both A and B may export D, as long

as neither module tries to import the other module’s D definition. However, a problem

arises if, say, A tries to import D from B. In this case, two possible definitions of D exist,

and so compilation will fail. Currently, there is no way to resolve this problem without

renaming D in one of the modules. Possible future solutions to this problem include

scoped imports or import renaming (the latter of which Scala [118] allows), though this

is not being actively investigated as this limitation helps keep the module system simple.

As for variables, all variables in Typed-Prolog are local, so no name mangling is

necessary. That said, the Typed-Prolog compiler does not preserve the original names in
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the program, due to uninteresting low-level details regarding how Typed-Prolog code is

parsed.

Cyclic module definitions and uses are not allowed. For example, if module A issues

a use_module directive for module B, then compilation will fail if module B issues a

use_module directive for module A. That said, it is perfectly fine if the module usage

layout forms a directed acyclic graph; the compiler will resolve the dependency order

automatically with the usual topological sort [189].

8.6.2 Implementation of the Module System in Typed-Prolog

Ultimately, Typed-Prolog will stitch together all modules into a single output CLP

file during compilation. In order to ensure that this stitching will not introduce naming

ambiguities, name mangling is performed in a way that guarantees that definitions from

different modules will remain distinct. This is done by giving each module a unique

identifier n, where n ∈ N. Each definition (i.e., a procedure or a user-defined datatype)

is also given a visibility modifier of public if the definition is exported, and private if

the definition is not exported. Putting these two points together, the original name name

is then mangled to visMod_n_name, where visMod is either public or private according

to the previous explanation, and n is the unique module identifier. This ensures that even

if two modules have a definition of name, these names will still end up being different in

the compiled code.

To see this in action, consider modules modA and modB, which are in Figures 8.12

and 8.13. These have been compiled together with the Typed-Prolog compiler, resulting

in the code in Figure 8.14. The effect of name mangling is immediately apprent in

Figure 8.14, where modA was given the identifier 0 and modB was given the identifier

1. Exported definitions begin with public, and non-exported definitions begin with
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private. The result of defunctionalization of the higher-order relations (see Section 8.5)

can also be seen with the call_lambda2 and call_lambda3 procedures.

1 module(modA, [ f o l dL e f t /4 ] , [ myList ] ) .
2
3 datadef (myList , [A] , [myCons(A, myList (A) ) , myNil ] ) .
4
5 clausedef ( f o l dLe f t ,
6 [A, B] ,
7 [ myList (A) , B, relation ( [B, A, B] ) , B ] ) .
8 f o l dL e f t (myNil , B, _, B) .
9 f o l dL e f t (myCons(A, As ) , B, Rel , Retval ) :−
10 ca l l ( Rel , B, A, NewB) ,
11 f o l dL e f t (As , NewB, Rel , Retval ) .

Figure 8.12: Module A, defined in a file named modA.pl. This exports foldLeft with
arity 4, as well as the myList data type.

8.7 Results and Discussion

The bulk of Typed-Prolog was written over the course of three weeks. This was done in

phases, where the first phase consisted of writing a very limited compiler directly in CLP.

From there, type annotations were added to this compiler to form a simplistic compiler

for Typed-Prolog in Typed-Prolog. Features were then incrementally added using this

sort of bootstrapping process until the language stabilized to what it is currently.

Once the language was stabilized, a number of test case generators I had written in

CLP were ported to Typed-Prolog. This porting process consisted of:

• Replacing uses of metaprogramming (e.g, CLP’s call) with higher-order relations

• Adding type annotations to clauses (with clausedef), and defining user-defined

types (with datadef)
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1 module(modB, [ f latMap /3 , head /2 ] , [ opt ion ] ) .
2
3 use_module( ’modA. p l ’ , [ f o l dL e f t /4 ] , [ myList ] ) .
4
5 datadef ( option , [A] , [ some (A) , none ] ) .
6
7 clausedef ( flatMap , [A, B] , [ myList (A) ,
8 relation ( [A, myList (B) ] ) ,
9 myList (B ) ] ) .
10 flatMap (As , Rel , Bs ) :−
11 f o l dL e f t (As ,
12 myNil ,
13 lambda ( [ Accum , A, NewAccum ] ,
14 ( ca l l ( Rel , A, CurBs ) ,
15 myAppend(Accum , CurBs , NewAccum) ) ) ,
16 Bs ) .
17
18 clausedef (myAppend , [A] , [ myList (A) , myList (A) , myList (A) ] ) .
19 myAppend(myNil , Lst , Lst ) .
20 myAppend(myCons(A, As ) , Lst , myCons(A, Rest ) ) :−
21 myAppend(As , Lst , Rest ) .
22
23 clausedef ( head , [A] , [ myList (A) , opt ion (A) ] ) .
24 head (myNil , none ) .
25 head (myCons(A, _) , some (A) ) .
26
27 clausedef ( flatMapTest , [ ] , [ myList ( i n t ) ] ) .
28 f latMapTest ( Lst ) :−
29 flatMap (myCons (1 , myCons (2 , myCons (3 , myNil ) ) ) ,
30 lambda ( [X, myCons(MinOne ,
31 myCons(X,
32 myCons(PlusOne ,
33 myNil ) ) ) ] ,
34 (MinOne i s X − 1 ,
35 PlusOne i s X + 1) ) ,
36 Lst ) .

Figure 8.13: Module B, defined in a file named modB.pl. This exports flatMap with
arity 3, head with arity 2, and the option data type. From Module A in modA.pl, this
imports the procedure foldLeft with arity 4, and the myList data type.
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1 call_lambda2 ( lambda2_1 , X, public_0_myCons (MinOne ,
2 public_0_myCons (X,
3 public_0_myCons (PlusOne ,
4 public_0_myNil ) ) ) ) : −
5 MinOne i s X − 1 ,
6 PlusOne i s X + 1 .
7
8 call_lambda3 ( lambda3_0 ( Rel ) , Accum , A, NewAccum):−
9 call_lambda2 (Rel , A, CurBs ) ,
10 private_1_myAppend (Accum , CurBs , NewAccum ) .
11
12 public_1_flatMap (As , Rel , Bs):−
13 publ ic_0_foldLeft (As , public_0_myNil , lambda3_0 ( Rel ) , Bs ) .
14
15 private_1_myAppend ( public_0_myNil , Lst , Lst ) .
16 private_1_myAppend (public_0_myCons (A, As ) , Lst ,
17 public_0_myCons (A, Rest ) ) :−
18 private_1_myAppend (As , Lst , Rest ) .
19
20 public_1_head ( public_0_myNil , public_1_none ) .
21 public_1_head (public_0_myCons (A, _) , public_1_some (A) ) .
22
23 private_1_flatMapTest ( Lst ):−
24 public_1_flatMap (public_0_myCons (1 ,
25 public_0_myCons (2 ,
26 public_0_myCons (3 ,
27 public_0_myNil ) ) ) ,
28 lambda2_1 ,
29 Lst ) .
30
31 publ ic_0_fo ldLeft ( public_0_myNil , B, _, B) .
32 publ ic_0_fo ldLeft ( public_0_myCons (A, As ) , B, Rel , Retval ):−
33 call_lambda3 (Rel , B, A, NewB) ,
34 publ ic_0_foldLeft (As , NewB, Rel , Retval ) .

Figure 8.14: Result of compiling modules modA (in Figure 8.12) and modB (in Figure 8.13)
together. For the sake of clarity, extra spaces were added, and variables were renamed
to make them consistent with the variable names in the source files.
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• Converting any uses of the CLP module system to Typed-Prolog’s module system

This porting process revealed the presence of type errors in each test case generator

ported, with multiple type errors in some cases. While some of these type errors were

due to the use of dynamic CLP features, others revealed true bugs in the code which

unintentionally restricted the sort of tests produced by the test case generator in play.

Since then, I have used Typed-Prolog for every test case generator I have implemented,

and my productivity has significantly increased. The most important benefit of Typed-

Prolog over plain CLP is that I can refactor code with confidence, which is important in

domains where the biggest challenge is in figuring out what kind of tests to generate (as

with Rust in Chapter 4).

As for performance gains, by removing metaprogramming from the picture, a 14×

speedup was observed on GNU Prolog [66] for a foldLeft-heavy program. The same

program saw a 3× improvement on SWI-PL [67]. These gains are all the more significant

considering that the code structure either did not change or became even simpler.

8.8 Conclusions

Typed-Prolog has led to far more reliable test case generators, and has allowed me

to implement and refactor test case generators with confidence. Overall, it has allowed

me to focus less on mundane tasks, freeing up mental resources to focus more on the

more fundamental generation task at hand. While this work was mostly an engineering

effort, my intention is to publish this in tandem with the metainterpreter in Chapter 9.

Collectively, these contributions serve to make CLP easier to use for test case generation.
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Chapter 9

Improving CLP for Testing: Bounding

and Search-Oriented Metainterpreter

9.1 Introduction and Motivation

This chapter discusses a mechanism which can be used to automatically bound the

constraint search space and dramatically change CLP’s constraint search strategy. Such

capabilities are of great use to test case generation, as this allows us to easily experiment

with multiple search strategies, along with separating the code related to constraint search

from the code dealing with constraints themselves. I have used these capabilities for years

in multiple test case generators, as these capabilities help solve common problems which

arise in test case generation. While these capabilities do not serve to strengthen my

overall thesis, I felt it necessary to discuss these as I have used them extensively over

the past few years. With this in mind, this chapter does not provide evidence for CLP’s

effectiveness for structured black-box test case generation, but rather discusses technical

details which are relevant to anyone who wants to use CLP for test case generation.

While Typed-Prolog (discussed in Chapter 8) certainly assists in the test case gen-
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eration process, there are still a number of problems which need to be addressed. In

particular, this chapter discusses two major remaining problems which are specific to

test case generation in CLP:

1. The search strategy of CLP is fixed to be a deterministic depth-first search. This

is problematic when we must sample the space of possible test inputs (as when the

space is prohibitively large), as the samples tend to be biased.

2. In practice, it is necessary to bound a number of components of generation (as

discussed in Chapter 7, Section 7.3). Most of these bounds are simple but tedious

to apply, and ultimately pollute generator code with bounding concerns.

With the first problem, it is often the case that the space of possible test inputs

is in the billions or even trillions of inputs, even for deceptively small bounds. Such

large spaces are particularly common if bounding is depth-based, as the size of the state

space grows exponentially with the size of the bound. Such large state spaces make it

a practical necessity to sample the state space; that is, generate only a subset of the

entire state space. The problem here is that thanks to CLP’s deterministic DFS, the

samples are highly organized, with an extremely heavy bias towards rules which were

placed early in the file. To illustrate this, consider the CLP code in Figure 9.1, which

encodes a generator for bounded arithmetic expressions.

Given any arbitrary bound (the first parameter to arith in Figure 9.1), this generator

will eventually produce all programs. However, if we restrict ourselves to picking only the

first k programs, this will result in a sample that is biased towards plus, as plus is the

first rule present. For example, with bound 3, none of the first 10 programs generated

even contain minus. Additionally, the first program that begins with minus only appears

when we have searched approximately halfway through the entire search space. Even

for the seemingly-small bound of 3, this means that a whopping 40,807 programs have
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1 decBound ( In , Out) :−
2 In > 0 ,
3 Out i s In − 1 .
4
5 a r i t h (_, i n t ( 0 ) ) .
6 a r i t h (_, i n t ( 1 ) ) .
7 a r i t h (Bound , p lus (E1 , E2 ) ) :−
8 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
9 a r i t h (NewBound , E1 ) ,
10 a r i t h (NewBound , E2 ) .
11 a r i t h (Bound , minus (E1 , E2 ) ) :−
12 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
13 a r i t h (NewBound , E1 ) ,
14 a r i t h (NewBound , E2 ) .

Figure 9.1: Simple generator for depth-bounded arithmetic expressions, consisting of the
integers 0 and 1, with the operations + and −. Note that the + operation (plus at line
7) is before the − operation (minus at line 11).

to be generated in order to observe just one which starts with minus. These sort of

skewed samples can lead to missed bugs, ultimately because the test case generator is

too predictable.

As for the second problem of polluting the code with bounding-related concerns, this

can again be seen in Figure 9.1. Most apparent here is the decBound procedure defined

on lines 1-3, with subsequent calls on lines 8 and 12. While these bounding-related

components are intuitively simple to deal with, they bloat the code. An extra bounding-

related parameter had to be added to arith, and recursive calls to arith must be sure to

call decBound. It is relatively easy to forgot to call decBound, which can result in a loop

where ever-deeper programs are produced (discussed in Section 7.3.1). Worse yet, if the

forgotten decBound call is positioned relatively late in the rules, it may take a significant

amount of time before this sort of loop is hit. Speaking from experience, this can be

hours or even days, leading to a false sense of security that the generator in question is

correct. As such, ideally we want to remove decBound, the associated decBound calls,
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and the explicit Bound parameter from the code in Figure 9.1 altogether, though still

somehow get the benefits of bounding.

In order to solve these problems, we take the approach of implementing a CLPmetain-

terpreter ; that is, an interpreter for CLP written in CLP. By running the generator code

on the metainterpreter, we can subtly change the semantics of CLP itself, but only for

the generator code. These semantic changes can impart search strategies other than

just CLP’s deterministic DFS, solving the first aforementioned problem. These semantic

changes can also introduce failure at well-defined bounding points, leading to behavior

that is equivalent to decBound in Figure 9.1, but without any changes to the generator

code. This introduced failure ultimatley solves the second aforementioned problem.

While we could design a problem-specific metainterpreter for every test case generator

we want to implement, this would be a relatively daunting task. As such, a design goal

of our metainterpreter is that the interpreter itself never needs to be modified, and so it

is widely applicable to all sorts of test case generators. However, the interpreter is easy

to customize for a particular generation problem. This all is made possible by a novel

abstraction wherein the search strategy itself is a parameter to the metainterpreter. Dif-

ferent instantiations of this search strategy yield radically different behaviors, all without

any changes to the metainterpreter itself.

While a variety of search strategies are possible, we observe that most realistic strate-

gies can be explained as compositions of simpler, more fundamental strategies. A second

novel contribution is in how these sort of compositions can be performed, which utilizes

a combinator-based approach borrowed from functional programming.

Overall, I make the following contributions in this chapter:

• A CLP metainterpreter which parameterizes search and bounding, discussed in

Section 9.4
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• How different search and bounding strategies for this metainterpreter can be com-

posed from more fundamental units, discussed in Section 9.5

9.2 Related Work

This related work section is dedicated to flaws in our previous work on using CLP to

generate JavaScript programs [70], which was partially discussed in Chapter 2. That work

claimed to solve a number of problems which, in hindsight, were not solved completely.

This only became apparent after attempting to apply the ideas in that work to much

more complex problems; as we pushed the limits of CLP’s expressibility, entirely new

problems arise. In particular, there are two problems I identify in that work [70] which

I seek to address with the metainterpreter in this chapter:

1. The approach prior work used for random search does not scale to complex gener-

ation tasks

2. The approach prior work used for bounding leads to boilerplate code, and it also

fails to scale to complex generation tasks.

More details follow regarding these problems.

9.2.1 Random Search

The approach used in Dewey et al. [70] to add random search to CLP was based on

injecting calls to SWI-PL’s [67] maybe procedure into code. The maybe procedure will

fail with some given probability, effectively injecting random failure into generation. The

idea here was that random failure would cause different test inputs to be generated each

time the generator was run. For the relatively simple problems considered in Dewey et

al., this approach seemed adequate.
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However, with larger generation problems, the maybe-based approach becomes un-

tenable. This occurs for two main reasons. For one, since clauses are tried in order with

CLP, clauses present earlier in a given procedure with maybe injected tend to be called

more frequently. This results in a test suite which is biased towards earlier productions

in the clause listing. To better understand this problem, consider the following CLP code

snippet:

1 foo ( . . . ) :−
2 maybe ( 0 . 5 ) , . . .
3 foo ( . . . ) :−
4 maybe ( 0 . 5 ) , . . .
5 foo ( . . . ) :−
6 maybe ( 0 . 5 ) , . . .
7 foo ( . . . ) :−
8 . . .

As shown, the foo procedure consists of three rules, the first three of which each contain

a maybe with a 50% chance of failure. The last clause, in contrast, contains no maybe.

However, all else being equal, there is nearly an 88% chance that one of the first three rules

will be applied (7/8), biasing against the last rule. This can be alleviated by carefully

tuning the probabilities in the maybe clauses, but this is hardly straightforward.

The second problem with maybe-based search is that it causes clauses to randomly

fail, as opposed to choosing clauses in a random order. This becomes problematic in

situations where the number of applicable clauses is limited by the problem itself. For

example, when writing a generator for a typechecker, it is often the case where we need

to generate an expression of some known type. In such a situation, only the clauses

which can possibly yield the known type are applicable, and in some cases only a single

clause is applicable. With maybe-based search, we may randomly fail on this necessary

clause. Such random failure is inefficient, as it can lead to fruitless exploration over dead

space. Moreover, with repeated random failures we can quickly get to the point where all
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possible alternatives have been exhausted, leading to a total failure to generate anything.

While such a failure to generate is a rare occurrance for simple problems, with complex

problems this becomes the common case.

For these reasons, maybe-based search is completely impractical for highly complex

test case generators. We need a better way to introduce randomness into CLP’s search,

which is one of the problems the metainterpreter excels at.

9.2.2 Bounding

The approach used in prior work to handle bounding was based on the simplistic

addition of a depth-based bound on to each potentially infinite procedure. This sort of

approach is discussed at length in Section 7.3.1. While this approach works with simpler

problems, it imparts quite a bit of code bloat and boilerplate, as it requires modification

of every rule in a procedure. Moreover, on complex problems, such a simplistic bound

can lead to lots of fruitless search, resulting in generators with a poor generation rate.

This latter problem is discussed more completely in Section 9.5.3.

9.3 Background on CLP Metainterpreters

The purpose of this section is to provide basic background for CLP interpreters written

in CLP (i.e., CLP metainterpreters). This background serves as a foundation on which

my novel parameterized search and bounding metainterpreter can be built, which is

discussed in Section 9.4.

The basic idea of writing CLP metainterpreters is nothing new. Both Sterling et

al. [100] and O’Keefe [174] discuss how metainterpreters can be implemented, along with

the advantages these sort of metainterpreters offer. For example, Sterling et al. shows how

metainterpreters can be used to assist the debugging process; custom metainterpreters
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can easily show which code is called when, and basic debugging concepts like viewable

stack traces can be implemented with relative ease.

While the idea of writing an interpreter for CLP in CLP may sound daunting, this is

a surprisingly simple task. Most operations can be deferred directly to the engine hosting

the metainterpreter, including basic functionality like unification and nondeterminism,

as well as any low-level functionality like garbage collection. In fact, for most realistic

CLP code, it is only necessary to handle the following operations:

• Conjunction (the “,” operator)

• Nondeterministic choice (the “;” operator)

• Implication (the “Cond -> True;False” operator, where Cond is a condition to

check, True is what to execute if the condition is true, and False is what to

execute if the condition is false)

• Negation-as-failure (the “\+” operator)

• Calling to “built-in” operations, which require interaction with the host CLP engine

• Procedure calls

In addition to needing to handle relatively few operations, the job of writing a CLP

metainterpreter is further made easy by the fact that CLP is homoiconic. That is, the

basic syntax of CLP itself is the same as the syntax for data structures in CLP (specifically

terms). This is a property most commonly discussed in reference to Lisp-style languages,

though CLP is not in the Lisp family. To better see this homoiconicity, consider the CLP

snippet below:

foo (X) :−
bar (X) ,
baz (X) .
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Thinking in terms of CLP’s term language, foo(X), bar(X), and baz(X) look term-like,

though the rest of the program may not appear to look this way. However, the CLP

parser can handle terms written in infix style, which can be used to explain how :- and

, are handled. Specifically, after parsing, the above snippet is internally represented as

follows:

:−( foo (X) , ( , ( bar (X) , baz (X) ) ) ) .

The entire rule is placed into a structure named :- with arity 2. The first parameter to

:- holds the clause head, namely foo(X). The second parameter to :- holds the clause

body. The body of the clause consists of a single compound term named , with arity 2,

where the parameters are bar(X) and baz(X), respectively.

Putting all this together, a simple albeit complete metainterpreter is presented in

Figure 9.2. An example call to this metainterpreter is shown below:

?− i n t e r p r e t ( foo ( bar ) ) .

This would call the unspecified foo procedure, executed on the metainterpreter. For

now, the intention is that this will have the same behavior as the related query:

?− f oo ( bar ) .

The only difference with the latter query is that the latter query executes directly on the

host engine, as opposed to being executed indirectly through the metainterpreter (i.e.,

the interpret procedure).

A tour of the code in Figure 9.2 follows. Built-in operations are handled first starting

on line 7, as these take precedence over all other operations. We test to see if the input

to interpret is actually a built-in operation on line 8. This calls the builtin procedure

starting on line 1, which lists off a number of operations which we defer to the host

engine. Specifically in this case, we defer:
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1 b u i l t i n ( true ) .
2 b u i l t i n (=(_, _) ) .
3 b u i l t i n ( f a i l ) .
4 b u i l t i n (writeln (_) ) .
5 b u i l t i n ( i s (_, _) ) .
6
7 i n t e r p r e t ( Bu i l t i n ) :−
8 b u i l t i n ( Bu i l t i n ) ,
9 ! ,
10 c a l l ( Bu i l t i n ) .
11 i n t e r p r e t (;(−>( I f , Then , Else ) ) ) :−
12 ! ,
13 ( i n t e r p r e t ( I f ) −>
14 i n t e r p r e t (Then ) ;
15 i n t e r p r e t ( Else ) ) .
16 i n t e r p r e t ( (Q1, Q2) ) :−
17 ! ,
18 i n t e r p r e t (Q1) ,
19 i n t e r p r e t (Q2 ) .
20 i n t e r p r e t ( (Q1 ; Q2) ) :−
21 ! ,
22 ( i n t e r p r e t (Q1 ) ; i n t e r p r e t (Q2 ) ) .
23 i n t e r p r e t (\+ Q) :−
24 ! ,
25 \+ i n t e r p r e t (Q) .
26 i n t e r p r e t ( Ca l l ) :−
27 clause ( Cal l , Body , _) ,
28 i n t e r p r e t (Body ) .

Figure 9.2: Basic, but nonetheless complete, CLP metainterpreter implementation. The
interpret procedure serves as the entry point.

• true (line 1), fail (line 2), and = (line 3). These can be handled relatively easily in

the metainterpreter itself, but defering them reduces the size of the metainterpreter

(i.e., we do not need special handling for them if we simply defer).

• writeln. Because writeln performs IO, ultimately we rely on the host engine. We

cannot natively perform IO in the metainterpreter.
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• is. The behavior of is is fairly complex as it must parse a given arithmetic

expression, so we simply defer it to the host engine.

Of particular importance with all these built-in operations is that it is expected that

none of them will call into any of the code we are executing. Such calls back into

the executed code are expected to work correctly, but they will effectively escape the

metainterpreter. The intention with built-in operations is that we intentionally escape

the metainterpreter, but only for one operation at a time, and only then for operations

which are on a predefined whitelist (represented with the builtin procedure).

If the input is a builtin operation, the call to builtin will succeed on line 8, and then

the cut (!) will be hit on line 9. This cut will prevent us backtracking to other rules, in

particular the rule for calls (line 26); the need for this cut and others will be discussed

later on in the context of calls. After the cut on line 9, the builtin operation is called in

the host CLP interpreter with the call built-in, which has the same behavior as eval

in JavaScript or Python.

Implications (“Cond -> True;False”, starting on line 11), conjunction (“,”, starting

on line 16) nondeterministic choice (“;”, starting on line 20), and negation-as-failure (“\+”,

starting on line 23) are each handled in a similar way: if the input term matches the

appropriate respective form, perform a cut to prevent backtracking to other interpret

clauses, and then implement the desired behavior using the corresponding feature in the

host engine. Calls are arguably the most complex feature in this metainterpreter, which

start on line 26. Unlike the rest of the operators, calls do not have a particular form.

Calls are identified by the fact that the rest of the interpret rules did not match on

them. This is ultimately why cut was needed in the other rules, as otherwise we could

nondeterministically treat forms like (Q1, Q2) as conjunctions or calls. (As an aside,

this could be rewritten without cuts by explicitly ensuring that Call on line 26 does not
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match any of the other forms, but this would be redundant.) On line 27, the clause

operation is executed on the host CLP engine. The clause operation takes the form of

a call, unifies the call with the heads of any matching clauses, and nondeterministically

returns the bodies of these clauses. This operation is very similar to β reduction in lambda

calculus, except in CLP the operation is nondeterministic because multiple clauses may

apply. Similarly, clause may fail if no clauses apply. Once the body is returned, the

metainterpreter interprets the body on line 28 in a recursive fashion.

Notably, while this metainterpreter uses the cut (!) operation, it does not support

the cut operation in input programs. While the cut operation can be implemented with

relative ease with the help of exceptions [190], I intentionally omit it as it will not be

used later on in Section 9.4. Specifically, Section 9.4.4 provides more detail why cut is

omitted.

9.4 A Metainterpreter for CLP that Parameterizes

Search and Bounding

This section discusses exactly how the CLP metainterpreter operates with search and

bounding completely parameterized. We start this discussion from the basic metainter-

preter definition provided in Figure 9.2.

9.4.1 Adding Bounds

The metainterpreter in Figure 9.2 is very simplistic, and offers no features which are

not already provided by the host engine. In this subsection, I add an additional feature:

depth-based bounding. While the fully-parameterized metainterpreter we will ultimately

derive in this section will not bound things in quite the same way, this serves as a starting
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point from which to generalize.

We can add a second parameter to the interpret procedure in Figure 9.2 which

encodes a depth-based bound. If this bound is ever exceeded, then this should trigger

failure. This is similar in spirit to the bounding approach discussed in Chapter 7, Sec-

tion 7.3.1, except now the bounding logic is contained in the metainterpreter itself. This

way, the actual generator source code need not change whatsoever. This instrumented

metainterpreter is shown in Figure 9.3.

The source code shown in Figure 9.3 should be relatively straightforward. The

interpret procedure has been instrumented with an additional Bound parameter in the

first position. Each time interpret is to be called recursively, this bound is decremented

by the decBound procedure starting on line 7. If the bound is exceeded, then decBound

will fail, thanks to the conditional check on line 8.

While the code in Figure 9.3 trivially makes any search space it operates over finite, it

suffers from a major flaw: it decrements the bound for every recursive interpret call.

This is far too course-grained. For example, programs containing lots of conjunctions

(“,”) may fail, because conjunctions also decrement the bound. With this in mind, it

arguably makes more sense to call decBound only at line 35; that is, for calls in user-

defined code. This ultimately limits the call stack depth, which makes more sense than

limiting the number of CLP operations we can perform.

However, limiting decBound calls to user-defined calls is arguably still too course-

grained. In practice, the only calls which need to be bounded are those which could be

infinitely recursive without the bound. Speaking from experience, most generators only

have one or two procedures which fit this description. As such, only these potentially

problematic procedures should be bounded. With the current bounding strategy shown in

Figure 9.3, every call would be bounded, whether or not it could lead to infinite recursion.

This prevents many test cases from being generated, and in practice this tends to bias
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1 b u i l t i n ( true ) .
2 b u i l t i n ( f a i l ) .
3 b u i l t i n (writeln (_) ) .
4 b u i l t i n ( i s (_, _) ) .
5 b u i l t i n (=(_, _) ) .
6
7 decBound ( In , Out) :−
8 In > 0 ,
9 Out i s In − 1 .
10
11 i n t e r p r e t (_, Bu i l t i n ) :−
12 b u i l t i n ( Bu i l t i n ) ,
13 ! ,
14 c a l l ( Bu i l t i n ) .
15 i n t e r p r e t (Bound , ;(−>( I f , Then , Else ) ) ) :−
16 ! ,
17 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
18 ( i n t e r p r e t (NewBound , I f ) −>
19 i n t e r p r e t (NewBound , Then ) ;
20 i n t e r p r e t (NewBound , Else ) ) .
21 i n t e r p r e t (Bound , (Q1, Q2) ) :−
22 ! ,
23 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
24 i n t e r p r e t (NewBound , Q1) ,
25 i n t e r p r e t (NewBound , Q2 ) .
26 i n t e r p r e t (Bound , (Q1 ; Q2) ) :−
27 ! ,
28 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
29 ( i n t e r p r e t (NewBound , Q1 ) ; i n t e r p r e t (NewBound , Q2 ) ) .
30 i n t e r p r e t (Bound , \+ Q) :−
31 ! ,
32 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
33 \+ i n t e r p r e t (NewBound , Q) .
34 i n t e r p r e t (Bound , Ca l l ) :−
35 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
36 clause ( Cal l , Body , _) ,
37 i n t e r p r e t (NewBound , Body ) .

Figure 9.3: Metainterpreter instrumented with depth-based bounding, based on the
metainterpreter in Figure 9.2.
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test case generation towards relatively simple tests. This is because more complex tests

generally need more work to be generated, which almost always entails recursion over

non-problematic procedures (i.e., procedures which do not need bounding).

With all this in mind, a better bounding strategy is to only decrement the bound when

we attempt to call a potentially infinitely recursive procedure. This requires maintaining

a list of such procedures, in addition to the bound. We only decrement the bound

when encountering such procedures. This much more fine-grained generator is shown in

Figure 9.4. An example call to this modified metainterpreter is shown below:

?− i n t e r p r e t ( [ exp /1 ] , 2 , exp (Exp ) ) .

The above query states to decrement the bound for the exp procedure with arity 1, and

to provide an initial bound of 2. The actual query to execute is exp(Exp).

Looking at the updated metainterpreter code in Figure 9.4, we now pass an additional

parameter RecList around in the interpret procedure. The decBound procedure is

called only for calls in user code at line 34. The decBound procedure now takes the

procedures which should be bounded as well as a name/arity pair of what is currently

called at line 7. At line 8, if what is currently called is in RecList, then the bound is

decreased, which can lead to failure if the bound has been exhausted in line 9. However,

if what is currently called is not a member of RecList (that is, the call should not be

bounded), then the bound does not change on line 11.

While the metainterpreter in Figure 9.4 is much more fine-grained, it still suffers from

some major probelms. For one, there is only one Bound parameter. This is problematic

if there are multiple procedures which need to decrement the bound, as all use the

same bound. Ideally, each procedure should have its own separate bound. However,

arguably the largest problem is that this metainterpreter is applicable only to depth-

based bounding, when in practice we may want other kinds of bounding as well. These
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1 b u i l t i n ( true ) .
2 b u i l t i n ( f a i l ) .
3 b u i l t i n (writeln (_) ) .
4 b u i l t i n ( i s (_, _) ) .
5 b u i l t i n (=(_, _) ) .
6
7 decBound ( RecList , What , In , Out) :−
8 member(What , RecList ) −>
9 ( In > 0 ,
10 Out i s In − 1 ) ;
11 (Out = In ) .
12
13 i n t e r p r e t (_, _, Bu i l t i n ) :−
14 b u i l t i n ( Bu i l t i n ) , ! ,
15 c a l l ( Bu i l t i n ) .
16 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , ;(−>( I f , Then , Else ) ) ) :−
17 ! ,
18 ( i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , I f ) −>
19 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , Then ) ;
20 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , Else ) ) .
21 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , (Q1, Q2) ) :−
22 ! ,
23 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , Q1) ,
24 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , Q2 ) .
25 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , (Q1 ; Q2) ) :−
26 ! ,
27 ( i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , Q1 ) ;
28 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , Q2 ) ) .
29 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , \+ Q) :−
30 ! ,
31 \+ i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , Q) .
32 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , Bound , Ca l l ) :−
33 functor ( Cal l , Name, Arity ) ,
34 decBound ( RecList , Name/Arity , Bound , NewBound) ,
35 clause ( Cal l , Body , _) ,
36 i n t e r p r e t ( RecList , NewBound , Body ) .

Figure 9.4: Metainterpreter instrumented to only decrement the bound on calls to in-
finitely recursive procedures. This is based on the metainterpreter in Figure 9.3.
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sort of limitations will be addressed in the next subsection (Section 9.4.2).

9.4.2 Parameterizing Bounding

The limitation regarding the restriction to depth-based bounding observed in Fig-

ure 9.4 can be addressed by parameterizing the bounding operation itself. While Fig-

ure 9.4 currently makes an explicit call to decBound, there is no need for this call to be

explicit. Instead, we can treat this as a parameter to the metainterpreter itself. A mod-

ified metainterpreter which parameterizes bounding is shown in Figure 9.5. An example

call to this modified metainterpreter is shown below:

?− i n t e r p r e t (3 , decBoundCall ( [ exp /1 ] ) , exp (Exp ) , _) .

The above call will only permit 3 calls to the exp procedure with arity 1, and will initially

call exp(Exp).

While the metainterpreter in Figure 9.5 parameterizes the bounding operation, it

still does not address the problem of multiple procedures decrementing the same bound.

However, an interesting property of this refactor is that this problem is no longer the

burden of the metainterpreter itself, but rather the parameters to the metainterpreter.

Instead of passing a single monolithic bounding operation, we will incrementally build

up the bounding operation from more primitive bounding operations. This is based on a

functional combinator approach, much like that of parser combinators (e.g., [191, 192]).

To better understand how this works, types will be employed in a Scala-like context.

To illustrate, the type of a bounding operation is as follows:

( Cal l , Bound) => Bound

That is, a bounding operation takes a call and an input bound, and produces an output

bound. The type of Bound will intentionally be left unspecified for the moment. In
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1 b u i l t i n ( true ) .
2 b u i l t i n ( f a i l ) .
3 b u i l t i n (writeln (_) ) .
4 b u i l t i n ( i s (_, _) ) .
5 b u i l t i n (=(_, _) ) .
6
7 decBoundCall ( RecList , Cal l , In , Out) :−
8 functor ( Cal l , Name, Arity ) ,
9 (member(Name/Arity , RecList ) −>
10 ( In > 0 ,
11 Out i s In − 1 ) ;
12 (Out = In ) ) .
13
14 % In t e r p r e t : InBound , BoundingOp , ToInterpret , OutBound
15 i n t e r p r e t (Bound , _, Bu i l t in , Bound) :−
16 b u i l t i n ( Bu i l t i n ) , ! ,
17 c a l l ( Bu i l t i n ) .
18 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , BoundOp , ;(−>( I f , Then , Else ) ) , OBound) :−
19 ! ,
20 ( i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , BoundOp , I f , Bound2 ) −>
21 i n t e r p r e t (Bound2 , BoundOp , Then , Bound3 ) ;
22 i n t e r p r e t (Bound3 , BoundOp , Else , OBound ) ) .
23 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , BoundOp , (Q1, Q2) , OBound) :−
24 ! ,
25 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , BoundOp , Q1, Bound2 ) ,
26 i n t e r p r e t (Bound2 , BoundOp , Q2, OBound ) .
27 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , BoundOp , (Q1 ; Q2) , OBound) :−
28 ! ,
29 ( i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , BoundOp , Q1, OBound ) ;
30 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , BoundOp , Q2, OBound ) ) .
31 i n t e r p r e t (Bound , BoundOp , \+ Q, Bound) :−
32 ! ,
33 \+ i n t e r p r e t (Bound , BoundOp , Q, _) .
34 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , BoundOp , Cal l , OBound) :−
35 c a l l (BoundOp , Cal l , Bound1 , Bound2 ) ,
36 clause ( Cal l , Body , _) ,
37 i n t e r p r e t (Bound2 , BoundOp , Body , OBound ) .

Figure 9.5: Metainterpreter which parameterizes the bounding operation, which gener-
alizes the metainterpreter shown in Figure 9.4.
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the nondeterministic context of CLP, this could also fail, indicating that the bound is

exceeded.

The general form of a function that builds a bigger bounding operation from a smaller

bounding operation has the following signature:

def buildUp [A] ( around : ( Cal l , A) => A, args : . . . ) :
( Cal l , (MyBound , A) ) => (MyBound , A)

In the above snippet, around represents the bounding operation which is being wrapped

around. The type variable A represents the actual bound which is used for the wrapped-

around bounding operation, which is permitted to be anything. The variable(s) args

represents whatever variables are needed for the bounding operation we are attempting

to build up. In practice, this will include information about the particular call we are

trying to bound, including its name and arity. As for the return value, this still has the

same general form of a bounding operation. However, one can see that it now handles a

pair of MyBound and A. The type MyBound is left unspecified, though in practice this is

usually an integer.

Code following these signatures can be seen in the CLP code in Figure 9.6, which

features new bounding operations. The most basic operation is that of the unbounded

bounding operation on line 1, which simply forwards along the given bound irrespective of

the call it was given. The decBoundCall2 operation has a signature which is compatible

with the buildUp signature above. The decBoundCall2 operation takes the following

parameters overall:

1. The operation which it wraps around

2. A name/arity pair correponding to the procedure this is supposed to bound

3. The input call to potentially bound
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4. An pair consisting of decBoundCall2’s bound (B1), along with the bound of what-

ever it is decBoundCall2 wraps around (Rest)

5. An output pair with the same contents as the input pair

If the input call matches up with the name/arity pair decBoundCall2 is supposed to

bound (on line 5), then the bound for decBoundCall2 is decremented on line 8. If the

bound is exhausted, failure occurs on line 7. A cut is used on line 6 to ensure that we

will not go to the other rule for decBoundCall2 on line 9, which is intended for when

the name/arity pair does not line up. Line 11 calls the operator decBoundCall2 wraps

around (Around), forwarding the bounding operation if decBoundCall2 does not apply

to the particular call Call.

With these new bounding operations in play, we can issue queries like the one in

Figure 9.7 to the metainterpreter in Figure 9.5.

1 unbounded (_, Bound , Bound ) .
2
3 decBoundCall2 (_, Name/Arity , Cal l ,
4 pa i r (B1 , Rest ) , pa i r (B2 , Rest ) ) :−
5 functor ( Cal l , Name, Arity ) ,
6 ! ,
7 B1 > 0 ,
8 B2 i s B1 − 1 .
9 decBoundCall2 (Around , _, Cal l ,
10 pa i r (B, Rest1 ) , pa i r (B, Rest2 ) ) :−
11 c a l l (Around , Cal l , Rest1 , Rest2 ) .

Figure 9.6: Modified bounding operations useful for the metainterpreter in Figure 9.5.

The query in Figure 9.7 constructs the following composite bounding operation:

• At most 2 calls are permitted to the isInteger procedure with arity 1

• At most 3 calls are permitted to the exp procedure with arity 1
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?− i n t e r p r e t ( pa i r (2 , pa i r (3 , un i t ) ) ,
decBoundCall2 ( decBoundCall2 ( unbounded ,

exp /1) ,
i s I n t e g e r /1) ,

exp (Exp ) ,
_) .

Figure 9.7: Example query to the metainterpreter in Figure 9.5.

• Any other calls are permitted without any bounding restrictions, thanks to the

unbounded bounding operation

At this point, bounding has been fully parameterized. However, we can generalize

things further and parameterize search, as well. This search parameterization is explored

in the next section (Section 9.4.3).

9.4.3 Adding Search Parameterization

Now that bounding operations have been parameterized in Figure 9.5, it is a sur-

prisingly straightforward jump to parameterize the search strategy, at least to a certain

degree. I will first explain exactly how a different search strategy can be encoded, and

then I will discuss its actual parameterization.

Modifying the Search Strategy

Observe the call to clause in Figure 9.5 at line 37. As previously stated, clause

nondeterministically returns Body, which is bound to the different possible clause bodies

which are in play. However, the order in which bodies will be explored will correspond

to the same order which is provided in whatever input file is used, so this will behave

much like a normal CLP engine.

It is relatively easy to change this ordering with the exploitation of built-in second-
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order procedures like findall, which can be used to get all the nondeterministic results

of a query as a list. For example, consider the following CLP code snippet, which shows

a use of clause and findall in the query:

1 exp ( i n t ( 0 ) ) .
2 exp ( i n t ( 1 ) ) .
3 exp ( p lus (E1 , E2 ) ) :−
4 exp (E1 ) ,
5 exp (E2 ) .
6
7 ?− Cal l = exp ( i n t (_) ) ,
8 f indal l ( pa i r ( Cal l , Body ) ,
9 clause ( Cal l , Body , _) ,
10 Pa i rL i s t ) .
11 % −−−ENGINE RESPONSE−−−
12 Cal l = exp ( i n t (_) ) ,
13 Pa i rL i s t = [ pa i r ( exp ( i n t ( 0 ) ) , true ) ,
14 pa i r ( exp ( i n t ( 1 ) ) , true ) ] .

The above snippet will perform each call to clause ahead of time, using Call as a tem-

plate. For each call to clause which is performed, a pair is produced, which holds the

result of Call after clause is called, along with the Body from clause. Each pair is

placed into an output list called PairList, which is in an order reflecting the nondeter-

ministic call order of clause. With the above example, one can see that the original

call is unchanged (it remains as exp(int(_))), though the first element (corresponding

to the call) in each produced pair in PairList has changed. Each body produced (the

second element of each pair) corresponds to the exp rules handling int. These bodies

simply contain true, indicating that there is nothing left to execute (these are specified

as facts in the original file).

Once PairList is produced, we can nondeterministically select a body from the list,

and then execute the body using the interpret procedure from Figure 9.5. A simple

example of this follows:
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1 member( pa i r ( Cal l , Body ) , Pa i rL i s t ) ,
2 i n t e r p r e t (Bound2 , BoundOp , Body , FinalBound ) .

The snippet above will end up interpreting each body, though in the same order as before.

However, we can easily manipulate the list before calling member, like so:

1 random_permutation ( Pa i rL i s t , Pa i rL i s t 2 ) ,
2 member( pa i r ( Cal l , Body ) , Pa i rL i s t 2 ) ,
3 . . . % re s t o f code f o l l o w s

The above snippet uses the random_permutation procedure (provided in the standard

library of SWI-PL [67]), which will derive a random permutation of some input list.

Thanks to random_permutation, the body selected by member and ultimately executed

is no longer predictable. This adds a significant degree of randomness to the underlying

search.

It should be noted that the underlying strategy is still that of a depth-first search.

However, the order in which children are explored is now random, whereas previously

it was strictly left-to-right. While this is clearly restrictive in general, in practice this

has been observed to radically change the search behavior, and this ultimately leads to

a wide distribution of test inputs when sampling is performed.

Search Strategy as a Parameter

Now that it is understood how to yield different search strategies, I will discuss how

to parameterize the search strategy. Using types, the behavior of a search strategy can

be summarized as follows:

L i s t [ Choice ] => L i s t [ Choice ]

That is, given an original list of choices to execute, a search strategy reorders them,

producing a new list of choices to execute. Each one of these choices will be executed in

order, so as long as the result from the choice operator somehow changes the input list,
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this will result in a different search. Additionally, there is nothing in this signature that

implies that the resulting list of choices must have the same contents as the input list of

choices; this is exploited in Section 9.5.5.

The search strategy could be treated as a wholly separate parameter. However, we

can cut down on the number of parameters to the metainterpreter and simultaneously

increase its generality if the above type signature and the type signature for bounding are

combined in some way. The combination used in the final metainterpreter is as follows,

using types:

( Cal l , Bound) => (Body , Bound)

The intuition behind the above type signature is that given a call to perform as well as

an input bound, the combined bounding and search strategy will nondeterministically

yield a clause body to execute, as well as a new bound. As the yield is nondeterministic,

the “function” may simply fail, as when the bound has been exceeded.

The above type signature is a bit of a jump, as it is slightly more general than what is

allowed using only the bounding and search type signatures. In practice, it is common to

separately build up bounding and search functions, and then combine them at once into a

computation satisfying the above type signature. This will be seen later in Section 9.5.2.

With the above type signature in mind, a complete final metainterpreter is shown

in Figure 9.8. This metainterpreter differs from the production metainterpreter I use in

only two ways:

1. There are more builtin facts in the production metaintepreter (e.g., for unsurpris-

ing operations like var, nonvar, ground, etc.)

2. The production metainterpreter uses a slightly different type signature for the com-

bined bounding/search operator. The differences merely provide more information

about the particular call being made to the different operations (e.g., they include
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direct references to the clause called). These differences are not significant for the

purposes of this discussion.

1 b u i l t i n ( true ) .
2 b u i l t i n ( f a i l ) .
3 b u i l t i n (writeln (_) ) .
4 b u i l t i n ( i s (_, _) ) .
5 b u i l t i n (=(_, _) ) .
6
7 i n t e r p r e t (Bound , _, Bu i l t in , Bound) :−
8 b u i l t i n ( Bu i l t i n ) ,
9 ! ,
10 c a l l ( Bu i l t i n ) .
11 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , Choose , ;(−>( I f , ThenDo) , El se ) , OBound) :−
12 ! ,
13 ( i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , Choose , I f , Bound2 ) −>
14 ( i n t e r p r e t (Bound2 , Choose , ThenDo , OBound ) ) ;
15 ( i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , Choose , Else , OBound ) ) ) .
16 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , Choose , (Q1, Q2) , OBound) :−
17 ! ,
18 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , Choose , Q1, Bound2 ) ,
19 i n t e r p r e t (Bound2 , Choose , Q2, OBound ) .
20 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , Choose , (Q1 ; Q2) , OBound) :−
21 ! ,
22 ( i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , Choose , Q1 , OBound ) ;
23 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , Choose , Q2 , OBound ) ) .
24 i n t e r p r e t (Bound , Choose , \+ Q, Bound) :−
25 ! ,
26 \+ i n t e r p r e t (Bound , Choose , Q, _) .
27 i n t e r p r e t (Bound1 , Choose , Cal l , OBound) :−
28 c a l l ( Choose , Cal l , Bound1 , Body , Bound2 ) ,
29 i n t e r p r e t (Bound2 , Choose , Body , BodyFinal ) .

Figure 9.8: Complete final metainterpreter. Choose holds the combined bounding/search
operator.
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9.4.4 Why Cut (!) is Omitted

Cut (!) has intentionally been omitted from the metainterpreter. While the metain-

terpreter itself uses cut, it is a requirement that code executed on the metainterpreter be

devoid of cut. This restriction is because cut stops lacking meaning when the execution

order of clauses is no longer deterministic. The semantics of cut fundamentally assume

that clauses will be nondeterministically executed in the same order as they appear in

the program (that is, CLP is “deterministically nondeterministic”, if you will), but we

have intentionally relaxed that restriction with the final metainterpreter in Figure 9.8.

This would make cut highly unpredictable, as the cut would occur at the first clause

that was chosen (which is potentially random), as opposed to the first clause in the file.

Without the ability to predict cut, it seems like a relatively useless operation at best, and

a source of horrendously unpredictable behavior at worst. As such, cut was intentionally

not implemented in the metainterpreter.

While cut is generally discouraged and leads to problems of its own [100, 174], it is

still occasionally missed. Cut is useful when encoding cases which should be mutually

exclusive, and avoiding cut means putting in lots of seemingly-redundant checks in these

scenarios. Worse yet, certain operations (e.g., once, which is used to get only the first

solution of a query) cannot be implemented without cut. However, considering that the

loss of cut enables full bounding and search parameterization, this restriction was deemed

a fair compromise.

9.5 Composing Search and Bounding Strategies

The metainterpreter abstraction introduced in the previous section is incredibly gen-

eral, and allows for a number of different combined bounding and search strategies to

be composed together from more fundamental units. This section further describes how
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this sort of composition can be done, along with some of the fundamental building blocks

which have been implemented.

9.5.1 Easier Composition

In Figure 9.7, the specified bounding operation to interpret featured two different

uses of decBoundCall2. While this works, specifying the bounding operation in this way

is undesirable, as it is relatively easy to make a typo. Additionally, there is a certain

mental burden involved with manually writing out these sort of composed bounding

operations, ultimately because metaprogramming is involved.

For these reasons, the implementation splits up each bounding operation into two

separate procedures, for a bounding operation named “name”:

1. A procedure named “nameHelper” which implements the actual operation. This

takes the same role as decBoundCall2 in Figure 9.6.

2. A procedure named “name”, which constructs the metaprogamming call to

“nameHelper”. By convention, the first parameters to this procedure are any pa-

rameters the actual bounding operation in play takes. The second-to-last parameter

is the bounding operation that the operation in play should wrap around. The last

parameter is the result of the combination; that is, the constructed metaprogram-

ming call.

With this sort of split in mind, the code in Figure 9.7 would be rewritten to form the code

in Figure 9.9. In practice, the split shown in Figure 9.9 is far less error-prone, though

strictly speaking this leads to more boilerplate in the code.
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1 ?− decBoundCall2 ( exp /1 , unbounded , Bound1 ) ,
2 decBoundCall2 ( i s I n t e g e r /1 , Bound1 , Bound2 ) ,
3 i n t e r p r e t ( pa i r (2 , pa i r (3 , un i t ) ) ,
4 Bound2 ,
5 exp (Exp ) ,
6 _) .

Figure 9.9: Rewritten version of the code in Figure 9.7, which uses helpers to construct
the metaprogramming call as opposed to writing the metaprogramming call directly.

9.5.2 Combining Bounding and Search Operations Cleanly

The previous section (Section 9.4) briefly mentioned that, in practice, it is common to

build separate bounding and search functions, and then combine them into one operation.

In the implementation, this is done with the makeChooseOperator procedure, which takes

the following parameters:

1. An input bounding operation to use

2. An input search operation to use

3. An output combined operator

The output combined operator is a metaprogramming call to

makeChooseOperatorHelper, where makeChooseOperatorHelper does the follwing in

order:

1. Calls the bounding operator in play to determine the next bound, or outright fail

if the bound is exceeded

2. Creates a list of clause bodies compatible with a given call

3. Calls the search operator in play on the list of clause bodies, yielding a final list of

clause bodies
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4. Nondeterministically selects the clause body to execute, in the order provided by

the search operator

Strictly speaking, the production metainterpreter I use does not perform the last step

above. In the production metainterpreter the search operator is actually repsonsible for

picking which clause body to execute, though there is no practical difference between

these two behaviors.

With makeChooseOperator in mind, we can perform another rewriting, this time

of the code in Figure 9.9 to the code in Figure 9.10. Crucially, this second rewrite is

compatible with the final metainterpreter shown in Figure 9.8.

?− decBoundCall2 ( exp /1 , unbounded , Bound1 ) ,
decBoundCall2 ( i s I n t e g e r /1 , Bound1 , Bound2 ) ,
makeChooseOperator (Bound2 , random_permutation , Choose ) ,
i n t e r p r e t ( pa i r (2 , pa i r (3 , un i t ) ) ,

Choose ,
exp (Exp ) ,
_) .

Figure 9.10: Rewritten version of the code in Figure 9.9 so it uses makeChooseOperator
and random search (with the help of random_permutation). This code is compatible
with the final metainterpreter implementation shown in Figure 9.8.

9.5.3 Intelligently Bounding the Number of Calls

The decBoundCall2 procedure in Figure 9.6 was used to bound the number of calls to

some procedure. The same functionality of decBoundCall2 is present in the production

metainterpreter with the more reasonably-named boundAtCall procedure.

While boundAtCall may seem like a common fundamental building block, it is rarely

used in practice. The reason why is because boundAtCall can lead to lots of inefficient

search through dead space, particularly when dealing with grammar-based problems
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1 exp ( i n t ( 0 ) ) .
2 exp ( p lus (E1 , E2 ) ) :−
3 exp (E1 ) ,
4 exp (E2 ) .

Figure 9.11: Simplistic expression generator

(which, in practice, are most problems). To see why, consider the simplistic expression

generator in Figure 9.11. During generation with Figure 9.11, we may begin to generate

a tree containing a number of plus nodes with the following structure:

p lus (_, p lus (_, p lus (_, _) ) )

In order to fill in the holes (_) above, we will need at least four calls to exp, one for each

hole. If we choose to fill any hole with plus, then more exp calls will be needed.

The problem here is that if we have a bound of 3 on the number of calls to exp,

then the most we could ever produce is the above incomplete tree. Upon trying to fill

any of these holes, we would hit the bound on exp, as we used up the entire bound just

making the incomplete tree (the tree above contains 3 plus nodes, so just producing this

requires 3 calls to exp). This would trigger failure. However, in most practical cases the

next choice to make will have the same problem, again leading to failure. As such, we

would end up exploring a large state space that cannot possibly be filled in, as filling in

the space completely requires a larger exp bound than is remaining.

To solve this problem, a modified variant of boundAtCall is employed, named

boundAtCallWithBaseCases. Like boundAtCall, boundAtCallWithBaseCases takes a

bound on the number of calls permitted to some user-defined procedure. However,

boundAtCallWithBaseCases also takes a series of base cases for the procedure in play.

When the bound is exceeded, boundAtCallWithBaseCases will use one of these base

cases, as opposed to outright failing. With the incomplete tree example above, this
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would lead to a complete tree being emitted, where each hole would be filled with the

base case of int(0). This leads to orders of magnitude better performance in practice,

with the only downside being that the bound is treated as more of a suggestion than

a hard constraint (a similar problem to the one described in Chapter 7, Section 7.4.2).

Given that the bounds are relatively arbitrary already (i.e., we just need some number

in order to keep things finite), this is deemed acceptable.

9.5.4 Dynamically Replacing Calls

Occasionally it is desirable to have a different semantics for procedures when they

are being run by the metainterpreter, as opposed to when they are run directly on a

CLP engine. For example, consider again the simplistic arithmetic expression generator

in Figure 9.11. As written, the only integer constant ever accepted by this generator

is 0. While this may be suitable for a generator, this is likely unacceptable for an

acceptor of arithmetic expressions, which generally are assumed to contain arbitrary

integer constants. In particular, this can make testing of the generator difficult if we try

to test it with known arithmetic expressions. If a known arithmetic expression is rejected,

it could either mean there is a bug in the generator, or that simply the 0 restriction came

into play. (While this is relatively simplistic in this example, with larger generators this

becomes a difficult problem.)

To resolve this problem, one strategy is to rewrite the simplistic generator as shown

in Figure 9.12. Figure 9.12 calls out to the intConstant procedure for determining if

some input integer constant is valid, instead of hard-coding 0 as is done in Figure 9.11.

Because intConstant is true for every possible input, as written this will accept any

possible integer constant. This behavior is desirable when exp is used as an acceptor,

though not when exp is used as a generator, as the generated programs will contain holes
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(an issue discussed more thoroughly in Section 7.3.2).

1 intConstant (_) .
2
3 exp ( i n t ( Int ) ) :−
4 intConstant ( Int ) .
5 exp ( p lus (E1 , E2 ) ) :−
6 exp (E1 ) ,
7 exp (E2 ) .

Figure 9.12: Refactored generation code from Figure 9.11, modified to handle arbitrary
integer constants when used as an acceptor.

It turns out that this problem of holes being emitted when used as a generator can

be relatively easily fixed via a custom bounding operation. The intuition behind such an

operator follows, specifically in the context of intConstant in Figure 9.12. A bounding

operation can detect the exact point when a call to intConstant is made, as the call

is a parameter to the bounding operation. Crucially, the call has not yet been made.

At this point, the bounding operation can call some other procedure, and then fill in

the original call’s parameters with the results from the actually-called procedure. For

example, the other procedure in this case can produce 0 as a result, and then fill in the

result of intConstant with 0. From there, execution proceeds as normal. In this way,

we can effectively change the behavior of intConstant to fill in 0, but only if it is run

underneath the metainterpreter.

In the implementation, this operation handled by interceptAndRedirectAtBounding.

This is used fairly often, specifically for the purpose of filling in holes. This also has a

nice side benefit of separating generation code from bounding code, as the other procedure

mentioned above can be located far from the definition of exp in Figure 9.12.
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9.5.5 Swarm Testing

The last fundamental operation discussed is a custom search operator, as opposed

to a custom bounding operator. This can be composed with random search (through

random_permutation), as well as any other search strategies. While it has the signature

of a search operator, it behaves in a very different way from other search operators:

instead of reordering choices, it methodically cuts out certain choices.

The operator referred to is that of addSwarm, which is based on the idea of Swarm

Testing [105]. In Swarm Testing, the idea is to intentionally prevent some subset of

AST productions from being emitted. While this reduces the breadth of a test suite

generated (they contain fewer productions), it increases the depth of such a suite, as the

few productions allowed get used much more thoroughly. In practice, this can lead to

more effective bug-finding.

The addSwarm operator is used to augment a user-defined procedure with Swarm-like

capabilities. The basic idea is that ahead of time, we mark certain rules of a user-defined

procedure as being forbidden. When the search operator is called by the metainterpreter,

it will prune away calls to any rules which were marked as forbidden. This serves as a

simple but effective way of implementing Swarm Testing. Additionally, this generalizes

the idea of Swarm Testing to whole procedures, as opposed to just AST productions as

in the original formulation [105].

9.6 Results and Discussion

The metainterpreter has been used for multiple years in my work, and it has proven

itself indispensible. This has made simple random search a reality, and in most generators

the burden of thinking about bounds has been lifted. With bounding, only incredibly

complex generators need special thinking (e.g., the SimpleScala generator discussed in
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Chapter 7). Additionally, the metainterpreter composes well with Typed-Prolog (dis-

cussed in Chapter 8), with Typed-Prolog handling compile-time issues and the metain-

terpreter handling runtime issues. As such, I consider the metainterpreter to overall be

a great success.

The downside of the metainterpreter is that it significantly hurts performance, often

by nearly an order of magnitude. While this certainly is significant, in practice it is still

usually the case that the test case generation rate exceeds the rate at which tests can

actually be executed. Moreover, considering that CLP-based testing already tends to be

orders of magnitude faster than existing test case generation tools (see Chapters 3 and 4),

even with this significant performance hit the result is still better than the competition.

9.7 Conclusions and Future Work

The metainterpreter has made writing test case generation code simpler, and has

allowed for the easy and automatic extension of CLP to proper random testing. With

the help of the metainterpreter, I can easily fine-tune bounding parameters without fear of

accidentally breaking a generator. Since its development, I have used the metainterpreter

extensively in nearly all my test case generation projects.

For future work, a major improvement relates to performance. Instead of working

on writing a faster metainterpreter (which gets dangerously close to writing a custom

CLP implementation), my plan is to embed the work done by the metainterpreter into a

special compiler. This would necessarily restrict the sort of bounding and search opera-

tions which could be constructed with the metainterpreter, but based on my experiences

with the metainterpreter all commonly-used behavior can be handled. We already have

ideas as to how this can be compiled, particularly in the context of a language like

Typed-Prolog (discussed in Chapter 8). Such a compilation pass should see a major
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performance recovery, and thus make generator execution up to 10× faster even with

automatic bounding and search parameterization.
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Conclusions and Future Work

Software bugs are pervasive, necessitating automated techniques in order to find them

before they cause problems. In this work, we have looked specifically at the technique

of black-box fuzzing for this purpose. After modeling black-box fuzzing as a constraint

satisfaction problem, the use of CLP for testing becomes a natural fit given the state of

the art in constraint solvers. Through six different case students in disparate domains,

I have shown that CLP is widely applicable to testing, and it is overall an effective

solution to the generalized structured black-box test case generation problem. During

this process, I have discovered and reported dozens of bugs in popular industry-strength

software projects, immediately leading to the wider impact of more reliable software. I

have also shown how to better adapt CLP to the problem of test case generation.

In the future, I want to apply CLP to even more testing domains in order to fur-

ther explore CLP’s expressibility limits and wider generality. Additionally, I want to

experiment with alternative constraint solvers in different testing domains, including the

constraint solvers discussed in Chapter 1, Section 1.6. While CLP may represent the

pinnacle of expressibility, I am curious to see how much of this expressibility is actually

required in simpler testing domains, particularly those in education.
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Appendix A

CLP Preliminaries

The purpose of this appendix is to discuss some basic information behind CLP, including a

simple introduction. While this introduction is far from complete, it should be sufficient

to understand the CLP code used throughout this document. For a more complete

discussion of the pragmatics behind writing CLP/Prolog code, books such as The Art of

Prolog [100] and The Craft of Prolog [174] serve as good references. From more of an

academic side, Warren et al. [60] is a good reference on how Prolog works in comparison to

functional languages, and Jaffar et al. [40, 41] provides the basic theoretical formulation

of CLP.

A.1 CLP Background

CLP was first formulated by Jaffar et al. [40]. For our purposes, CLP can be seen

as a generalization of Prolog [61], where the domain of discourse is parameterized. For

example, the domain of discourse for Prolog is fixed over integers, atoms, and compound

structures, whereas this domain of discourse can theoretically be anything for CLP. In

practice, this usually includes the same domain of discourse as Prolog, but also includes
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features like symbolic integers [146] or sets [193]. From a constraint solver perspective,

this relationship between Prolog and CLP is somewhat analogous to the relationhip

between SAT and SMT, where SMT can incorporate many types of constraints [57, 45],

including those of SAT.

A.2 A Taste of CLP

A.2.1 Overview

CLP is particularly well-suited to problems which involve constraint satisfaction, or

search. In these sort of problems, we know what a correct solution looks like, but we may

not know exactly how to produce it. This is classically true for NP-Complete problems,

though this applies to a surprisingly wide context.

The rest of this appendix assumes you are using SWI-PL (http://www.swi-prolog.

org/) as your engine, where the engine is what is used to execute CLP code. SWI-PL

can be loaded with the swipl command, which will bring you to the REPL. The prompt

for the REPL is ?-; any code you see in this dissertation which is preceeded by ?- is

intended to be written at the REPL. The code after ?- is known as a query, which serves

as a code entry point.

CLP code can be loaded in the REPL like so, assuming we are intending to load the

code in foo.pl:

?− [ f oo ] .

Note that input files must have the .pl extension.
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A.2.2 Facts

One of the most basic things we can do in CLP is define facts : statements which are

trivially true. For example, consider the following code:

1 i s I n t e g e r ( 0 ) .
2 i s I n t e g e r ( 1 ) .
3 i s I n t e g e r ( 2 ) .
4
5 isName ( a l i c e ) .
6 isName (bob ) .

The way to read the above code on a per-line basis is the following:

• 1: isInteger is true underneath input 0

• 2: isInteger is true underneath input 1

• 3: isInteger is true underneath input 2

• 5: isName is true underneath input alice

• 6: isName is true underneath input bob

We can issue queries on the above facts like so (where lines which do not begin

with ?- are the output of the engine).

1 ?− i s I n t e g e r ( 0 ) .
2 true .
3 ?− i s I n t e g e r ( 3 ) .
4 fa l se .
5 ?− isName ( a l i c e ) .
6 true .
7 ?− isName (bob ) .
8 true .
9 ?− isName ( c a r o l ) .
10 fa l se .
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As shown above, while it is true that isInteger holds under input 0 in line 1, it is

false that isInteger holds under input 3 in line 3. This follows from the definition of

the isInteger facts in the previous listing. Similar behavior is seen for the isName facts.

Data Used: Integers and Atoms

There are two kinds of data used in the previous listings: integers and atoms. Integers

are, well, integers, and are represented as we would expected (e.g., 0, 1, 2, etc.). Atoms

are names which begin with a lowercase letter, as with alice, bob, and carol in the above

listings. For our purposes, atoms behave like strings, with the constraint that they must

begin with a lowercase letter. (Strictly speaking, atoms are really symbols as opposed to

strings, but this distinction will never be important throughout this dissertation.)

A.2.3 Variables

So far, we have only seen how to ask if a fact holds under some known data. In and

of itself, this is not particularly useful. However, we can use the same infrastructure to

ask a closely related question: under what data does a fact hold?

In order to ask this sort of question, we need to introduce variables. Variables must

begin with an uppercase letter, which distinguishes them from the atoms defined in

Section A.2.2. To see variables in action, consider the following code:

1 isOne ( 1 ) .
2 isTwo ( 2 ) .

As before, we can still check to see if a fact holds under some known input:

1 ?− isOne ( 1 ) .
2 true .
3 ?− isOne ( 2 ) .
4 fa l se .
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However, with variables in play, we can now ask for inputs under which the fact holds,

like so:

1 ?− isOne (X) .
2 X = 1 .
3 ?− isTwo (Y) .
4 Y = 2 .

Variables can also be used in the very definition of facts. For example, consider the

following code:

areEqual (X, X) .

Intuitively, the meaning of the above code is that the areEqual fact holds if both of its in-

puts have the same value. When used with known data, this behaves in a straightforward

manner:

1 ?− areEqual (1 , 1 ) .
2 true .
3 ?− areEqual (1 , 2 ) .
4 fa l se .
5 ?− areEqual (2 , 2 ) .
6 true .

However, with variables in play, the areEqual fact begins to show some interesting

behavior. Consider the following queries:

1 ?− areEqual (X, 1 ) .
2 X = 1 .
3 ?− areEqual (1 , X) .
4 X = 1 .
5 ?− areEqual (X, Y) .
6 X = Y.

All three queries above succeeded, meaning they were true. However, because the values

of some variables were determined in the process, the engine no longer prints true; the

true is implicit in the fact that some variables received values. At line 1, the engine

figured out that in order to make the areEqual fact hold underneath the variable X and
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the integer 1, it must be the case that X = 1. This was similarly true at line 3, where

the only difference is the order of the parameters to areEqual. The query on line 5 is

arguably the most interesting of these, because the engine was able to deduce X = Y; that

is, the variables X and Y must be equal to each other. The engine deduced this without

knowing exactly what these variables hold; while we know that X = Y, it could be the

case that X = 1 or X = 2, but we do not know for certain.

Let’s go deeper. Consider the code below, which behaves a lot like areEqual above

but it operates over three inputs instead of two:

t r i p l eEqua l (X, X, X) .

Now consider the following queries:

1 ?− t r i p l eEqua l (1 , 1 , 2 ) .
2 fa l se .
3 ?− t r i p l eEqua l (X, 1 , 2 ) .
4 fa l se .
5 ?− t r i p l eEqua l (1 , 1 , X) .
6 X = 1 .
7 ?− t r i p l eEqua l (X, Y, 1 ) .
8 X = Y, Y = 1 .
9 ?− t r i p l eEqua l (X, 1 , Y) .
10 X = Y, Y = 1 .
11 ?− t r i p l eEqua l (X, Y, Z ) .
12 X = Y, Y = Z .

As one might expect, the query on line 1 does not succeed (it gives back false), because 1

and 2 are not equal to each other. The same reasoning applies for the query on line 3; the

value of variable X is irrelevant, because 1 will never equal 2. The query on line 5 succeeds

with X = 1, as all other inputs have been fixed at 1. The query on line 7 shows that

all the variables involved are equal to each other (namely, X = Y), but additionally one

of those variables equals a value (namely, Y = 1). While the engine does not explicitly

show it, it transitively holds that X = 1 for this query, as X = Y and Y = 1. The exact

same reasoning follows for the query on line 9, which differs from line 7 only in parameter
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ordering. With the query on line 11, all variables are equal to each other (again, while

the engine does not explicitly show it, it transitively holds that X = Z, as X = Y and

Y = Z).

A.2.4 Nondeterminism

An astute reader may have noticed that in the previous section (Section A.2.3), we

did not use the same initial example introduced in Section A.2.2. For the purposes of the

current section, we will reuse the initial example from Section A.2.2, and use it along with

the variables introduced in Section A.2.3. For convenience, this code has been duplicated

below:

1 i s I n t e g e r ( 0 ) .
2 i s I n t e g e r ( 1 ) .
3 i s I n t e g e r ( 2 ) .
4
5 isName ( a l i c e ) .
6 isName (bob ) .

Consider the following query on the above code, which uses variables:

?− i s I n t e g e r (X) .
X = 0

The engine appears to hang at this point, as it is waiting for user input. If we hit

semicolon (;), we can see additional output:

?− i s I n t e g e r (X) .
X = 0 ;
X = 1

. . . at which point the engine appears to hang again. After another press of semicolon,

we receive more output:

?− i s I n t e g e r (X) .
X = 0 ;
X = 1 ;
X = 2 .
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. . . at which point the prompt returns and the engine waits for another query.

This sort of behavior may at first appear very strange, as this illustrates a fundamental

feature of logic programming languages which is not present in other types of languages.

This feature is that of nondeterministic execution. What this means is that execution can

split-off into effectively different worlds at well-defined points. In the query above, when

executing isInteger(X), there are three possibilities based on the isInteger facts. As

such, execution splits into three different worlds, where each world executes a different

isInteger fact. A description of each world follows:

• In the first world, the fact isInteger(0) is chosen, so X = 0.

• In the second world, the fact isInteger(1) is chosen, so X = 1

• In the third world, the fact isInteger(2) is chosen, so X = 2

Note that while execution split into three worlds, we visited each of these three worlds

in a precise order which reflected the order of the rules in the file. Each time we pressed

semicolon, we effectively requested that the engine explore the next world.

Each separate use of isInteger in a query (hereinafter called a call) splits the world

in this way. That is, if multiple calls to isInteger are made, then each will split execution

in this manner. An example follows.

Conjunction

We can make multiple calls to isInteger via conjunction, represented with a comma

(,). This is also sometimes referred to as a compound query. To see this in action,

consider the following query:

1 ?− i s I n t e g e r (X) , i s I n t e g e r (Y) .
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Intuitively, because each call to isInteger splits the world, we would expect this query to

show all possible combinations of X and Y if we keep hitting semicolon for more solutions.

While this will happen, these solutions will be in a well-defined order. Because there are

so many solutions, we put these in a separate listing below for clarity, in the same order

as delivered by the engine:

1. X = 0, Y = 0

2. X = 0, Y = 1

3. X = 0, Y = 2

4. X = 1, Y = 0

5. X = 1, Y = 1

6. X = 1, Y = 2

7. X = 2, Y = 0

8. X = 2, Y = 1

9. X = 2, Y = 2

As shown with the query results above, the world splits on the first call to

isInteger(X). In the first world explored, the fact isInteger(0) is chosen, and so X =

0. Execution then proceeds forward with X = 0, until the second call to isInteger(Y) is

encountered. This call selects the isInteger(0) fact to use, so Y = 0. At this point, com-

putation has ended for this set of worlds, leading to the overall result

X = 0, Y = 0.

However, there are still other worlds to explore. The engine will explore different

worlds based on the most recent world choice made. In this case, because the most
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recent choice of worlds was done with isInteger(Y), we choose a different world for this

call. The next world has the fact isInteger(1), so Y = 1. Nothing is left to execute, so

overall X = 0, Y = 1. Upon asking for another solution, there are still worlds to explore

for the call isInteger(Y), and the fact isInteger(2) is chosen, leading to Y = 2. Since

there is nothing left to compute after this point, overall X = 0, Y = 2.

At this point, there are no further choices for isInteger(Y). As such, when asked

for another solution, the engine looks for the next most recent choice made, which

was done for isInteger(X). Initially, the fact isInteger(0) was used for the call to

isInteger(X), but at this point we have completey exhausted all the possibilities of

that world. As such, the next choice for isInteger(X) is made, leading to the usage

of the fact isInteger(1), leading to X = 1. From here, the call to isInteger(Y) is

performed, which entails splitting into three worlds corresponding to the three facts for

isInteger.

In order to implement this idea of going back to the most recent choice, we can

employ a stack. Note that this stack maintains choices : other worlds which we have yet

to explore, with the next world to explore on top. This is related to the call stack only

in that both are stacks; the choice stack and the call stack are completely separate data

structures.

Revisiting Facts

The original explanation of facts in Section A.2.2 intentionally didn’t mention non-

determinism in order to simplify the discussion. However, even for the queries where

the input data was known (e.g., isInteger(1)), nondeterminism was present, although

hidden. To see how this nondeterminism was hidden, consider the query below:

1 ?− i s I n t e g e r ( 2 ) .
2 true .
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The above query calls isInteger, and it will cause the world to split. In the first world

chosen, the fact isInteger(0) is used. However, this fact does not work with the given

input: we are asking if isInteger(2) is true, but instead we are given that isInteger(1)

is true. These incompatible facts trigger failure, the opposite of success. However, this

does not completely stop execution, because we see that we have other choices to explore.

As such, we then consider the next world: the fact isInteger(1). This similarly leads

to failure, but again there are still worlds to explore. Specifically, we still need to explore

the fact isInteger(2), which is the next (and last) world. Upon choosing this fact, the

original query of isInteger(2) succeeds: this query is compatible with a world wherein

isInteger(2) is a fact.

As described, failure internally occurs twice in execution of this seemingly simple

query, but the query still overall succeeded. The query succeeds as long as any single

choice works; it is ok (and common) if some choices lead to failure. In this way, failure

should not be treated like an error condition, but instead a normal part of computation

for CLP. Failure exists because we don’t generally know ahead of time which choice will

work, so we may need to explore choices which ultimately don’t work out.

Only when all choices lead to failure does a query fail as a whole. To illustrate this,

consider the query below:

1 ?− i s I n t e g e r ( 3 ) .
2 fa l se .

Internally, this query follows the exact same pattern as previously described. However,

since there is no isInteger(3) fact, this will eventually fail. In the process, the facts

isInteger(0), isInteger(1), and isInteger(2) are all explored in their respective

worlds, but none of them lead to success.

As an aside, while this whole discussion is true in general, most engines (SWI-PL

included) will implement optimizations (such as clause indexing, e.g., [188]) which try to
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avoid exploring choices which will lead to failure. For example, consider the following

query:

1 ?− i s I n t e g e r ( 0 ) .
2 true .

According to this discussion, the above query should hang, waiting for a semicolon in

order to explore additional solutions. However, this will not happen. This is because the

engine knows that the other choices for the isInteger fact will not work in this case,

since there is only one isInteger(0) fact. As such, it won’t even give you the option to

try to explore the other isInteger facts: the engine knows they won’t work, so it has

cut those choices out entirely. Because this is ultimately just an optimization, it is not

discussed in detail.

A.2.5 Arithmetic

Arithmetic can be done in CLP using the built-in is keyword. Several basic examples

follow:

1 ?− W i s 4 + 6 .
2 W = 10 .
3 ?− X i s 3 ∗ 3 .
4 X = 9 .
5 ?− Y i s 4 / 2 .
6 Y = 2 .
7 ?− Z i s 10 − 5 .
8 X = 5 .

Expressions can be nested, as one might expect:

1 ?− W i s 2 ∗ (1 + 1 ) .
2 W = 4 .

Variables can be used in expressions, as long as they have known values. For example,

the following is ok:

1 ?− X i s 2 + 2 , Y i s X + X.
2 X = 4 , Y = 8 .
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. . . however, the following closely related query is not ok:

1 ?− Y i s X + X, X i s 2 + 2 .
2 ERROR: i s /2 : Arguments are not s u f f i c i e n t l y i n s t a n t i a t e d

The above query doesn’t work because conjunction (,) works strictly from left-to-right.

With this in mind, Y is X + X is executed first. This is problematic, as X does not have

a value until X is 2 + 2 is executed. This explains the error message, which states that

an argument to is does not have a known value (specifically X in the above example).

We can preserve the meaning of the above code without being sensitive to the ordering

of conjuncts by using built-in arithmetic constraint solvers. Instead of using is, we can

use the #= operator instead, like so:

1 ?− use_module ( l i b r a r y ( c l p f d ) ) .
2 % −−−FULL OUTPUT OMITTED−−−
3 true .
4 ?− Y #= X + X, X #= 2 + 2 .
5 Y = 8 , X = 4 .

The use_module(library(clpfd)) directive will tell specifically SWI-PL [67] to load in

the constraint solver; different engines perform this in different ways. The particularly

library loaded, namely clpfd, is short for “constraint logic programming - finite domains”;

more details are provided in Triska [146]. The percent symbol (%) begins an end-of-line

comment. The #= operation will perform the given arithmetic operations symbolically,

which often entails the use of an arithmetic constraint solver. This constraint solving is

mostly hidden away from the user. In practice, because such constraint solvers usually

come with a performance penalty (up to 10× in my experiences), it is ideal to avoid

them until absolutely necessary. It is often possible to achieve this by carefully reordering

conjunctions and minor code restructuring.

Related to arithmetic operations are arithmetic comparisons. Consider the following

examples:
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1 ?− 1 < 2 .
2 true .
3 ?− 1 =< 1 .
4 true .
5 ?− 2 > 1 .
6 true .
7 ?− 2 < 1 .
8 fa l se .
9 ?− X i s 1 + 1 , X < 4 .
10 true .

As with the arithmetic operations, these arithmetic comparisons only work over

known values. For example, if we switch the order of the last query above, an error

will result. This is shown below:

1 ?− X < 4 , X i s 1 + 1 .
2 ERROR: </2: Arguments are not s u f f i c i e n t l y i n s t a n t i a t e d

In the above example, since conjunction (,) works strictly left-to-right, the X < 4 portion

is executed before the X is 1 + 1 part. Since the variable X has no known value at

X < 4, we get the error message above.

Once again, we can solve this problem of needing to know the values in relational

comparisons with the help of arithmetic constraint solvers. In this case, instead of using

<, we can use #<, like so:

1 ?− use_module ( l i b r a r y ( c l p f d ) ) .
2 % −−−FULL OUTPUT OMITTED−−−
3 true .
4 ?− X #< 4 , X #= 1 + 1 .
5 X = 2 .

The use_module(library(clpfd)) directive serves the same purpose as before. Sim-

ilarly, with #<, the < operation is now executed symbolically, making the conjunction

order irrelevant. This still can come with a significant performance cost, so this sort of

change is typically avoided if possible.
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A.2.6 Rules

As of yet, we haven’t really gotten into how to do much real “work” as far as compu-

tation goes. The first example we will use which does real work is that of the factorial

function (!) from mathematics. The factorial function can be expressed recursively via

the piecewise function shown below:

n! =

{
1 if n = 0

n× (n− 1)! if n > 0

The CLP code below implements the factorial function above.

1 f a c t o r i a l (0 , 1 ) .
2 f a c t o r i a l (N, Result ) :−
3 N > 0 ,
4 MinOne i s N − 1 ,
5 f a c t o r i a l (MinOne , RestResult ) ,
6 Result i s N ∗ RestResult .

As shown above, we can execute arbitrary code along with a fact by following the

fact with :-. This symbol is used because it is reminiscent of reverse implication (⇐),

which is how calls work from a logical perspective; more details are available in Nilsson et

al. [69]. When :- is used, it is referred to as a rule. Rules are permitted to be recursive,

allowing us to perform arbitrary computation. A line-by-line explanation of the above

code follows:

1. Fact implementing the behavior that the factorial of 0 is 1, directly from the original

math

2. Rule implementing the recursive case of factorial.

3. Check that the input n is greater than 0

4. Calculation of n− 1 in the original math
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5. Calculation of (n− 1)! in the original math

6. Calculation of n× (n− 1)! in the original math

Example queries to the above code are shown below. Note that the engine had

additional choices to explore and appeared to “hang” as it did in Section A.2.4. In this

case, extra exploration always leads to failure. As such, instead of pressing semicolon for

more solutions, period (.) was instead pressed to stop the search.

1 ?− f a c t o r i a l (0 , N) .
2 N = 1 .
3 ?− f a c t o r i a l (1 , N) .
4 N = 1 .
5 ?− f a c t o r i a l (2 , N) .
6 N = 2 .
7 ?− f a c t o r i a l (3 , N) .
8 N = 6 .
9 ?− f a c t o r i a l (4 , N) .
10 N = 24 .

As shown with the example queries above, the first parameter to factorial is the

number to get the factorial of. The second parameter holds the result. This works very

differently from what one might expect from functional programming; instead of there

being very well-defined inputs and outputs (as there are with functions), this line between

inputs and outputs is intentionally blurred in CLP.

A.2.7 Structures

In addition to integers and atoms, we can also form composite data structures. Com-

posite data structures (or just structures) allow us to hold multiple values at once, much

like a tuple. The only real difference from a tuple is that they also have a given name

associated with them. To illustrate this, the code snippet below shows a structure named

foo which contains the values 1 and 2:
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f oo (1 , 2)

Structures can be used to build up larger data structures, and even recursive data

structures like lists and trees. To demonstrate, we will implement some list operations

below which operate on a custom list definition, where cons is the name of a structure

representing a non-empty list, and nil is an atom representing an empty list. With this

in mind, we will define a myAppend routine which appends two lists together, resulting

in a third list. The name “myAppend” is used to avoid a conflict with a built-in opera-

tion named “append”, which performs the same basic operation. Without further ado,

myAppend is defined below:

1 myAppend( n i l , L i s t , L i s t ) .
2 myAppend( cons (Head , Ta i l ) , L i s t , cons (Head , Rest ) ) :−
3 myAppend( Tai l , L i s t , Rest ) .

A line-by-line explanation of the above code follows:

1. If the first list is empty, the result (held in the third parameter) should be the same

as the second list. In other words, if we append an empty list onto some other list

List, then the result should be List (i.e., the list does not change).

2. If the first list is non-empty, name the components of the list Head (for the first

element of the list) and Tail (for the rest of the list). The result list should start

with this same Head, followed by the other list Rest, which has not yet been defined.

3. Recursively call myAppend, using Tail (the rest of the elements in the first param-

eter), List (the second parameter), and Rest (the recursive result).

An example query using the above myAppend definition follows. This query appends the

list “1, 2, 3” onto the list “4, 5, 6”, yielding the result list “1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6”. The

query follows:
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1 ?− myAppend( cons (1 , cons (2 , cons (3 , n i l ) ) ) ,
2 cons (4 , cons (5 , cons (6 , n i l ) ) ) ,
3 Result ) .
4 Result = cons (1 ,
5 cons (2 ,
6 cons (3 ,
7 cons (4 ,
8 cons (5 ,
9 cons (6 ,
10 n i l ) ) ) ) ) ) .

Lists are very commonly used in CLP. As such, there is built-in notation for lists,

which helps improve readability and gets rid of all the extra parentheses above. This

notation is translated down into normal structures which behave very similarly to cons

and nil above; in fact, the only differences are in the structure names used. Some notes

on the built-in list notation follow:

• []: The empty list

• [1]: A list containing one element, namely 1

• [1, 2]: A list containing two elements, namely 1 and 2. This same pattern can

be used for a list of length 3 (e.g., [1, 2, 3]), and so on.

• [Head|Tail]: A non-empty list that starts with the element Head, where the rest

of the list is held in Tail.

• [First, Second|Rest]: A list with a minimum length of 2, where the first element

is First, the second element is Second, and the rest of the elements (as in, all

elements after Second) are in the list Rest.

We can rewrite myAppend with this updated list notation. This rewrite (yielding

myAppend2) is shown below, along with the updated query:
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1 myAppend2 ( [ ] , L i s t , L i s t ) .
2 myAppend2 ( [ Head | Ta i l ] , L i s t , [ Head | Rest ] ) :−
3 myAppend2( Tai l , L i s t , Rest ) .
4
5 ?− myAppend2 ( [ 1 , 2 , 3 ] , [ 4 , 5 , 6 ] , Result ) .
6 Result = [ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ] .

While the code above looks very different from the code before, this behaves in exactly

the same way.

Executing “Backwards”

Before concluding this section, there is an important point to make about how

myAppend2 works. In the previous example, we simply appended the lists [1, 2, 3]

and [4, 5, 6] together, yielding the unsurprising result [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. This is

entirely expected, and does not show anything particularly interesting about CLP.

What is interesting about myAppend2 is that we can execute it effectively “in reverse”.

For example, instead of giving it the known inputs of [1, 2, 3] and [4, 5, 6] and

asking for the output, we can instead give a known output of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] and

ask for inputs. Such a query is shown below:

?− myAppend2( Input1 , Input2 , [ 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 ] ) .

If we keep hitting semicolon and ask for different query results, we end up with 7 in all,

listed below:

1. Input1 = [], Input2 = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]

2. Input1 = [1], Input2 = [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]

3. Input1 = [1, 2], Input2 = [3, 4, 5, 6]

4. Input1 = [1, 2, 3], Input2 = [4, 5, 6]
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5. Input1 = [1, 2, 3, 4], Input2 = [5, 6]

6. Input1 = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], Input2 = [6]

7. Input1 = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], Input2 = []

As shown with these results, such a query effectively asks “which two unknown lists, when

appended to each other, yield the list [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]?” Each of the above answers

reflects some possible combination of the input lists Input1 and Input2 to yield this ex-

pected result list (e.g., the first result appends the empty list onto

[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6], the second result appends the list [1] onto the list

[2, 3, 4, 5, 6], and so on). In this way, depending on the query we issue to myAppend2,

we can effectively execute “backwards”, going from known outputs to unknown inputs.

A.2.8 Unification

While Section A.2.3 discussed variable usage at length, and variables have been used

in each subsequent section, a full discussion of how variables get values has never been

provided. These details are important for understanding how CLP works overall, partic-

ularly in the context of “backwards execution” in Section A.2.7. We shed some insight

on exactly how variables get values in this section.

In CLP, variables are assigned values via unification. Unification is effectively math-

ematical equality (=), but in a way that can be implemented within the CLP engine.

In fact, = is used to tell the CLP engine to unify two values, just as we would say that

two values should be equal in math. Like mathematical equality, unification operates in

either direction. For example, consider the following two queries:
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1 ?− X = 1 .
2 X = 1 .
3 ?− 1 = X.
4 X = 1 .

Both of these queries result in the assignment of 1 to X, and they fundamentally work in

the exact same way. This is decidedly unlike the assignment operator from other lan-

guages, wherein the variable must be on the left and the value must be on the right. This

is somewhat obnoxious because other languages still use the syntactic = for assignment,

even though assignment bears little connection to its mathematical meaning. In contrast,

CLP’s unification operator works just like mathematical =, and idiomatic CLP lacks as-

signment. (As an aside, true assignment is also present in most CLP engines, though its

usage is strongly discouraged; no code presented in this dissertation uses assignment.)

Also like mathematical = and unlike assignment, once a variable has a value, the

value of the variable can never change. For example, the following query fails:
1 ?− X = 1 , X = 2 .
2 fa l se .

At the point of X = 1 in the above query, CLP stores that the value of variable X is 1.

When X = 2 is encountered, this ultimately triggers failure (leading the engine to report

false above), as 1 and 2 are not equal to each other.

The related query below does, however, succeed:
1 ?− X = 1 , X = 1 .
2 X = 1 .

At the first use of X = 1, the value of variable X is stored to be 1. At the second use of X

= 1, we simply check to see if the stored value of X is 1. In this case, the stored value of

X is equal to 1, and so the query succeeds with the information that the value of X is 1.

This process is easy enough to follow when we deal with exactly one variable and one

value. However, part of the power of CLP is that we can reason about many variables

and values. For example, consider the following query:
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1 ?− X = Y, X = 1 , Y = 2 .
2 fa l se .

The above query fails because we first added a constraint that X and Y should be the same

value, and then we tried to give X and Y separate values (namely 1 and 2, respectively). If

we had never issued the X = Y part in the query above, this query would have succeeded.

Such a modified query can be seen below, which succeeds:

1 ?− X = 1 , Y = 2 .
2 X = 1 , Y = 2 .

What the above two queries show is that somehow we need to record if two variables

hold the same value, even if we don’t know exactly what that value is yet. This was

the case for the X = Y portion above, which recorded that variables X and Y should hold

the same value, even though values had not been given to X and Y.

This sort of recording can be most easily understood in terms of equivalence classes.

Roughly, an equivalence class is a set of elements which are all declared to be equal. Ini-

tially, all values and variables are in their own separate equivalence classes. For example,

let’s say that we have variables X and Y, along with the value 1. Initially, there are three

equivalence classes: one containing X, a second containing Y, and a third containing 1. If

we issue a unification X = Y, this effectively states to merge the equivalence classes for

X and Y. This merge leaves us with two equivalence classes: one containing both X and

Y (hereinafter named X ∪ Y ), and a second containing the value 1. If we then issue the

unification X = 1, we will then take the equivalence class containing X (namely X ∪ Y )

and merge it with the equivalence class which just contains 1. In this example, the end

result is a single equivalence class holding variables X and Y, along with the value 1. The

semantic meaning of this is that variables X and Y share the same value, and that value

is 1. For the rest of the discussion, we will call this equivalence class X ∪ Y ∪ 1.

Care must be taken when merging equivalence classes. For example, if we take the
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equivalence class X ∪Y ∪ 1 and attempt to merge it with an equivalence class containing

2, this should fail: 1 does not equal 2, and so we can never merge equivalence classes

containing different values. In CLP, such faulty attempts to merge (i.e., attempts to

unify values which cannot be unified) lead to failure. This failure will either cause the

entire query to fail, or go back to whatever the last choice was and potentially try to

unify with a different value.
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Formal Notation Used

Throughout this dissertation, mathematical formalisms are employed for a variety of

reasons. This appendix explains exactly what this notation means.

B.1 Tuples

Tuples are ordered sequences of elements of possibly different types. Duplicate ele-

ments are permitted. The number of elements tuples contain is fixed, though tuples of

arbitrarily large size can be constructed.

• A 2-tuple (also known as a pair) of a and b: (a · b)

• A 3-tuple (also known as a triple) of a, b, and c: (a · b · c)

• A 4-tuple of a, b, c, and d: (a · b · c · d)

B.2 Lists

Lists are ordered sequences of elements of a single type. Duplicates are permitted.

The number of elements they contain is unbounded.
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• Empty list: []

• Sequence of something represented with metavariable a: ~a

• Prepending element a1 on a list ~a2: a1 :: ~a2

• Getting the number of items in a list ~a: |~a|

B.3 Sets

Sets are unordered sequences of elements of a single type. Duplicates are not per-

mitted. The number of elements sets contain is unbounded.

• Empty set: {}

• Set of something represented with metavariable a: ā

• Checking if element a is contained in set s̄: a ∈ s̄

• Checking if element a is not contained in set s̄: a 6∈ s̄

• Adding an element a to a set s̄: s̄ + a. If a ∈ s̄, then s̄ + a simply returns s̄

(effectively a no-op).

• Getting the number of items in a set s̄: |s̄|. Note that this is the same notation for

getting the number of items in a list; whichever this refers to is context-sensitive.

B.4 Maps

Maps are unordered sequences of key/value pairs. Duplicate keys are not permitted,

though duplicate values (which map to different keys) are permitted. The number of

key/value pairs maps contain is unbounded.
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• Empty map: {}. Note that this is the same notation for empty sets; whichever this

refers to is context-senstive.

• The type of a map of key K and value V : K → V . This intentionally is the same

notation as a function from K to V , as the two work in effectively the same manner.

• Map lookup, for map m and key k: m(k). This returns the value contained in m

for the key k.

• Adding key/value pair consisting of k and v, respectively, to a map m: m[k 7→ v]

• Returning the keys held in a map m as a set: keys(m)

• Getting the number of key/value pairs in a map m: |m| Note that this is the same

notation for getting the number of items in a list or a set; whichever this refers to

is context-sensitive.

B.5 Axioms, Inference Rules, and Typing Rules

When formally describing how a logical system operates, axioms and inference rules

will be used. For example, consider the notation used in Figure B.1. The axiom (identified

by the name (axiom)) states that a is always true. The inference rule (identified by the

name (rule)) states that c is true as long as a and b are true.

a (axiom) a b
c (rule)

Figure B.1: Example axiom and inference rule notation.

Rules describing type systems build on the above notation. The biggest change is the

augmentation of additional symbols that are passed around to keep track of auxilliary

information. For example, in a typing context we commonly need to keep track of which
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variables are in scope, along with which types those variables are associated with. To

better see how this works, an example with a variant of the simply-typed lambda calculus

is used. The syntax we will use is shown in Figure B.2. As shown, this grammar adds in

arithmetic and relational operations. The corresponding typing rules for this grammar

are shown in Figure B.3.

n ∈ N b ∈ Boolean x ∈ Variable

τ ∈ Type ::= nat | bool | τ1 → τ2

e ∈ Exp ::= x | n | b | λx : τ . e | e1(e2)
| e1 + e2 | e1 ≤ e2

Figure B.2: Syntax for a variant of the simply-typed lambda calculus, where τ1 → τ2
denotes a function type where the input is of type τ1 and the output is of type τ2, λx : τ . e
denotes a function that takes a parameter x of type τ with body e, e1(e2) is intended to
call a function delineated by e1 with the parameter delineated by e2, e1 +e2 adds the two
natural expressions in e1 and e2, and e1 ≤ e2 performs an arithmetic less-than-or-equal
operation over e1 and e2.

Γ ∈ Variable → Type

x ∈ keys(Γ) τ = Γ(x)

Γ ` x : τ
(var)

Γ ` n : nat (nat)
Γ ` b : bool

(bool)

Γ[x 7→ τ ] ` e : τ ′

Γ ` (λx : τ . e) : τ → τ ′
(fun)

Γ ` e1 : τ1 → τ2 Γ ` e2 : τ1
Γ ` e1(e2) : τ2

(app)

Γ ` e1 : nat Γ ` e2 : nat
Γ ` e1 + e2 : nat (add)

Γ ` e1 : nat Γ ` e2 : nat
Γ ` e1 ≤ e2 : bool

(leq)

Figure B.3: Typing rules for the syntax shown in Figure B.2.

Figure B.3 adds in judgements of the form Γ ` e : τ , where:

• Γ is a mapping of variables in scope to their corresponding types
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• e is an expression

• τ is the type of the expression e, as derived through the typing rules in Figure B.3

The typing rules are used in a recursive manner, reflecting the fact that expressions were

recursively defined in Figure B.2. An English description of each of the typing rules in

Figure B.3 is provided below:

• (var): Gets the type of the variable x

• (nat): All natural numbers are of type nat

• (bool): All booleans are of type bool

• (fun): The input type of a function is determined by the annotated type of its

parameter, namely τ . The return type of a function is determined by typechecking

its body e, resulting in the return type τ ′. In order to typecheck e, we must first

put the variable x in scope and associate it with its expected type τ .

• (app): e1 should be a function type. The expected input type of the function

should be the same as the parameter type, where the parameter is specified by

e2. Function calls overall have the same type as whatever the return type of the

function is.

• (add): Adding two natural numbers yields a natural number

• (leq): Comparing two natural numbers to each other yields a boolean
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Full System F Generator

The generator code below is based on the code in Chapter 4, Figure 4.3. Unlike the code

in Chapter 4, Figure 4.3, the code below immediately works as a generator of well-typed

expressions in System F, and it includes the definitions of all helper procedures. Overall,

there are several key differences between these two codebases:

• Depth-based bounding is employed (described in Chapter 7, Section 7.3.1). The

initialBound procedure is used to determine the initial bound to use.

• The values of integers are bound with the help of the validInteger procedure.

This problem is discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 7, Section 7.3.2.

• Variable and type variable names are bound, with the help of the validVariable

and validTypeVariable procedures, respectively. This problem is disucussed more

thoroughly in Chapter 7, Section 7.3.3.

• Cyclic terms are avoided with the help of the built-in unify_with_occurs_check

procedure. This problem is disucussed more thoroughly in Chapter 7, Section 7.3.4.

• There is an additional “hole-filling” phase which occurs after a well-typed program is
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generated, in order to ensure that output programs are fully instantiated. Without

this phase, we may emit programs like the following, where ??? represents an

uninstantiated logical variable:

λx :??? . 42

As shown above, the actual type of x is irrelevant to the program being well-typed,

as the program does not use x. Because the type is irrelevant, the typeof procedure

will fail to instantiate it, because at no point during generation will the type become

constrained. The subsequent hole-filling pass will ensure that any unconstrained

types are filled in with an arbitrary type, specifically integer in the implementation

below. This is similar to the same problem as filling in “holes” for integers, discussed

in Chapter 7, Section 7.3.2.

Wihout further ado, the code is presented below in its entirety. The last lines (137-139)

give a query which will generate all well-typed programs up to depth 2 (specified by the

initialBound procedure) in our variant of System F.

1 in i t i a lBound ( 2 ) .
2
3 v a l i d I n t e g e r ( 0 ) .
4
5 va l i dVa r i ab l e ( x ) .
6 va l i dVa r i ab l e ( y ) .
7 va l i dVa r i ab l e ( z ) .
8
9 va l idTypeVar iab le ( ’A ’ ) .
10 va l idTypeVar iab le ( ’B ’ ) .
11 va l idTypeVar iab le ( ’C ’ ) .
12
13 decBound (Bound , NewBound) :−
14 Bound > 0 ,
15 NewBound i s Bound − 1 .
16
17 lookupMap ( [ pa i r (Var , Type1 ) |_] , Var , Type2 ) :−
18 va l i dVar i ab l e (Var) ,
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19 unify_with_occurs_check (Type1 , Type2 ) .
20 lookupMap ( [ OtherVar | Rest ] , Var , Type ) :−
21 va l i dVar i ab l e (OtherVar ) ,
22 va l i dVar i ab l e (Var) ,
23 OtherVar \== Var ,
24 lookup (Rest , Var , Type ) .
25
26 addMap(X, T, [ ] , [ pa i r (X, T) ] ) :−
27 va l i dVar i ab l e (X) .
28 addMap(X, T, [ pa i r (X, _) | Rest ] , [ pa i r (X, T) | Rest ] ) :−
29 va l i dVar i ab l e (X) .
30 addMap(X1 , T,
31 [ NonMatchPair | OldRest ] ,
32 [ NonMatchPair | NewRest ] ) :−
33 NonMatchPair = pa i r (X2 , _) ,
34 va l i dVar i ab l e (X1) ,
35 va l i dVar i ab l e (X2) ,
36 X1 \== X2 ,
37 addMap(X1 , T, OldRest , NewRest ) .
38
39 % su b s t i t u t e occurrances o f A with T1 in T2 to y i e l d T3
40 sub s t i t u t e (A, T1 , T2 , T3) :−
41 val idTypeVar iab le (A) ,
42 in i t i a lBound (Bound ) ,
43 s ub s t i t u t e (Bound , A, T1 , T2 , T3 ) .
44
45 % su b s t i t u t e : Bound , A, T1 , T2 , T3
46 sub s t i t u t e (_, _, _, integer , integer ) .
47 s ub s t i t u t e (_, TypeVar ,
48 ReplaceWith , TypeVar , ReplaceWith ) :−
49 val idTypeVar iab le (TypeVar ) .
50 s ub s t i t u t e (Bound , TypeVar , ReplaceWith ,
51 arrow (T1 , T2) ,
52 arrow (NewT1, NewT2) ) :−
53 val idTypeVar iab le (TypeVar ) ,
54 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
55 s ub s t i t u t e (NewBound , TypeVar , ReplaceWith , T1 , NewT1) ,
56 s ub s t i t u t e (NewBound , TypeVar , ReplaceWith , T2 , NewT2 ) .
57 s ub s t i t u t e (Bound , TypeVar , ReplaceWith ,
58 poly (OtherTypeVar , T) ,
59 poly (OtherTypeVar , NewT) ) :−
60 val idTypeVar iab le (TypeVar ) ,
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61 val idTypeVar iab le (OtherTypeVar ) ,
62 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
63 (TypeVar == OtherTypeVar −>
64 T = NewT; % shadowing occurs
65 sub s t i t u t e (NewBound , TypeVar , ReplaceWith , T, NewT) ) .
66
67 typeo f (Gamma, E, T) :−
68 in i t i a lBound (Bound ) ,
69 typeo f (Bound , Gamma, E, T) .
70
71 typeo f (_, _, i n t ( I ) , integer ) :−
72 v a l i d I n t e g e r ( I ) .
73 typeo f (_, Gamma, va r i ab l e (X) , T) :−
74 va l i dVar i ab l e (X) ,
75 lookupMap (Gamma, X, T) .
76 typeo f (Bound , Gamma, lam(X, T1 , E) , arrow (T1 , T2) ) :−
77 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
78 va l i dVar i ab l e (X) ,
79 addMap(X, T1 , Gamma, NewGamma) ,
80 typeo f (NewBound , NewGamma, E, T2 ) .
81 typeo f (Bound , Gamma, app (E1 , E2 ) , T2) :−
82 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
83 typeo f (NewBound , Gamma, E1 , arrow (T1 , T2 ) ) ,
84 typeo f (NewBound , Gamma, E2 , T1 ) .
85 typeo f (Bound , Gamma, tlam (A, E) , poly (A, T) ) :−
86 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
87 va l idTypeVar iab le (A) ,
88 typeo f (NewBound , Gamma, E, T) .
89 typeo f (Bound , Gamma, tapp (E, T1) , T3) :−
90 decBound (Bound , NewBound) ,
91 typeo f (NewBound , Gamma, E, poly (A, T2 ) ) ,
92 va l idTypeVar iab le (A) ,
93 s ub s t i t u t e (A, T1 , T2 , T3 ) .
94
95 % f i l l H o l e sH e l p e r : Exp , SubExps , Types
96 f i l l H o l e sH e l p e r ( v a r i ab l e (X) , [ ] , [ ] ) :−
97 va l i dVar i ab l e (X) .
98 f i l l H o l e sH e l p e r ( lam (X, T, E) , [E ] , [T] ) :−
99 va l i dVar i ab l e (X) .
100 f i l l H o l e sH e l p e r ( app (E1 , E2 ) , [ E1 , E2 ] , [ ] ) .
101 f i l l H o l e sH e l p e r ( tlam (A, E) , [E ] , [ ] ) :−
102 val idTypeVar iab le (A) .
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103 f i l l H o l e sH e l p e r ( tapp (E, T) , [E ] , [T ] ) .
104
105 f i l lTypeHe lp e r ( arrow (T1 , T2) , [T1 , T2 ] ) .
106 f i l lTypeHe lp e r ( poly (A, T) , [T] ) :−
107 val idTypeVar iab le (A) .
108
109 f i l lTypeHo l e s (Type ) :−
110 ground (Type ) .
111 f i l lTypeHo l e s (Type ) :−
112 var (Type ) ,
113 Type = integer .
114 f i l lTypeHo l e s (Type ) :−
115 nonvar (Type ) ,
116 \+ ground (Type ) ,
117 f i l lTypeHe lp e r (Type , SubTypes ) ,
118 mapl i s t ( f i l lTypeHo l e s , SubTypes ) .
119
120 f i l l ExpHo l e s (Exp) :−
121 ground (Exp ) .
122 f i l l ExpHo l e s (Exp) :−
123 var (Exp ) ,
124 v a l i d I n t e g e r ( I ) ,
125 Exp = in t ( I ) .
126 f i l l ExpHo l e s (Exp) :−
127 nonvar (Exp ) ,
128 \+ ground (Exp ) ,
129 f i l l H o l e sH e l p e r (Exp , SubExps , Types ) ,
130 mapl i s t ( f i l lTypeHo l e s , Types ) ,
131 mapl i s t ( f i l lExpHo l e s , SubExps ) .
132
133 wellTyped (E, T) :−
134 typeo f ( [ ] , E, T) ,
135 f i l l ExpHo l e s (E) .
136
137 ?− wellTyped (E, T) ,
138 writeln (E) ,
139 f a i l .
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Helper Functions in Typed-Prolog

envVariableType
If the given variable is contained in the given type environment, then it returns the

type of that variable. Otherwise, it adds the variable to the type environment, and yields

some arbitrary type. While this is written as nondeterministically returning all possible

types (via τ), in the implementation unification (as already exists in CLP) is used to

handle this efficiently.

envVariableType ∈ TypeEnv × Variable → (Type × TypeEnv)

envVariableType(Γ, x) =


(Γ(x),Γ) if x ∈ keys(Γ)

(τ,Γ[x 7→ τ ]) otherwise
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typeofTerms
Given a type environment and a list of terms, returns a list of types of the same size,

where each type corresponds to each input term. Also returns an output type environ-

ment, resulting from chaining through the type environment while determining the type

of each term.

typeofTerms ∈ TypeEnv ×
−−−→
Term → (

−−→
Type × TypeEnv)

typeofTerms(Γ, []) = ([],Γ)

typeofTerms(Γ1, term1 ::
−−−→
term2) =

Γ1 ` term1 : τ1 · Γ2

let (Γ3, ~τ2) = typeofTerms(Γ2,
−−−→
term2)

(τ2 :: ~τ2,Γ3)
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unifyTypes
Takes the following:

• A template type containing type variables (expected type)

• The type to unify with (received type)

• A mapping of type variables to types they have already been unified with

Returns a new type variable mapping. The metavariable m is used to represent the

mapping of TypeVariable → Type. Gets stuck if a type error occurs.

unifyTypes ∈ Type × Type × (TypeVariable → Type)→ (TypeVariable → Type)

unifyTypes(int, int,m) = m

unifyTypes(atom, atom,m) = m

unifyTypes(bool,bool,m) = m

unifyTypes(relation(~τ1), relation(~τ2),m) =

unifyTypesList(~τ1, ~τ2,m)

unifyTypes(un(~τ1), un(~τ2),m) =

unifyTypesList(~τ1, ~τ2,m)

unifyTypes(T, τ) =
m[T 7→ τ ] if T /∈ keys(m)

m if T ∈ keys(m) ∧m(T ) = τ
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unifyTypesList
Lifts unifyTypes to lists of types. The metavariable m is used to represent the mapping

of TypeVariable → Type.

unifyTypesList ∈
−−→
Type ×

−−→
Type × (TypeVariable → Type)→ (TypeVariable → Type)

unifyTypesList([], [],m) = m

unifyTypesList(τ1 :: ~τ2, τ3 :: ~τ4,m1) =

let m2 = unifyTypes(τ1, τ3,m1)

unifyTypesList(~τ2, ~τ4,m2)

unifyPolyHelper
The metavariable m is used to represent the mapping of TypeVariable → Type. Math-

ematically, τ in the helper below denotes nondeterministic choice between all possible

types. In the implementation this is handled efficiently thanks to unification; a fresh,

uninstantiated logical variable is used in place of τ .

unifyPolyHelper ∈
−−−−−−−−−→
TypeVariable × (TypeVariable → Type)→

−−→
Type

unifyPolyHelper([],m) = []

unifyPolyHelper(T1 :: ~T2,m) =

let τ =


m(T ) if T ∈ keys(m)

τ otherwise

τ :: unifyPolyHelper( ~T2,m)
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unifyPoly
Takes the following:

• The list of type variables in play

• A list of expected types, which may contain the type variables held in the first

parameter

• A list of actual types, which should be unified with the expected types

Returns a list of types which correspond one-to-one with the input list of type variables.

For example, consider the following call to unifyPoly and corresponding return value:

unifyPoly([T ], [relation(T, T )], [relation(int, int)]) = {T 7→ int}

The metavariable m is used to represent the mapping of TypeVariable → Type. In the

actual implementation, this operation is replaced with unification between the two lists

of types, treating the type variables as logic variables. This ends up implicitly building

the output type mapping in the process.

unifyPoly ∈
−−−−−−−−−→
TypeVariable ×

−−→
Type ×

−−→
Type →

−−→
Type

unifyPoly(
−→
T , ~τ1, ~τ2) =

let m = unifyTypesList(~τ1, ~τ2, {})

unifyPolyHelper(
−→
T ,m)
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Helper Functions in SimpleScala

makeMap
Given two sequences of the same length, creates a map out of them where the first

sequence contains keys, and the second sequence contains values. Gets stuck if the two

sequences are of different lengths. If the keys contain duplicate elements, then the first

key in the first sequence will “win out” and end up in the resulting map with whatever

value it maps to.

makeMap ∈ ~K × ~V → (K → V )

makeMap([], []) = {}

makeMap(k1 :: ~k2, v1 :: ~v2) =

(makeMap(~k2, ~v2))[k1 7→ v1]
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typeOk
Returns true if all the type variables in the given type are in scope.

typeOk ∈ Type → Boolean

typeOk(string) = true

typeOk(boolean) = true

typeOk(integer) = true

typeOk(unitType) = true

typeOk(τ1 → τ2) =

typeOk(τ1) ∧ typeOk(τ2)

typeOk(( ~τ )) =

typeOkList(~τ)

typeOk(un[~τ ]) =

typeOkList(~τ)

typeOk(T ) = T ∈ tscope

typeOkList
Returns true if typeOk returns true on each input type.

typeOkList ∈
−−→
Type → Boolean

typeOkList([]) = true

typeOkList(τ1 :: ~τ2) =

typeOk(τ1) ∧ typeOkList(~τ2)
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typeReplace
Performs type replacement. The first parameter is the type variables in the play. The

second parameter is the types these type variables should map to. The third parameter

is the type on which to perform type replacement. Returns the resulting replaced type.

To illustrate, consider the following examples, where A and B are type variables:

typeReplace([A], [integer], string) = string

typeReplace([A], [integer], A) = integer

typeReplace([A], [integer], A→ ( A, string )) = integer→ ( integer, string )

typeReplace([A], [integer], A→ B) = integer→ B

Gets stuck if the number of type variables in the first parameter differs from the number

of types provided in the second parameter.

typeReplace ∈
−−−−−−−−−→
TypeVariable ×

−−→
Type × Type → Type

typeReplace(
−→
T , ~τ1, τ2) =

typeReplaceHelper(makeMap(
−→
T , ~τ1), τ2)
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typeReplaceHelper
Helper function used by typeReplace. Actually performs the traversal over types.

typeReplaceHeader ∈ (TypeVariable → Type)× Type → Type

typeReplaceHelper(m, string) = string

typeReplaceHelper(m,boolean) = boolean

typeReplaceHelper(m, integer) = integer

typeReplaceHelper(m,unitType) = unitType

typeReplaceHelper(m, τ1 → τ2) =

let τ ′1 = typeReplaceHelper(m, τ1)

let τ ′2 = typeReplaceHelper(m, τ2)

τ ′1 → τ ′2

typeReplaceHelper(m, ( ~τ1 )) =

let ~τ2 = typeReplaceHelperList(m, ~τ1)

( ~τ2 )

typeReplaceHelper(m, un[~τ1]) =

let ~τ2 = typeReplaceHelperList(m, ~τ1)

un[~τ2]

typeReplaceHelper(m,T ) = m(T )
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typeReplaceHelperList
Helper function used by typeReplaceHelper, specifically for handling lists of types. This

effectively just performs a functional map operation, without the higher-order function.

typeReplaceHelperList ∈ (TypeVariable → Type)×
−−→
Type →

−−→
Type

typeReplaceHelperList(m, []) = []

typeReplaceHelperList(m, τ1 :: ~τ2) =

let τ ′1 = typeReplaceHelper(m, τ1)

let ~τ2′ = typeReplaceHelperList(m, ~τ2)

τ ′1 :: ~τ2
′

blockEnv
Given a list of Val definitions along with an type environment, returns a new type

environment where all the provided Val definitions are in scope. The name of this helper

reflects the fact that this is used for typechecking blocks in SimpleScala, which consist

of a series of Val definitions.

blockEnv ∈
−→
Val × TypeEnv → TypeEnv

blockEnv([],Γ) = Γ

blockEnv((val x = e) ::
−→
val ,Γ) =

Γ ` e : τ

blockEnv(
−→
val ,Γ[x 7→ τ ])
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tupleTypes
Given a list of expressions, gets each one of their types.

tupleTypes ∈
−−→
Exp × TypeEnv →

−−→
Type

tupleTypes([],Γ) = []

tupleTypes(e1 :: ~e2,Γ) =

Γ ` e1 : τ

τ :: tupleTypes(~e2,Γ)

tupleAccess
Accesses the nth element of a list. The list is one-indexed.

tupleAccess ∈ ~A× N→ A

tupleAccess(a1 :: ~a2, n) =
a1 if n = 1

tupleAccess(~a2, n− 1) if n > 1
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tupGamma
Takes a list of variables and a list of types, which are required to be of the same length.

Puts each variable into scope with the corresponding type, updating the given type en-

vironment. This returns a new type environment reflecting the collective updates.

tupGamma ∈
−−−−−→
Variable ×

−−→
Type × TypeEnv → TypeEnv

tupGamma([], [],Γ) = Γ

tupGamma(x1 :: ~x2, τ1 :: ~τ2,Γ) =

tupGamma( ~x2, ~τ2,Γ[x1 7→ τ1])

casesOk
Returns true if all of the following are true:

1. Each constructor name used in the cases is mentioned in the user-defined type for

the case

2. No two cases share the same name

3. No case mentioned in the user-defined types is missing in the list of cases

casesOk ∈
−−−→
Case × UserDefinedTypeName → Boolean

casesOk(−−→case, un) =

let (
−→
T ,m) = tdefs(un)

casesOkHelper(−−→case, {},m)
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casesOkHelper
Helper function used by casesOk.

casesOkHelper ∈
−−−→
Case × ConstructorName × (ConstructorName → Type)→ Boolean

casesOkHelper([], cn,m) = (keys(m) = cn)

casesOkHelper(case1 :: −−−→case2, cn2,m) =

(case1 = (case cn1(x)⇒ e) ∧

cn1 ∈ keys(m) ∧

cn1 6∈ cn2 ∧

casesOkHelper(−−→case, cn2 + cn1,m))

casesTypes
Gets the type of the expression for each case in a given list of cases.

casesTypes ∈
−−−→
Case × TypeEnv ×

−−−−−−−−−→
TypeVariable ×

−−→
Type×

(ConstructorName → Type)→
−−→
Type

casesTypes([],Γ,
−→
T , ~τ ,m) = []

casesTypes((case cn(x)⇒ e) :: −−→case,Γ,
−→
T , ~τ1,m) =

let τ2 = m(cn)

let τ ′2 = typeReplace(
−→
T , ~τ1, τ2)

Γ[x 7→ τ ′2] ` e : τ3

τ3 :: casesTypes(−−→case,Γ,
−→
T , ~τ1,m)
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asSingleton
Given a list that is expected to be of all the same elements, returns any one of the

(identical) elements. Gets stuck if the list is not all of the same element, or if the list is

empty. For example, asSingleton([1, 1, 1]) = 1, but asSingleton([1, 1, 2, 2]) gets stuck.

asSingleton ∈ ~A→ A

asSingleton(a :: []) = a

asSingleton(a1 :: a1 :: ~a2) =

asSingleton(a1 :: ~a2)
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